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Post_title:
ID1:

3.0 Policy Context
48

comment_content:
The Country Land & Business Association (CLA)
represents more than 32,000 members in England and
Wales. Our members both live and work within rural
areas; they operate over 250 types of rural business
including agricultural, tourism and commercial
enterprises. The CLA is in a unique position in
representing a broad cross-section of interests within
the rural economy. We broadly support the contents of
the Draft District Local Plan relating to how the district
will grow especially as it seeks to implement the
contents of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF); however we make comments on following
policies.
ID1:

49

comment_content:
Para 3.0.2: There are 2 issues which are central to the
physical development of the northern part of SE Lincs:
1, How to attract economic investment in the face of
poor infrastructure provision, especially relating to
transport and roads. 2, How to strike a balance
between essential and reasonable development, and
the risk of flooding. These issues need to be
highlighted. The key issues as currently drafted don't
seem to be specific to the area “ they are universal.

comment_author:

Country Landowners Association

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Mr John Stuart Birkett

Officer Comment:
Comments noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Whilst the key issues are also generic in terms of many
other areas they are also considered to be specific to
South East Lincolnshire. The need for delivering
supporting infrastructure and addressing flood risk are
represented.
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ID1:

50

comment_content:
Promoting Sustainable Communities in South East
Lincolnshire PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
IN SOUTH EAST LINCOLNSHIRE This section of the draft
Local Plan sets out several policies which outline how
sustainable development will be delivered across the
district. In particular, this section of the Plan outlines
which settlements are earmarked to accommodate
growth, and to what extent.

ID1:

51

comment_content:
Quality Housing For All QUALITY HOUSING FOR ALL This
chapter of the draft Local Plan sets out the Council s
policies relating to the delivery of new housing to meet
the identified needs for South East Lincolnshire. As a
general comment our Client supports the Council's
proposal to base their housing target on the objectively
assessed need as set out in the respective Strategic
Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) of Boston
Borough Council and South Holland, rather than basing
the target on the rate of housing completions since
1976. To have chosen the latter option would have
been unsound and not in accordance with national
planning policy guidance.
Post_title:

comment_author:

Chris Atkinson

Officer Comment:
Comment noted

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Chris Atkinson

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

3.1 Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
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ID1:

52

comment_content:
The principles of including this policy within the local
plan are supported. In would be appropriate for the
policy to be further strengthened by reference to the
need for the redevelopment of previously developed
land before greenfield sites.

ID1:

53

comment_content:
I support Policy 1: Presumption in favour of Sustainable
Development and Policy 2: Spatial Strategy. However, I
believe that the Council's support of both Options (c)
and (d) for the successful implementation of the Spatial
Strategy may lead to confusion regarding the delivery
of the Plan. Option (c) promotes the concept of
permitting sustainable development where appropriate
whereas option (d) implies that such development
should only be within defined settlement boundaries
and it may be appropriate when following the
principles of option (c) to permit development outside
such boundaries.

Mrs E Whettingsteel

comment_author:

Officer Comment:
Part support.
The draft Policy is as recommended by the Planning
Inspectorate.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

G Greaves

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support for Policy 1

Comment on Policy 2
Promoting sustainable development and defining
settlement boundaries are not considered to be
incompatible or confusing. Policy 2 includes settlements
which have settlement boundaries and also the
countryside where sustainable development is also
encouraged providing that it is appropriate to the
location. Other Policies within the Local Plan provide
more context for what type of development is
considered sustainable either within or outside defined
settlement boundaries.
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ID1:

54

comment_content:
We support the statement of positive intent contained
within Policy 1 as reflective of the NPPF presumption in
favour of sustainable development to meet objectively
assessed growth needs. As a headline policy without
specified targets or detailed requirements its
effectiveness will be measured in its application
alongside other policies in the Local Plan where more
refined targets and requirements are applied. It is
important however that the primary objectives of the
NPPF are encapsulated in Local Plan as a specific policy
and its inclusion is welcomed.
ID1:

55

comment_content:
Over-development of this vital food-growing area is
national suicide. Lincolnshire produces about a third of
the whole country's green groceries. Food security
must be paramount. There is no such thing as
sustainable development. There is no more land being
made. Already more than half our food is imported. The
proposed 100,000 new homes in Lincolnshire will mean
an extra 200,000 cars on our roads. One every 40 yards.
This land is too good to be covered in concrete and
tarmac.

comment_author:

Aspbury Planning Limited

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Cllr Richard Fairman

Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Sustainable development must be put into context and
the Local Plan attempts to do this. The objector is
commenting on the whole of Lincolnshire and
specifically to forms of development and percieved
detrimental consequences that are very generalised and
unqualified.
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ID1:

56

comment_content:
The RSPB are concerned that policy 1, as it currently
stands, has a presumption towards development rather
than sustainability. The provision that each Local
Planning Authority will work proactively with applicants
to find solutions which mean that proposals can be
approved wherever possible could lead to
developments with the low levels of sustainability. In
addition, it creates a presumption that the majority of
applications will be successful; this could prove
misleading to developers. Overall, this policy gives the
impression that its main driver is economic and not a
wider suite of sustainability benefits. The RSPB
recommend this policy is reworded to better reflect the
authority s obligations to sustainable development and
delivering biodiversity gains under the NERC Act 2006
and the NPPF.
ID1:

57

comment_content:
ln line with the NPPF and guidance from the Planning
Inspectorate, the presumption in favour of sustainable
development forms a logical initial policy as a stand
point for the Local Plan. We are particularly pleased to
note the indication of a positive approach to
considering development proposals" which aligns with
current Government Policy and hopefully sets the tone
for a Local Plan that will deliver appropriate
development.

comment_author:

RSPB

Officer Comment:
Comments are noted.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Policy 1 is as drafted by the Planning Inspectorate.

comment_author:

Chestnut Homes

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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ID1:

58

comment_content:
1 - Presumption on favour of Sustainable Development
The inclusion of a policy which sets out a positive
approach to considering development proposals is
welcomed by our Client in principle. Notwithstanding
this, we object to the final paragraph of Policy 1 should
be amended as follows: Where there are no policies
relevant to the application or relevant policies are out
of date at the time of making the decision then
permission will be granted unless: aeeeunt ”whet-here
1. Any adverse impacts of granting permission would
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits,
when assesses against the policies in the National
Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole; or 2.
Specific policies in that Framework indicate that
development should be restricted." As currently
drafted the Policy is not considered to accord with the
NPPF as this makes no reference to applications being
granted in such instances unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The only instances
where sustainable development should not be
approved in such instances is where any adverse
impacts significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits . Whilst our Client is encouraged by the
proposal to include a policy which outlines the
presumption in favour of sustainable development, we
object to the Policy as currently worded as it is
considered to be unsound as it is not in accordance
with national planning policy and would not meet the
tests of paragraph 182 of the NPPF.

comment_author:

Chris Atkinson

Officer Comment:
Policy 1 is as drafted by the Planning Inspectorate
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ID1:

59

comment_content:
The Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust agrees that development
must be sustainable and therefore supports this policy.
The Trust considers that the top priority for achieving
sustainable development is that development is carried
out within the environmental capacity or limits of the
area. It should not compromise the biodiversity and
geodiversity resource of South East Lincolnshire.
Existing designated sites of nature conservation and
geological interest such as Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, Local Nature Reserves, Local Wildlife Sites and
Local Geological Sites should be protected and
enhanced. Sites of nature conservation interest and
other areas of natural greenspace should be buffered,
extended and linked across the landscape to enable
species and habitats to adapt to climate change.
Enlarging and linking habitats to reduce fragmentation
is important to provide habitats and species the
opportunity to migrate across the landscape in the face
of climate change. This is the basis of the Living
Landscapes approach advocated by the Wildlife Trusts.
A Living Landscape scheme in South East Lincolnshire is
the South Lincolnshire Fenlands
(www.lincsfenlands.org.uk). Another priority for
achieving sustainable development is the provision of a
network of natural greenspace within the green
infrastructure of developments for both people and
wildlife. There should be sufficient natural greenspace
accessible to residents to meet Natural England s
Accessible Natural Greenspace Standards.

comment_author:

Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust

Officer Comment:
Support.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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ID1:

60

comment_content:
Strengthen. Rephrase start of second sentence: either
Each Local Planning Authority will always work
proactively .... .. or Pre-application discussion is
expected, so that applicants and Council can work
jointly to fi•
nd proposals that can .... ..

ID1:

61

comment_content:
Support The GLNP support the wording in this policy
that will seek development that improves the
environmental, as well as social and economic
conditions of the Local Plan area.

comment_author:

Spalding and District Civic Society

Officer Comment:
Policy 1 is as drafted by the Planning Inspectorate.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Greater Lincolnshire Nature Partn

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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62

comment_content:
We act for Produce World and have previously
provided a return on the SHLAA in relation to a number
of properties around Butterwick, including The Mill and
the Main Factory; the latter including 11 hectares of
agricultural land on the west side of Mill Road. This is
an early stage of the plan preparation process so we
will keep our representations short. Our main objection
is that the draft plan, including Policy 1, d s not attach
sufficient weight to the redevelopment of brownfield
land, such as the Produce World factory. There are two
aspects to this objection that go to soundness : 1.
Government policy is clear that brownfield land is
sequentially preferable to the release of greenfield
land. The draft plan must reflect this in its draft policies
and development allocations. 2. By not setting a
strategy that addresses brownfield land, the draft plan
wastes precious resources (land) and leaves redundant
sites without a planning framework that ensures their
regeneration. We are aware that the draft plan prefers
other sites/options in Butterwick for development and
it has been suggested that the Produce World land is
too far from the centre of the village. However, we do
not consider that the distance is inaccessible or
unsustainable and, in our experience, particularly in the
context of Localism, many sites away from where the
majority of people live have been supported by
planning authorities as a pragmatic way to deliver
development quickly and with reasonable support from
the existing local community. As a further option, given
the extent of land in single ownership, there may be
scope to explore a new village concept as a means of
boosting the supply of housing; ie using the scale and
mix of uses to internalise what would otherwise be

comment_author:

Bloombridge LLP

Officer Comment:
Policy 1 is as drafted by the Planning Inspectorate
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objections on, for example, accessibility grounds.

Post_title:
ID1:

3.2 Spatial Strategy
63

comment_content:
The Councils general approach to where new
development should be directed is supported.
However, the imposition of settlement boundaries
should not act to restrict sustainable development
outside of settlement boundaries where this falls within
existing networks of settlements or where it can be
shown that the presumption in favour of sustainable
development applies. This is particularly the case, in
respect of previously developed sites where such
development would contribute to a network of
settlements, and would in accordance with paragraph
55 of the NPPF help to sustain existing services and
facilities within nearby towns and villages.

comment_author:

Mrs E Whettingsteel

Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the draft policy is recommended

Policy P2 does not necessarily restrict sustainable
development outside settlement boundaries or restrict
the sustainable use of brownfield sites if outside
settlement boundaries. Sustainable development may
support several settlements whether inside or outside
any settlemnt boundary. Other Policies in the Local Plan
provide greater detail on specific types of sustainable
development.
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ID1:

64

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.
ID1:

65

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

66

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. Sutterton offers a mid point location between
South Holland and Boston and its close proximity to the
various Trunk road networks makes it an excellent
location for any additional housing in the district, that
may be considered appropriate. If additional allocations
through Local Plan policy amendments come forward.
ID1:

67

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

68

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities.
ID1:

69

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

70

comment_content:
we wish to comment on the proposed Settlement
Spatial strategy - Policy 2, following the favoured
options c) and d). We note that Holbeach Clough has
been designated an Other Service Village and
settlement category, with no intended new housing
allocations. We are of the belief that a greater
emphasis should be given towards housing
development in the villages, to provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the area, and further help support the existing Local
services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities. How will this be possible
without allocating additional land for housing?
ID1:

71

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy - Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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ID1:

72

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy - Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

73

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy - Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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ID1:

74

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

75

comment_content:
I support the possibility of increased infilling in Surfleet
Seas End and would like this to be recognised as part of
Surfleet, not as a separate village. It is one parish.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Cllr Sally Slade

Officer Comment:
To redefine Surfleet to include the area known as
Surfleet Seas End has implications with regard to the
potential for additional land for housing. Further work is
suggested to look at whether such sites are required and
whether they would be sustainable comparatively.
Having competed this further work a number of people
have responded saying that Surfleet and Surfleet seas
End are one village and should not be split into two.
The comments and reasoning relating to merging
Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are accepted.
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Officer Recommendation:
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ID1:

76

comment_content:
I agree with development in Quadring. I would like to
see more community areas like neighbouring
Gosberton and Donington. I don't think the crossroads
should be congested as the Local Plan development
shows. Development to the south east would mean
there isn't any congestion.

comment_author:

Mr Stephen Whitemore

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Detailed comments on sites and their impacts to be
considered as they relate to specific policies.
Amendment to settlement boundary to be considered
as additional sites are considered.
These respondents are supporting a small land
allocation between Main Road and Sarah Gate, which is
referred to in section 6 of the Housing Paper. The
response supports the spatial strategy of the plan.

ID1:

77

comment_content:
I agree with developing Quadring. I think there should
be more development behind 47 Main Road, Quadring.
I don't think the existing infrastructure should be
damaged by over developing the centre of Quadring.

comment_author:

Mrs Gillian Parker

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Detailed comments on sites and their impacts to be
considered as they relate to specific policies.
Amendment to settlement boundary to be considered
as additional sites are considered.
These respondents are supporting a small land
allocation between Main Road and Sarah Gate, which is
referred to in section 6 of the Housing Paper. The
response supports the spatial strategy of the plan.
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ID1:

78

comment_content:
I agree with development of Quadring but would like to
see development of land to the south east which would
take traffic away from the one major crossroads in the
village. I would like to see development of land behind
47 Main Road and 11A Sarah Gate which can only add
to existing settlement and has necessary drainage for
additional settlement.

comment_author:

Mr Colin Kenny

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Detailed comments on sites and their impacts to be
considered as they relate to specific policies.
Amendment to settlement boundary to be considered
as additional sites are considered.
These respondents are supporting a small land
allocation between Main Road and Sarah Gate, which is
referred to in section 6 of the Housing Paper. The
response supports the spatial strategy of the plan.

ID1:

79

comment_content:
I agree with development of Quadring but would like to
see development of land to the south east which would
take traffic away from the one major crossroads in the
village. I would like to see development of land behind
47 Main Road and 11a Sarah Gate which can only add
to existing settlement and has necessary drainage for
additional settlement.

comment_author:

Mr Leonard Parker

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Detailed comments on sites and their impacts to be
considered as they relate to specific policies.
Amendment to settlement boundary to be considered
as additional sites are considered.
These respondents are supporting a small land
allocation between Main Road and Sarah Gate, which is
referred to in section 6 of the Housing Paper. The
response supports the spatial strategy of the plan.
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ID1:

80

comment_content:
As for the nominated development areas I fully support
the need for additional housing and affordable housing
in particular.

ID1:

81

comment_content:
I would like to see more development of Quadring to
the south east. Development on Sarah Gate would take
the traffic from the one main cross roads in the centre
of the village.

comment_author:

Mr Andrew Parks

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Mr Chris Iszatt

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Detailed comments on sites and their impacts to be
considered as they relate to specific policies.
Amendment to settlement boundary to be considered
as additional sites are considered.
These respondents are supporting a small land
allocation between Main Road and Sarah Gate, which is
referred to in section 6 of the Housing Paper. The
response supports the spatial strategy of the plan.
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ID1:

82

comment_content:
We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy Policy 2, following the favoured options c) and
d). However, we believe there has been an error in the
classification of the settlements of Surfleet and Surfleet
Seas End, such that there is an incorrect separation of
the Seas End Road part of the village from the Church
End part. Both parts of the settlement should be
treated together and only one combined settlement
should be included in the Settlements Hierarchy
classification. To explain, within Surfleet, the Station
Road part, the Seas End Road part and The Reservoir
part have always functioned as a combined settlement.
Historically, Seas End Road and Station Road met at,
and were crossed by the Boston to Spalding Railway
Line (disused since the 1960s). In the period from the
1960s to the mid 1990s, the crossing gates were always
open and the road was seamless. Since the
development of the old Railway line to provide for the
route of the new A16 Bypass, the village parts have
continued to be joined by an Underpass, as well as road
junctions to the bypass and each other. The two road
sections of the village are governed by the same Parish
council, and share a proximity and close identification
with each other habitants of both parts of the village
would identify themselves as being residents of
Surfleet. The cycle path that travels under the A16 was
insisted on at the Public Inquiry into the A16 Bypass
proposals, to ensure residents of Surfleet could pass
safely from one part of the village to the other. The
primary school serving both parts of the village even
carried the name Surfleet Seas End Primary School until
very recently (even though it was on the Station Road
side of the Railway Line/A16 Bypass. Many of the

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
To redefine Surfleet to include the area known as
Surfleet Seas End has implications with regard to the
potential for additional land for housing. Further work is
suggested to look at whether such sites are required and
whether they would be sustainable comparatively.
Having competed this further work a number of people
have responded saying that Surfleet and Surfleet seas
End are one village and should not be split into two.
The comments and reasoning relating to merging
Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are accepted.
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Officer Recommendation:
Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are merged into one
settlement called Surfleet.
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village services, the Shop and Primary School, are
nearer to the properties located on Seas End Road (to
the east of the Bypass), than the west part of the
village. We also wish to comment that we cannot find a
trace of a village named as Surfleet Seas End on an
Ordnance Survey map. We note that some other linear
forms of village settlements, namely Gosberton
Risegate and Gosberton Clough, which are historically
separate settlements, have been identified as one
combined settlement. It is difficult to therefore
understand why the parts of Surfleet have not been
similarly combined, and would ask for a revision to be
made to the settlement classifications to remedy this
mistake.
ID1:

83

comment_content:
I agree with the development of Quadring. I would like
to see development of land south east of Quadring on
the previous footprint shown clearly on map 24. I
would like to see development of land behind 47 Main
Road and 11a Sarah Gate. This land has access to Sarah
Gate which would take traffic from the crossroads
which other sites would only make congested.

comment_author:

Mrs Lucy Kenny

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Detailed comments on sites and their impacts to be
considered as they relate to specific policies.
Amendment to settlement boundary to be considered
as additional sites are considered.
These respondents are supporting a small land
allocation between Main Road and Sarah Gate, which is
referred to in section 6 of the Housing Paper. The
response supports the spatial strategy of the plan.
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ID1:

84

comment_content:
I agree with the development of Quadring but would
like to see development of land to the south east which
would take traffic from the one major crossroads in the
village. I would like to see development of land behind
47 Main Road and 11a Sarah Gate which can only add
to the existing settlement and has the necessary
drainage. Also the previous footprint of the site can be
developed upon which in shown clearly on map 24
behind 47 Main Road.

ID1:

85

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

comment_author:

Miss Jane Parker

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Detailed comments on sites and their impacts to be
considered as they relate to specific policies.
Amendment to settlement boundary to be considered
as additional sites are considered.
These respondents are supporting a small land
allocation between Main Road and Sarah Gate, which is
referred to in section 6 of the Housing Paper. The
response supports the spatial strategy of the plan.
comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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ID1:

86

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

87

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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ID1:

88

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

89

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
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ID1:

90

comment_content:
Holbeach: We live in Oakwood Glade and are not
opposed to building houses and bungalows but there
needs to be a lot more thought on access into the new
development. Our road is not suitable for another
possible 1,800 cars that would need to pass by.

ID1:

91

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Mr and Mrs Slipper

Officer Comment:
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘in conjunction
with other sites it is intended to provide a roundabout
at A17/A151 junction to have a principal junction into
the site from a second roundabout on the A151, a
further junction onto the A151 and Spalding Road may
be constructed and small extensions of estate roads to
the west of Holbeach as culs de sac may be acceptable.
There would be no connection from the A151 and the
residential roads to the west of Holbeach.’ It appears
that satisfactory vehicular accesses could be provided to
this site, with the use of existing estate roads as through
routes being discouraged.
comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended
Hob048 is one of the more suitable Potential Housing
Sites in Holbeach and should be taken forward as
Preferred Option Housing Allocation.

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

92

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d). However, we wish to comment that we still
believe a greater allocation of the housing need should
be distributed to the villages, as this will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district, and further help support existing Local
services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.
ID1:

93

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Pinchbeck has been elevated to a Main Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

94

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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95

comment_content:
We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy Policy 2, following the favoured options c) and
d), but comment that we still believe a greater
allocation of the housing need, should be distributed to
the villages, as will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the district area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. However, we believe there has been an error
in the classification of the settlements of Weston Hills
St John and Weston Hills Austendyke, such that there is
an incorrect separation of the two parts of the village.
Both parts of the settlement should be treated
together and only one combined settlement should be
included in the Settlements Hierarchy classification.
To explain, within Weston Hills, the Broadgate road
part, and the Austendyke Road part have always
functioned as a combined settlement. Historically and
currently, the two road sections of the village are
governed by the same Parish council, and share a
proximity and close identification with each other
habitants of both parts of the village would identify
themselves as being residents of Weston Hills. The pub
for the village is located on Austendyke Road and the
Church/Chapel and School on Broadgate. We also wish
to comment that we cannot find a trace of a village
named as Weston Hills Austendyke or Weston Hills St
Johns on an Ordnance Survey map. We note that some
other linear forms of village settlements, namely
Gosberton Risegate and Gosberton Clough, which were
historically separate settlements, have been identified
as one combined settlement in the current Local Plan
Spatial strategy proposals. It is difficult to therefore

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
It is suggested that Weston Hills Austendyke and
Weston Hills St. John's should be defined as one
settlement.
In considering a combined settlement boundary the
Objectors promote the inclusion of additional sites for
the development of housing. However the approach in
the 'Other Service Centres and Settlements' is to not
allocate sites but infill would be supported in principle.
It is not considered that Weston Hills should be a minor
settlement. Although there are settlements that score
less than Weston Hills in the Sustainability of Settlement
document such as Cowbit, Deeping St Nicholas and
Gedney Hill they have a better overall flood risk and in
the case of Cowbit is a nucleated village which is more
appropriate for development than Weston Hills, which is
very linear. Gosberton Risegate and Clough is being
treated the same way as an 'Other Service Centre and
Settlement'.
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understand why the parts of Weston Hills have not
been similarly combined, and would ask for a revision
to be made to the settlement classifications to remedy
this mistake.
With both parts of the village combined we consider
the settlement should have a category status of Minor
Service Centre, with appropriate allocations for housing
to help support the village. We consider the sites Wsn
026, 027, 028 would be a suitable sites to include with
the area defined as the settlement boundary, and as
suitable potential housing sites Please note the sites
are:
A) Mirroring development of the land on the opposite
side of the road, (Broadgate and Austendyke Road),
and a continuation of the development line on the east
side of Broadgate, and the north side of Austendyke
Road, in the well known linear from of frontage
development seen in rural villages.
B) Well serviced with pathways and street lighting. We
consider that the inclusion of the sites within the
settlement boundary, truly fits with the criteria
adopted and used as a Spatial strategy tool, as being
sites in a form which best fits with the character, form
and scale and appearance of the settlement and with
least detriment to the surrounding area. We further
wish to add that the settlement boundary of the village
did include site Wsn 028, in the 1998 Local Plan, and as
such we feel it is just and equitable for a similar
settlement boundary to be adopted now.
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ID1:

96

comment_content:
we wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

97

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

98

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.
ID1:

99

comment_content:
I support Policy 1: Presumption in favour of Sustainable
Development and Policy 2: Spatial Strategy. However, I
believe that the Council's support of both Options (c)
and (d) for the successful implementation of the Spatial
Strategy may lead to confusion regarding the delivery
of the Plan. Option (c) promotes the concept of
permitting sustainable development where appropriate
whereas option (d) implies that such development
should only be within defined settlement boundaries
and it may be appropriate when following the
principles of option (c) to permit development outside
such boundaries.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.

G Greaves

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support for Policy 1

Comment on Policy 2
Promoting sustainable development and defining
settlement boundaries are not considered to be
incompatible or confusing. Policy 2 includes settlements
which have settlement boundaries and also the
countryside where sustainable development is also
encouraged providing that it is appropriate to the
location. Other Policies within the Local Plan provide
more context for what type of development is
considered sustainable either within or outside defined
settlement boundaries.
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ID1:

100

comment_content:
Objection raised on behalf of clients in Surfleet Seas
End. Both Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End function as a
single whole yet they are both pitched at different
points in the settlement hierarchy. We ask that Surfleet
Seas End (an 'Other Rural Centre') should, be
considered as one combined village with Surfleet (a
'Minor Service Centre'). The Council have already
recognised a similar situation exists in Gosberton
Risegate and Gosberton Clough that are considered as
one Minor Service Centre settlement in the hierarchy.
This is an equivalent situation. Very full evidence on this
subject is given in a recent planning appeal for a site in
Surfleet Seas End (decision outstanding at Feb. 2016 ,
SHDC ref H17-0602-15).
ID1:

101

comment_content:
we support the Settlement Boundary shown on Inset
Map 63. The boundary now includes areas suitable for
infill development (they were previously deemed to be
'countryside') thereby allowing for logical completion of
the street scene with modest residential development.

comment_author:

Matrix Planning Ltd.

Officer Comment:
To redefine Surfleet to include the area known as
Surfleet Seas End has implications with regard to the
potential for additional land for housing. Further work is
suggested to look at whether such sites are required and
whether they would be sustainable comparatively.

Officer Recommendation:
Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are merged into one
settlement called Surfleet.

Having competed this further work a number of people
have responded saying that Surfleet and Surfleet seas
End are one village and should not be split into two.
The comments and reasoning relating to merging
Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are accepted.

comment_author:

Matrix Planning Ltd.

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended
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102

comment_content:
SUPPORT given to Policy 2B - the inclusion of Moulton
Chapel as a Minor Service Centre and the village
expansion site (Mou030 etc) to the south. This is on
behalf of the owners of this site, the Ravell family.
Further comment is given later in relation to Inset map
22.

comment_author:

Matrix Planning Ltd.

Officer Comment:
1.The support for Moulton Chapel’s position in the
Spatial Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.
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ID1:

103

comment_content:
We broadly support the spatial strategy and settlement
hierarchy for South East Lincolnshire We would suggest
however that certain settlements within Category C
Areas of development restraint have higher overall
sustainability credentials as set out in the June 2015
Sustainability of Settlements Study than other
settlements identified in Category B Areas of limited
development opportunity.
One particular settlement is Leverton which scored 50
within the study which is higher than Deeping St
Nicolas, Fishtoft, Cowbit, Gedney Hill, Gosberton
Clough/ Risegate and Gedney Church End which are all
included within the higher Category B. Leverton is a
sustainable settlement with a variety of services and
facilities including a food/grocery store, public house,
church and a community hall. It is also highly accessible
being located on the A52 trunk road less than 8 miles
north of Boston. As a result there is a good bus service
every half an hour linking the settlement with not only
Boston (in 30 minutes) but other sustainable
settlements such as Butterwick (7 minutes), Old Leake
(4 minutes) and Wrangle (8 minutes) which offer
further services/facilities such as a post office, primary
school, secondary school and GP surgery. I would
therefore promote that Leverton be re-categorised as a
Minor Service Centre which is capable accommodating
limited development. Those more sustainable
settlements within Category C can play a lesser but
important role in providing housing to meet the full
objectively assessed needs of Boston and South
Holland. I promote that category C could be sub divided
in to two categories. One category, referred to as Other
Service Centres could identify a tier of settlements

comment_author:

David Hutchinson

Officer Comment:
The Objector suggests that Leverton should be
promoted to be a Minor Service Centre based upon its
comparatively good sustainability score.
It is further suggested that the Other Service Centres
and Settlements could be sub-divided to two categories
and the ones with better facilities or a larger size be
allowed to accommodate small levels of housing growth
in or adjoining the settlement.
In respect of both suggestions further work needs to
take place with regard to potential sites, the need to
redefine settlement boundaries and the potential
consequences for the overall strategy of the Local Plan
in meeting Objectively Assessed Housing Needs.
Leverton is a relatively small settlement with a small
population. The settlement is also one of several in the
North/East Area of Boston Borough which, acording to
the SHMA, has a relatively small housing need
(compared to the Boston Town and South/West areas).
Therefore meeting these housing needs through
allocations in the larger, more sustainable settlements
(i.e. Butterwick, Fistoft, Old Leake and Wrangle) is
considered to be the logical approach.
There are choices for additional sites submitted through
the SHLAA in Leverton; the majority of which would
have a similar impact upon the form of the settlement
(i.e. Adjoining and extending the settlement). In flood
risk terms the site options are either "danger for all" or
"danger for most". It is considered that the small
population, dependency on nearby settlements for
school and health care and the flood risk mean that it
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capable of accommodating a small level of housing
growth in proportion to their size and existing services.
Small scale development for up to 5 dwellings could be
permitted in or adjoining the built up area of these
settlements up to a pre conceived upper threshold
based on a percentage increase from the existing
dwelling numbers for each settlement. This strategy
would be similar to that of Central Lincolnshire. This
would serve to protect existing local services and
facilities these settlements offer to the local
community. Those least sustainable settlements could
form a final category referred to as other small
settlements.
ID1:

104

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.

would be difficult to meet the Exceptions Test under the
need for development in relation to flood risk.
Opportunities for development to meet community
needs may be met through the Rural Exceptions Policy
where evidence for community, economic and
environmental benefit may be provided.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

105

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Pinchbeck has been elevated to a Main Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.
ID1:

106

comment_content:
we wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Pinchbeck has been elevated to a Main Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are made on increasing development across
"village settlements" but not on the way Policy 2 sets
out the types of Centres.
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ID1:

107

comment_content:
This section indicates preference for Options c) and d) that is Option c ) to base the spatial strategy on a
balance of factors relating to sustainable development,
meeting development needs proportionate to the
settlements character and level of flood risk and
providing guidance on meeting sustainable
development outside the named settlements and
Option d) to have defined settlement boundaries.
Accordingly South East Lincolnshire Local Plan:
Housing Paper - Surfleet (January 2016) indicates areas
Sur003 (25 dwellings), Sur004 (39 dwellings), Sur006
(105 dwellings) and Sur011 (26 dwellings) would meet
this guidance. Nevertheless, a key characteristic of a
settlement should be considered to be housing density
(i.e. Dwellings per hectare) (See also Policy 3:
Development Management - 1, and Policy 29: Design of
New Development - 1) no such measure is given, nor d
s it appear that the suggested dwelling densities (based
on specified totals) are appropriate. Proposed site
Sur006 (105 dwellings) currently has an outstanding
Planning Application (H17-0652-15) for 26 dwellings.
This is at a much lower density than the suggested
level - the Local Plan d s not indicate how such a
situation should be handled.

comment_author:

Mr Graeme Smith

Officer Comment:
The densities prescribed to each site are calculated at
20dph and is used as a guide for establishing the supply
for each settlement. It does not establish a definite
figure for the eventual development of the site. Policies
3 and 29 do refer to density. They may be redrafted for
the submission draft of the plan. The reason Sur006
holds so much more than the current planning
application is because Sur006 is larger than the area in
the planning application.
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ID1:

108

comment_content:
3.2.11 We support the recognition that flood risk is a
significant threat and therefore a major consideration
and cost in the delivery of new development.

ID1:

109

comment_content:
I support the proposals but would like to see Surfleet
considered as one village it has always been. I was born
and bred in the part now called Surfleet Seas End and
feel very aggrieved that it has been split in two by the
Council planners. Surfleet is one village running by the
River Glen with an area called 'Surfleet Reservoir'
where locks separate the fresh water from the salt
water of the River Welland. It has one parish council
and a school attended by all the primary school
children. The facilities are shared. I have had
generations of relatives live in the village, and still do,
including brothers, nieces, nephews, cousins and their
families, who need new properties built to enable them
to remain in the village. Therefore I am in favour of the
proposed plan to treat both sides of the A16 under the
same building development proposals for surfleet as a
whole.

comment_author:

Environment Agency

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended.

Mrs A Bradbury

Officer Comment:
To redefine Surfleet to include the area known as
Surfleet Seas End has implications with regard to the
potential for additional land for housing. Further work is
suggested to look at whether such sites are required and
whether they would be sustainable comparatively.
Having competed this further work a number of people
have responded saying that Surfleet and Surfleet seas
End are one village and should not be split into two.
The comments and reasoning relating to merging
Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are accepted.
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ID1:

110

comment_content:
I own the car repair workshop number 43/45 Reservoir
Road Surfleet Seas End, Spalding, which had a previous
successful application ref : H17 /0642/95 but lapsed
without any building work taking place. I have applied
for planning permission a number of times since, which
have been refused and dismissed on appeal. The
proposed policy approach permits development that
supports the settlement's role as a service centre for
the settlement itself, helps sustain existing facilities or
helps meet the service needs of other local
communities. I support this approach as it may enable
my site to be redeveloped to help sustain existing
facilities in Surfleet.
ID1:

112

comment_content:
we support the designation of Sutterton as a Main
Service Centre. The village provides a range of facilities
and is an appropriate location for growth.

comment_author:

Mr G Coley

Officer Comment:
The support for Surfleet’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome. Policy 11 says “provision will be
made for a net increase of at least...” Therefore, the
approach we are taking provides flexibility and are not
ceiling figures.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended
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ID1:

113

comment_content:
Why build on fertile land? Could you not find
brownfield sites?

comment_author:

Yvonne Wood

Officer Comment:
A comment on the site selection process.
In meeting the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs and
other development needs the potential for greenfield
and agricultural land has had to be assessed because
there is insufficient brownfield land available.
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ID1:

114

comment_content:
we support Hobeach's place in the overall hierarchy
and consider that it accurately reflects the role the
settlement plays in a wider catchment. Holbeach is a
long established working market town, the second
largest settlement in South Holland and has Saxon roots
predating the Domesday Book. Previous, current and
emerging planning policies have identified the town as
a major focus of growth to maintain and support its
role for wider communities. The town, with its town
centre services, University Campus and a range of
services and employers, plays a major role for people in
the community and surrounding rural settlements. The
influence of the town is limited to some extent due to
the proximity of Peterborough, Spalding, Boston and
Kings Lynn. The town also benefits from access to the
A17 and can take advantage of the significant level of
services, including shopping and access to the national
rail network provided in the larger towns listed above.
The ongoing investment in the University Campus and
the promotion of a Main Employment Area at Distillery
Farm, which will be brought forward as a Food
Enterprise Zone, indicates the importance of the town
for the future economic growth of South East
Lincolnshire, which will need to be supported by an
appropriate level of housing growth.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended
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ID1:

115

comment_content:
We support Gosberton's place in the overall hierarchy
and consider that it accurately reflects the role the
settlement plays in a wider catchment. Reference to
development within the settlement boundary may be
unduly restrictive when considering development of
various uses that may be necessary or appropriate to
support each settlement's role as a service centre.
Given the range of development that may be necessary
to support these roles, the settlement boundaries may
not be able to accommodate the necessary
development. The policy should be amended to allow
development within or adjacent to the settlement
boundary.
ID1:

116

comment_content:
Our client operates an agricultural business in South
East Lincolnshire which is, by necessity, located in the
countryside. We note and support the statements in
Section D. Countryside•accepting that development
will be permitted that is necessary in such a location
¦where it can be demonstrated that it meets the
sustainable development needs of the area in terms of
economic, community or environmental benefits •
.
Food and Farming are key drivers of the local economy
and as such planning policy must be able to support
appropriate investment and development, some of
which is significant in scale.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support for Gosberton's position within the settlement
hierarchy is welcome but the Objector's suggest that
development should also be allowed adjacent to the
settlement boundary.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Whilst additional sites might be considered in some
locations, where these might be supported as preferred
sites in the next draft of the Plan they would be defined
within the Settlement Boundary.
To consider development "adjacant" to the Settlement
Boundary may be allowed through existing draft policies
especially where a need for the development has been
demonstrated.
comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended
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comment_content:
Our client supports the continued identification of
Spalding as a sub regional centre •and, as such, as a
location for significant levels of growth. As the main
town of South Holland and a focus for food and farming
industries in South East Lincolnshire, Spalding is the
appropriate focus for growth. The existing
infrastructure will provide a suitable bedrock to be
expanded to service increased growth. Focussing
investment in this location will make efficient use of
available resources, allowing the town to support an
increasing population. The setting of the town provides
opportunities for strategic levels of growth in
comprehensive well planned developments in sensitive
locations. A key aspect of this strategy is the
Wardentree Lane Main Employment Area. As the town
has expanded and will continue to expand over time,
the Spatial Strategy should acknowledge the increasing
physical inter-relationship between Pinchbeck and
Spalding, illustrated bythe fact that both settlements
are now shown on the same Inset Map. Planning policy
should reflect the fact that Pinchbeck and Spalding
increasingly function in partnership and not as two
freestanding settlements.Such an approach will allow
for the proper planning of the area and the design of
development to ensure that the character of both areas
is adequately reflected in future growth. This close
relationship between the settlements will grow over
the plan period, especially with the delivery of the
Sustainable Urban Extension and the associated
Spalding Western Relief Road.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are noted with regard to Spalding and
Pinchbeck and it is uncertain whether the Objector is
suggesting that both settlements should be defined as
the Sub -Regional Centre. However, Spalding and
Pinchbeck are clearly in close proximity but Pinchbeck
has its own community needs to meet within its
settlement.
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comment_content:
Our clients support the continued identification of
Spalding as a sub regional centre •and as such as a
location for significant levels of Growth. As the main
town of South Holland and a focus for food and farming
industries in SE Lincolnshire, Spalding is the appropriate
focus for growth. The existing infrastructure will
provide a suitable bedrock to be expanded to service
increased growth. Focussing investment in this location
will make efficient use of available resources, allowing
the town to support an increasing population. The
setting of the town provides opportunities for strategic
levels of growth in comprehensive well planned
developments in sensitive locations. As the town has
expanded and it will continue to expand over time the
Spatial Strategy should acknowledge the increasing
physical inter-relationship between Pinchbeck and
Spalding, illustrated by the fact that both settlements
are shown on the same Inset Map. Planning Policy
should reflect the fact that Pinchbeck and Spalding
increasingly function in partnership and not as two
freestanding settlements.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Comments are noted with regard to Spalding and
Pinchbeck and it is uncertain whether the Objector is
suggesting that both settlements should be defined as
the Sub -Regional Centre. However, Spalding and
Pinchbeck are clearly in close proximity but Pinchbeck
has its own community needs to meet within its
settlement.
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119

comment_content:
We note Pinchbeck's place in the overall hierarchy, and
consider that it accurately reflects the role the
settlement plays in a wider catchment. Proximity to
Spalding and the Wardentree Lane Area means that the
settlements are very closely related. Clearly the
proximity to Spalding ensures that the character and
role of Pinchbeck is very different to that of a similar
sized settlement of a major town. Pinchbeck can readily
access services in Spalding beyond those normally
accessible to residents of a settlement the size of
Pinchbeck. Arguably the two settlements are
developing close links in the way that they operate on a
daily basis. Promotion of the Sustainable Urban
Extension north of Spalding will further emphasise the
links between the two settlements and they could both
benefit by being shown on the same Inset Map to allow
a better representation of development proposals in
the area, and to ensure that investment can be planned
taking into account the future of both settlements. The
reference to development within the settlement
boundary may be unduly restrictive when considering
development of various uses that may be necessary or
appropriate to support each settlements role as a
service centre. Given the range of development that
may be necessary to support these roles a preferable
approach would be to allow development within or
adjacent to the settlement boundary.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support for Pinchbeck within the settlement hierarchy
but the Objector's suggest that development should also
be allowed adjacent to the settlement boundary.
Whilst additional sites might be considered in some
locations, where these might be supported as preferred
sites in the next draft of the Plan they would be defined
within the Settlement Boundary.
To consider development "adjacent" to the Settlement
Boundary may be allowed through existing draft policies
especially where a need for the development has been
demonstrated.
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comment_content:
My name is Beverly Gilliard and I live at 31 Monarchs
Road, Sutterton I would like to offer comment on the
recent consultation for the South East Lincolnshire
Local Plan with particular regard to the area of
Sutterton. My first point relates to the positioning of
Sutterton as a sustainable area for development and
how statistics have been used to inform this decision.
Sutterton has seen the closure of a considerable
number of facilities over recent years and this d s not
correlate with the information detailed in the results
table for services and facilities which concludes
Sutterton scores a total of 66 in relation to services and
facilities. In truth Sutterton has only one general store
and therefore the figure under this heading should read
as 4 and not the score of 8 awarded to this section.
Furthermore we no longer have a public house, The
Thatch closing earlier this year and again therefore this
score requires amendment to 0. Sutterton has been
awarded a score of 4 in relation to Community halls
with 2 points per facilities. Sutterton has only one
village hall, whilst this is made up of a lounge area and
hall, it also forms part of a chance to share agreement
and therefore availability of use of the larger hall is
restricted to non term time only and outside school
hours. A more realistic score of 2 is therefore
applicable. Turning now to the score of 26 awarded in
respect of playing areas for children in the village, I
would question where there are 13 suitable areas for
children to play. Firstly I note this d s not include the
children s designated play area where equipment is
provided. I would like to draw your attention to the
photographs below which clearly show this designated
play area. You will see from these pictures how

comment_author:

Beverly Jayne Gilliard

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the information in the
Sustainability Assessments can become dated. In further
work on the next draft of the Local Plan it will be
necessary to revisit sustainablity assessments in the
broadest sense and also specific evidence with regard to
selecting preferred sites and also the settlement
hierarchy.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
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throughout winter months and in wet weather this area
frequently floods and is not therefore an area children
can make use of whenever they wish. Furthermore the
following areas are included within identified playing
fields. 1. Bellmere Duck pond “ this is not a playing
field. It is a fenced off, gated area for wildlife. 2. The
grassed area behind what was The Thatch “ part of this
is privately owned by the owners of the Thatch building
and d s not constitute what can be referred to as a
playing field. 3. The grassed area shown on Glebe Way,
Eastfield Close “ this land is privately owned by the
residents and therefore is not available as a playing
field 4. The first piece of grassed area on Monarchs
Road “ this has been clearly debated at a recent
planning appeal that it is not suitable as a playing field
due to its close proximity to the main B1397 and being
surrounding on two sides by a main access road. It is
therefore not a suitable area for play. 5. The piece of
green land adjacent to the village boundary on
Monarchs Road “ this piece of open space lies behind
private shared driveways and for this reason is not
available as a playing field due to the issue of access
over private owned driveways. 6. The smaller piece of
green space on Monarchs Road “ sight of this very
small area of green space with a tree taking up most of
the space will alert you to the fact that this is not a
feasible playing space. 7. Area of green space on Park
Avenue directly in front of the school “ This piece of
land is owned by Mayflower housing and they were
approached some time ago to ask if it could be used as
a play area for the children. We were very clearly told
no as this was developable land for housing and it is as
you will note fenced off for this reason. It is not a
playing area. 8. Cemetery “ It is wholly unacceptable to
suggest a cemetery as an area which is suitable for
children to play. You will note I have identified at least

establish new owners is possible.
With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn
Not having a gas supply has not diminished the demand
for development in Sutterton over the last 35 years
(1976 -2011).
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8 areas which are incorrectly deemed to be playing
fields and this alone equates to 16 points. The statistics
for Sutterton very clearly need to be re-visited. By my
calculations alone Sutterton has at least 24 points
incorrectly accredited to it. Sutterton is not a
sustainable area for development. We do not have a
bus service of a Sunday or Bank holiday and there are
no facilities to travel by bus of an evening. The earliest
you can arrive in Boston is 8.25am and you must depart
by 17:45. We have no gas supply and there is a
dependency on oil heating and the need for a motor
vehicle if choosing to live in rural Sutterton.
ID1:

121

comment_content:
I strongly support the proposed plan for Long Sutton,
however, I would suggest that development is favoured
in relatively small plots so they might organically blend
in with the town, rather than large isolated estates such
as the Woodlands development which create a
character of their own instead of gently integrating.

comment_author:

Derek Smith

Officer Comment:
A mix of small and larger scale housing sites are required
to ensure that a mix of house types and tenures can be
delivered across the plan period. This will also cater for
demand from national and local housebuilders and for
self build. It should be possible through good design to
ensure that new housing sites (small or large) can
complement the character of Long Sutton and integrate
with the existing built form.
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122

comment_content:
We are constantly reminded to support local farmers
and buy fresh local produce, if all of the fields are built
on there would be no local produce left giving
supermarkets the power to increase prices.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Wilson

Officer Comment:
The development of some agricultural land is inevitable
where there are housing needs to be met and a very
limited supply of suitable land that is either brownfield
or in non- agricultural use
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123

comment_content:
Suggest further consideration of Old Leake as a Main
Service Centre. There appears to be a deficiency to the
north east of Boston. Old Leake is unusual in having
secondary education in a village context and there is
employment and other services. Development here
could help to support other villages to the north and
east of Boston.

comment_author:

Mr John Stuart Birkett

Officer Comment:
Old Leake, Wrangle and Butterwick currently identify
levels of growth that help meet the Objectively Assessed
Housing Needs for the northern and eastern sub area
within the Boston Housing Market Area.
To promote or demote settlements within the
suggested settlement hierarchy is possible but should be
done so when all site options have been evaluated.
The housing site options that were subject to the recent
public consultation would not amount to a a level of
growth that would be comparable to oher settlements
in the Main Service Centre category.
It should also be recognised that the secondary school is
an asset meeting a wide catchment area. Similarly Old
Leake has a medical centre that serves several
settlements. However a balance needs to be struck
between meeting housing needs overall (particularly in
the northern and eastern area of the Borough) and
making the best choice of sites available with regard to
flood risk. To significantly increase development
opportunities commensurate with a Main Service Centre
in Old Leake would require a significant reduction in
Wrangle (where flood risk is much better) and
Butterwick. Both of these settlements are comparatively
sustainable compared with Old Leake.
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124

comment_content:
We agree that options c and d provide the most
balanced approach to providing a sustainable spatial
strategy.

ID1:

125

comment_content:
I would like to make it clear that I think 300 new houses
would make the village of Sutterton into a completely
unattractive village, especially if a great number were
built on one site. The visual impact would be to
overcome the few remaining houses that have
character; the facilities (doctor, school, etc) are already
at bursting point; and it is impossible to integrate so
many newcomers if the buildings are all occupied at
much the same time. Sutterton residents remain a
friendly and supportive village population, and I would
like to recommend that it stays that way.

comment_author:

Natural England

Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Mrs Penelope Jane Fountain

Officer Comment:
It is very unlikely that the levels of growth suggested for
Sutterton would occur in a short space of time. It is also
acknowledged that improvements to the capacity of
community services will need to be met.
It is also likely that if the suggested levels of growth
were to come about they would be to help meet
housing needs both within the existing community and
for people (newcomers) wanting to live in Sutterton.
Further work on selecting the preferred sites to meet
housing needs is to be undertaken and more detail on
how such sites should come forward to minimise their
impact upon the existing settlement will be part of the
assessment work.
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comment_content:
In relation to Kir037: The development is going to be
built on fertile agricultural land which is currently being
cultivated. This is not fallow land and has been
cultivated for years providing employment to local
people. Once this land is lost it is lost forever.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Anthony Gibbs

Officer Comment:
The development of some agricultural land is inevitable
where there are housing needs to be met and a very
limited supply of suitable land that is either brownfield
or in non- agricultural use.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Preferred site selection work will try to make the most
sustainable choices available.

ID1:

127

comment_content:
We, on behalf of Mr Robert Oliver, support
development in Swineshead, in particular site Swi004.

comment_author:

Brown & Co

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended
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128

comment_content:
We, on behalf of P T M Lubbe, support development in
Sutterton, in particular site Sut006.

comment_author:

Brown & Co

Officer Comment:
The support is welcomed.
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ID1:

129

comment_content:
We feel that Sutterton is not a sustainable area and
believe that the scoring is wrong. We only have one
general store and no longer have a public house. We
have only one village hall which is restricted to non
term time and outside of school hours. We do not
believe that we have 13 suitable areas for children to
play. The play area where equipment is provided floods
in the winter months and when we have wet weather.
We do not have a bus service on a Sunday and Bank
Holidays and no facilities to travel by bus in the
evenings.

comment_author:

Mr and Mrs J Sewell

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the information in the
Sustainability Assessments can become dated. In further
work on the next draft of the Local Plan it will be
necessary to revisit sustainablity assessments in the
broadest sense and also specific evidence with regard to
selecting preferred sites and also the settlement
hierarchy.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
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establish new owners is possible.
With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn
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130

comment_content:
Long Sutton is a small market town and that is how I
would like to see it stay. If approx. 380 new homes are
built, with all the extra people, what effect would it
have on the local services such as doctors, schools,
etc.? Even if a new health centre was built, I know from
my experience working in a local pharmacy, that you
cannot get doctors and pharmacists to come and live
and work in this area. As there is not a great deal of
employment in Long Sutton, it would mean more traffic
on the roads as people travelled to work (if they do
work). The land proposed off Lime Walk is all arable
land. Since moving to Delamore Way, we have seen St.
Thomas's Court, John Swain's Way and Anfield Road
built around us, all on former arable land. Where do we
grow food crops if we keep building on arable land?

comment_author:

Carole Hearle

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan will have to demonstrate how arising
infrastructure needs will be met, and these matters will
be dealt with in later versions of the document and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The
CCG’s have commented that currently there is some
capacity at the local GP surgery(ies) to accommodate
additional patients, however County wide there is an
increasing shortage of GP’s, nurses and other healthcare
staff which could affect future capacity should demand
increase. New development will inevitably generate
additional vehicle movements; the Highways Authority
have raised no objections to the overall housing
requirement for Long Sutton in terms of highways safety
and congestion and have recognised that all of the sites
have the potential to be accessible on foot and bicycle.
Most of the sites are classified as best and most
versatile agricultural land, but this is equally true of all
greenfield sites in and around South Holland. It is
accepted that it is preferable to develop previouslydeveloped sites, but such sites are not available in
sufficient numbers to meet Long Sutton’s private
housing or affordable housing needs.
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131

comment_content:
We are the joint owners of land at Sunningdale,
Swineshead Bridge, which is our home, and also of land
to the rear. That land is referred to as site SwiO14,
Land to the west of Brown s Drove, Swineshead Bridge ,
in the Strategic Housing Land Availablity Assessment.
We note with considerable disappointment that this
site is regarded in the study as being unsuitable for
development in the Consultation Draft. The settlement
of Swineshead Bridge should be included within group
B 1, as it has some limited scope for development
which will support and sustain the existing services
here. Inclusion of this settlement in Spatial Strategy
group C1 militates against development of this land,
whereas it could be developed in a way which will
sustain the community. Should it be resolved to retain
the settlement of Swineshead Bridge within Spatial
Strategy group C1 it must be recognised by the
authority that the services which this settlement
provides would be supported and sustained by
development of Swi014. This site is within the
settlement boundary for Swineshead Bridge, and
Spatial Strategy Option C, which is chosen by the Plan,
requires a balance of factors between sustainability,
and meeting development needs proportionate to the
settlement s character. While two other sites at
Swineshead Bridge are unsuitable because of adverse
environmental impact, SwiO14 has no such
disadvantages, nor d s it raise infrastructure,
accessibility, trafï¬•
c or amenity objections. The Plan
acknowledges that SwiO14 relates well to the existing
urban form. It has existing development to the east,
northwest and south, and also has road frontage on
three sides. It fronts on to the public house, and is close

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs R Hamilton

Officer Comment:
Swineshead Bridge is a very small settlement albeit with
some sustainable services (Public House and railway
station). The objection and subsequent support for
Swineshead Bridge to be re-categorized as a Minor
Service Centre seems to be substantially because the
objector's site is not identified as a housing site option.
Housing sites within Other Service Centres and
Settlement have only been identified if they have an
extant planning permission (and are not therefore an
option but a commitment).
The objector's site is within the defined settlement
boundary and therefore there is a presumption in favour
of development under the proposals of the draft Local
Plan.
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to railway and bus links. For the Plan to consider
SwiO14 to be unsuitable for development due to
conï¬‚ict with a locational policy which seeks to balance
location with sustainability is not justiï¬•
ed in our
opinion, and it should be amended to include this as a
site suitable for development.
ID1:

132

comment_content:
I am disappointed that West Pinchbeck has no
developments shown, only the possibility of infill
buildings being allowed. A small number of affordable
or low cost housing would have brought vital new
blood in to the Village and kept it alive. This plan will
not help support the Village school and Villages wither
and die without new young residents and their families
making their homes there.

ID1:

133

comment_content:
I have recently attended the local plan consultations at
Pinchbeck and Surfleet and the numbers of residents
attending shows how concerned and interested
residents are about this consultation and their
comments to me show deep disquiet mainly about the
plans for Pinchbeck. Surfleet fares a lot better than
West Pinchbeck with some suitable and sustainable
development being suggested in various areas of the
Village, close to the School and on bus routes which is
always very useful.

comment_author:

Cllr E Sneath

Officer Comment:
Northgate and West Pincbeck will have limited
opportunities for infill or the redevelopment of existing
buildings within the defined settlement boundary. It will
also be possble, under the draft Rural Exceptions Sites
policy for specific housing needs to be met outside but
adjoining the settlement boundary.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Cllr E Sneath

Officer Comment:
Northgate and West Pinchbeck will have limited
opportunities for infill or the redevelopment of existing
buildings within the defined settlement boundary. It will
also be possble, under the draft Rural Exceptions Sites
policy for specific housing needs to be met outside but
adjoining the settlement boundary.
Comments on Pinchbeck and Surfleet are noted.
The support for Surfleet’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
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134

comment_content:
Kirton: As a long-time resident in Middle Gate Road, I
am writing to express my grave concerns regarding the
outline planning to a housing estate on the land along
middle gate road and London Road. I m particularly
concerned regarding the following: 1. Brownfield not
prime arable land should be used The use of arable
land-the richest soil in Europe producing three not two
crops are year “when there are ample suitable
brownfield sites in Frampton and Kirton is
unacceptable. I would point to the meat factory [ex
George Adams, now closed for several years] which is
apparently in very good condition, with plenty of
parking and could be b used to provide a whole range
of housing very high-quality, while supplying work local
tradesmen during the conversion to houses/ flats, such
as updating installation or other eco-friendly measures.
Other sites in the vicinity such as the Moors arms pub
in Frampton, and the many other brownfield Science in
Frampton and Kirton, such as the exotic fruit factory,
the pop-up shop/ ex- library, which could be made into
flats, with the addition of another storey over the
library etc. I will also query why new housing just up
the road from Frampton was given permission to be
converted to shops such is the tattoo parlour , given
the character of the village and the need for housing. 2- food supplies I m appalled that our food supplies are
not being protected given that Lincolnshire can well be
considered the Garden of England. Lincolnshire county
council appears to have permitted vast swathes of
prime farmland to be used for other purposes then
growing our food. A few years ago a strike by truckers
revealed that we had only three days food supply in
reserve. Feeding people should be the top priority for

comment_author:

Valerie Bryson

Officer Comment:
It is accepted that it is preferable to redevelop
previously developed sites, but well-located examples of
such sites are not available in sufficient numbers to
meet Kirton’s housing needs.
The site is classified as ‘best and most versatile’
agricultural land, but this is equally true of all greenfield
sites in and around Kirton, and within Boston Borough
generally.
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everyone. Lincolnshire CC have failed in their duty of
care to safeguard our food supplies.
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ID1:

135

comment_content:
Broadgate support the spatial strategy that seeks to
concentrate the majority of development at the sub
regional centres of Boston and Spalding. These are the
two main towns in the Plan area in which the majority
of people wish to live. Broadgate have built and
continue to build in Boston, adopting an approach
where flood risk is mitigated through methods agreed
with the local Drainage Board, who in turn work closely
with the Environment Agency.
The Plan area is essentially rural in character, which
means the some 70 recognised settlements beyond
Boston and Spalding house most of the population in
some 64,000 households. These settlements vary in
character but have an underlying problem of retaining
services, schools and local employment. However, lying
within the hinterland of Boston and Spalding, they will
benefit substantially by concentrating development in
the Sub-Regional Centres, thereby maximising their
role. Paragraph 3.2.4 of the Plan states where a
settlement sits in the hierarchy is not the result of a
forensic examination of services and the application of
a points system. However, this approach is precisely
what has been done in a document entitled S E
Lincolnshire - An assessment of settlements and their
sustainability credentials June 2015. Such an approach
pays little attention to the needs of the people in the
settlement concerned. The Plan recognises that
settlements evolve over time and in Broadgate's
opinion, clearly need to play their part in the
Government's objective of significantly boosting the
supply of housing. The shortcomings of this approach
are set out below where proposed allocations are
considered.

comment_author:

Hume Planning Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The objector is partly in support of Policy 2 and how it
sets out the settlement hierarchy.
That being said the objector argues that the
categorization of settlements and subsequent
apportionment of development is not proportionate to
the needs arising within some settlements. It is stated
that the Taylor Review should be part of the evidence to
assess the need for further additional sites.
The further work on selecting the preferred sites will
look at bringing forward the most sustainable sites to
meet the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs.
Butterwick - It is assumed that the site referred to is
But020. This site is considered to be one of the more
suitable Potential Housing Sites in Butterwick, and
should be taken forward as a Preferred Housing Site
Cowbit
The site in Backgate Cowbit is within the settlement
boundary. It will not be shown as an allocation owing to
it having a capacity of less than 10.
Fishtoft - from the information supplied, it is not
possible to identify the site.
Freiston - Decisions on a settlement's place in the Spatial
Strategy took account of many issues, including: the
findings of the South East Lincolnshire Assessment of
Settlements and their Sustainability Credentials (which
looks at local employment opportunities); the
settlement's population; the local rate of housing
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Officer Recommendation:
Butterwick - take site But020 forward as a Preferred
Housing Site
Cowbit
No change to the approach is required.
Fishtoft - no change to the approach is required.
Freiston - site Fre004 should not betaken forward as a
Preferred Housing Site.
Gosberton
Conclusions on site Gos003 – It is considered that site
Gos003 is a suitable Potential Housing Site in Gosberton,
and should be taken forward as a Preferred Housing Site:
•When looking at all the sites in the Sustainability
appraisal it is the fifth site of six. However, the site is
partly brown field and is in the best flood zone and
therefore should be considered as a suitable potential
housing site above other site(s).
Kirton
Site Kir012 should not be taken forward as a Preferred
Housing Site.
Quadring
No change to the approach is required.
Weston
No change to the approach is required.
Wyberton - site Wyb010 should not be taken forward as
a Preferred Housing Site
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Broadgate have a number of sites in the rural villages
which are capable of providing the appropriate mix of
market and affordable housing and which have been
excluded from potential allocation after evaluation in
the SHLAA. These are set out below and a case made
for their release because Broadgate are of the view that
more flexibility is required to accommodate
development in the rural areas for the reasons set out
above.
Accordingly, Policy 2 needs amending. Paragraph 3.2.16
states that so far as settlements in the Minor Service
Categories are concerned, all have relatively
comparable levels of sustainability, but some are
identified because of their proximity to larger service
centres. This, once more, fails to have regard to and
apply the findings of the Taylor Review and overlooks
the potential of villages in close proximity to one
another jointly or collectively having a good range of
facilities when combined with one another. Policy 3 (5)
fails to reflect this and could well act as a barrier to
development. One consideration when identifying
objectively assessed housing need, is ensuring the right
level of jobs is sustained by the appropriate level of
housing provision. The Framework at paragraph 28,
requires Planning Policies to support growth in rural
areas in order to create jobs and prosperity by taking a
positive approach to sustainable new development.
Under Policy 7 of the Plan, Freiston is regarded as an
employment centre and so should have a wider level of
housing than currently proposed to support it. The sites
in the settlements below, have all been submitted for
consideration in the SHLAA and their merits are set out
in those submissions. Having regard to the sound
evidence presented in the Taylor Review, Broadgate
are firmly of the view that the sites in these
settlements represent sustainable development in

growth between 1976 and 2011; and the local
availability of land at lower risk of flooding. Whilst
Freiston has a relatively broad service base and offers a
range of employment opportunities, it is relatively small
in scale and does not offer developable land that is at
lower flood hazard. Consequently it is considered
appropriate that Freiston should continue to be
identified as an 'Other Service Centre and Settlement',
and that specific housing allocations should not be
made. Nonetheless, the Settlement Boundary for
Freiston includes much undeveloped land that either has
planning permission (B/14/0433 and B/15/0275) or
which would be likely to receive planning permission
when judged against the emerging Plan's policies
(inclucing site Fre004), to which the objector refers).
Gosberton
The site is partly brown field and has the best flood
risk, being in flood zone1. All other sites are flood zone
3a. Along with one other site the Sustainability Appraisal
scores the site with 2 positive, green, impacts and 3
negative, red, impacts.
Kirton
It is assumed that the site referred to at Skeldyke Road,
Kirton is site Kir012, which was not put forward as a
Potential Housing Site, since it was assessed by the
SHLAA as undevelopable because it would have adverse
environmental impacts, is poorly located, and because
dwellings may suffer potential 'bad neighbour' impacts.
Quadring
The support for Quadring’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome. Policy 11 says “provision will be
made for a net increase of at least...” Therefore, the
approach we are taking provides flexibility and are not
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what is a rural district and where greater weight should
be given to development in the villages in which the
majority of people live.
The following sites are capable of providing additional
dwellings as follows:
i. Butterwick, Bennington Road - Capacity 19 units over
an area of circa 0.75 hectares located to the west of the
settlement adjacent to existing development.
Ii. Cowbit, Backgate - A site of 8 dwellings
iii. Fishtoft, Whitehouse Lane - A site of 19 dwellings
iv. Freiston, Butterwick Road - A site consisting of 10
dwellings
v. Gosberton, Quadring Road - Part of this site is
brownfield, meeting one of the Core Principles set out
in the Framework at paragraph 17. The site is capable
of accommodating up to 130 dwellings in a phased
development over the Plan period
vi. Kirton, Skeldyke Road - This site is capable of
providing up to 120 dwellings phased over the Plan
period. Allocation would realise the opportunity to
extend the Graves Park playing field
vii. Quadring, Casswell Drive - A site of 18 dwellings
viii. Weston, Pinfold Lane - A site of 6 dwellings
ix. Wyberton, London Road - A proposal for 120
dwellings phased over the Plan period.

ceiling figures.
Weston
The support for Weston’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
Wyberton - it is assumed that the site refered to is
Wyb010. This site is considered to be undevelopable on
the basis that: its development would cause adverse
environmental impacts (it would extend development
into an area with a strongly rural character, to the
detriment of that character and it may have adverse
impacts on natural assets (the site is an orchard, and the
Lincolnshire Biodiversity Action Plan includes a Habitat
Action Plan for traditional orchards)); it is poorly located
(i.e. It is less accessible to the majority of the town's
existing services and facilities than alternative sites); and
that the site has some amenity value which would be
lost if it were developed.

All of the settlements in which these sites are
promoted are proposed for development and can
therefore be regarded as sustainable even before
applying a less restrictive policy that reflects the
evidence of the Taylor Review. There is therefore no
impediment to their allocation in principle.
Suggested changes: Fundamental to these representations, is a less restrict
approach to development in the villages where the
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majority of the population of the Plan Area live.
Broadgate recommend that the Taylor Review Living
Working Countryside becomes part of the evidence
base of the Plan and its findings embraced accordingly.
Amongst other things, greater flexibility in this respect,
will assist a greater level of affordable housing and
employment opportunities in the villages.
- Add the requisite additional number of dwellings as
set out above in paragraph 8.9 to the villages of
Butterwick, Cowbit, Fishtoft, Freiston, Gosberton,
Kirton, Quadring and Weston.
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comment_content:
We support the Council's proposed spatial strategy and
its decision to promote Option C as its preferred
approach. The decision to base the spatial strategy on a
balance of factors relating to sustainable development
is welcomed, in accordance with the NPPF. The market
town of Holbeach is identified in Policy 2 as a Main
Service Centre. However, whilst it is acknowledged that
Holbeach d s not play the same role in the area as the
sub-regional centres of Spalding and Boston, the town
plays an important role in servicing its local community.
The town is located on the A17 and the A151 and is
easily accessible to Spalding, King s Lynn, Wisbech and
Peterborough. It has an excellent range of local services
and facilities, education facilities alone include three
primary schools, a secondary school and a base for a
campus of the University of Lincoln (Holbeach
Technology Campus). Other services and facilities in the
settlement include a Tesco Superstore, numerous
shops and restaurants/public houses, a pharmacy, post
office, bank, and hotels. The settlement is well serviced
by public transport with regular buses to King s Lynn
and Spalding. RAF Holbeach is located to the northwest of the town, the town being the closest main
settlement to the base. Holbeach is significantly larger
than the other identified Main Service Centres in Policy
2 and it is considered that this should be reflected in
the policy text. Paragraph 6.7 in the Spatial Strategy
Background Paper acknowledges that Holbeach is
different in scale to most other settlements. However,
it g s on to state that the settlement plays a role that is
comparable with those settlements in the Main Service
Centre category. We disagree with this assertion. Not
only d s the town currently play in important role an

comment_author:

Savills

Officer Comment:
Policy 2 is a strategic level policy that supports more
detailed policy considerations elsewhere in the Local
Plan (i.e. housing and employment sites). These
additional policy considerations are expressive of the
scale and relative importance of each settlement.
The objector does not challenge Holbeach's defined
status as a Main Service Centre but seeks amendment to
the text to express its distinct role in the Plan Area.
Amendments should be considered as further sites
evaluation work takes place in selecting the preferred
sites.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended
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servicing its community, notably through the provision
of the secondary school and numerous employment
opportunities, but significant employment growth is
proposed in the town over the forthcoming plan period
at Fleet Road Industrial Estate (Site SH3) and the
Holbeach Food Enterprise Zone (Site SH4). The
Holbeach Food Enterprise Zone is one of three projects
in Greater Lincolnshire to have been successful in
attracting funding to support pilot schemes for
developing Food Enterprise Zones. It is anticipated that
the Enterprise Zone will bring together top researchers,
farmers, manufactures, distributors and retailers. The
Holbeach University Campus, which serves the Uk s
largest concentration of food manufacturing
businesses, will play an important role in the
development of the Food Enterprise Zone. We
therefore consider that Policy 2 should be amended to
specifically acknowledge the important economic role
Holbeach has will continue to have over the
forthcoming plan period as follows (our proposed text
is in bold): Within the settlement boundaries of the
Main Service Centres development will be permitted
that supports their role as a service centre for the
settlement itself, helps sustain existing facilities or
helps meet the service needs of other local
communities. Holbeach performs a particularly
important role relative to the other Main Services
Centres within the Local Plan area, and development
which supports this role will be permitted. •
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comment_content:
we note Pinchbeck s place in the overall hierarchy, and
consider that it accurately reflects the role the
settlement plays in a wider catchment. Proximity to
Spalding and the Wardentree Lane Area means that the
settlements are very closely related. Clearly the
proximity to Spalding ensures that the character and
role of Pinchbeck is very different to that of a similar
sized settlement further from a major town. Pinchbeck
can readily access services in Spalding beyond those
normally accessible to residents of a settlement the size
of Pinchbeck. Arguably the two settlements are
developing close links in the way that they operate on a
daily basis. Promotion of the Sustainable Urban
Extension north of Spalding will further emphasise the
links between the two settlements and they could both
benefit by being shown on the same inset map, to allow
a better representation of development proposals in
the area, and to ensure that investment can be planned
taking into account the future of both settlements.
Reference to development within the settlement
boundary may be unduly restrictive when considering
development of various uses that may be necessary or
appropriate to support each settlement s role as a
service centre. Given the range of development that
may be necessary to support these roles, a preferable
approach would be to allow development within or
adjacent to the settlement boundary.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support for Pinchbeck within the settlement hierarchy
but the Objector's suggest that development should also
be allowed adjacent to the settlement boundary.
Whilst additional sites might be considered in some
locations, where these might be supported as preferred
sites in the next draft of the Plan they would be defined
within the Settlement Boundary.
To consider development "adjacent" to the Settlement
Boundary may be allowed through existing draft policies
especially where a need for the development has been
demonstrated.
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comment_content:
We support Deeping St Nicholas place in the overall
hierarchy as a Minor Service Centre and consider that it
accurately reflects the role the settlement plays in a
wider catchment. Reference to development within the
settlement boundary only may be unduly restrictive
when considering development of various uses that
may be necessary or appropriate to support each
settlement's role as a service centre. Given the range of
development that may be necessary to support these
roles, the settlement boundaries may not be able to
accommodate the necessary development. The policy
should be amended to allow development within or
adjacent to the settlement boundary. This is especially
so as there appears to be no assessment of the likely
impact that the Rail-Freight Interchange on the
settlement. The Interchange is in fact closer to Deeping
St Nicholas than it is to Spalding and there will
inevitably be some impact on the village which may
result in the need for more housing. This should be
reflected in the flexibility of the possible allocations in
the village.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support for Deeping St Nicholas within the settlement
hierarchy is welcome but the Objector's suggest that
development should also be allowed adjacent to the
settlement boundary.
Whilst additional sites might be considered in some
locations, where these might be supported as preferred
sites in the next draft of the Plan they would be defined
within the Settlement Boundary.
To consider development "adjacant" to the Settlement
Boundary may be allowed through existing draft policies
especially where a need for the development has been
demonstrated.
The Rail Freight Interchange is not being progressed in
the Local Plan.
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comment_content:
we support Cowbit's place in the overall hierarchy as a
Minor Service Centre and consider that it accurately
reflects the role the settlement plays in a wider
catchment at present
Reference to development within the settlement
boundary only may be unduly restrictive when
considering development of various uses that may be
necessary or appropriate to support each settlement's
role as a service centre. Given the range of
development that may be necessary to support these
roles, the settlement boundaries may not be able to
accommodate the necessary development.
The policy should be amended to allow development
within or adjacent to the settlement boundary. This is
especially so as there appears to be no assessment of
the likely impact that the Rail-Freight Interchange that
lies between Deeping St Nicholas and Spalding might
have on outlying settlements such as Cowbit.
The impact that the Interchange might have should be
reflected in the flexibility of settlement boundaries. The
likely sphere of influence of the Interchange cannot be
underestimated.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support for Cowbit within the settlement hierarchy is
welcome but the Objector's suggest that development
should also be allowed adjacent to the settlement
boundary.
Whilst additional sites might be considered in some
locations, where these might be supported as preferred
sites in the next draft of the Plan they would be defined
within the Settlement Boundary.
To consider development "adjacant" to the Settlement
Boundary may be allowed through existing draft policies
especially where a need for the development has been
demonstrated.
The Rail Freight Interchange is not being progressed in
the Local Plan.
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comment_content:
This was submitted by email with a subject line "Policy
6 Urban Town Centres and Accessible Shops", which it
is assumed refers to Chapter 6, which relates to retail.
As it also refers to settlement hierarchy it is also placed
here.
Long Sutton is described in the current Local Plan as a
Retail District Centre with Sutton Bridge, Crowland and
Donington classified as Retail Local Centre s. In the
draft Local Plan Long Sutton becomes a Local Centre
alongside Donington, Crowland, Sutton Bridge and
Kirton plus three new Local Centre s proposed for
Urban Extensions (i.e. Neighbourhood shopping and
business centre s). Comment Why be concerned about
this new classification? Why spend time considering an
issue where a reasonable response might be so what ?
It is just possible that more public resources will now be
directed to Boston, Spalding and Holbeach, as
compared to the third tier Local Centre s e.g. Grants for
shop front enhancements, grants for street scene
improvements, etc. Etc. We do not have the resources
within the limited response period to compare like for
like, but the following is representative. Long Sutton
Town Centre offers a more enjoyable shopping
experience than Holbeach Town Centre and the other
proposed Local Centre s. Proof, just walk up and down
the respective shopping streets. Long Sutton has
facilities not available in Holbeach including an optician,
a wool shop, a saddlery and tack shop, a delicatessen, a
travel agency, a TV and electrical shop, a bakery and
proper street market on a Friday. Not available in Long
Sutton but available in Holbeach is a furniture store, a
eastern European food shop, a launderette,
accountants and fishing tackle shop. Long Sutton

comment_author:

Geoffrey Collins & Co

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan and its evidence will ensure that there is
a consistency in the way particular settlements are
defined and for any distinctions to be explained.
The NPPF requires LPAs 'to define a network and
hierarchy of centres that is resilient to anticipated future
economic changes' in a Local Plan. Defining a network,
and the extent of the town centres and the primary
shopping areas within them, based on a clear definition
of primary and secondary frontages in designated
centres, enables the Local Plan to set policies that make
clear which uses will be permitted in such locations. It
also enables developers and the community to be aware
of where edge of centre is. All of these issues are
important when assessing planning applications for
retail and main town centre uses. A District Centre
performs an important role and function by providing
access to a wide range of retail and related services to
serve the needs of the town and the immediate
hinterland, while a Local Centre contains a smaller range
of shops and services which support the daily needs of a
smaller catchment area. Long Sutton is smaller shopping
centre (66 units) when compared to Holbeach (90 units)
and therefore has a smaller amount of comparison and
convenience shops. Holbeach also has more known high
street brands and town centre uses within its town
centre. It is therefore appropriate that Long Sutton is a
Local Centre.
The current policies and proposals of the Local Plan do
not inhibit initiatives by the community and interested
parties.
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No change to the Policy is recommended
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currently has no empty shops. We request Long Sutton
is rescheduled as a second-tier District Centre, rather
the proposed third-tier Local Centre ranking.
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comment_content:
Spatial Distribution In terms ofSpatial Distribution,
South East Lincolnshire has a number ofdifferent and
distinct housing market areas. Each of these distinct
areas will have their own requirement for housing and
this should be reflected in the spatial distribution of
housing supply within the Local Plan. This decision
should be based on the findings of the evidence base
and should not be a politically driven spatial strategy to
put a disproportionate amount of housing in areas
where people don't want to (and will not) live. lf the
spatial distribution d s not reflect need/demand as
shown by the evidence base, then housing will not be
delivered and the Plan will not be implemented.
Following a dispersed spatial distribution pattern across
a large number of settlements is also undesirable as
this approach is not likely to be sustainable, will not be
delivered and cannot generate the level of community
benefits that larger sites can to help make settlements
more sustainable and fill important gaps in community
provision. Growth should be distributed to key
settlements with established facilities, services and
infrastructure, in accordance with the key theme
running through the Framework of promoting
sustainable development. However this should not
preclude development in lower order sustainable
settlements, which could also help to sustain existing
facilities and services. The level of growth directed to
each of the district's settlements should be based on
their ability to accommodate sustainable development,
and viewed in the context of providing sufficient
housing to meet the authority's housing needs. Each of
the district's settlements, both large and small, will
have development needs that should be met. South

comment_author:

Gladman

Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

The Local Plan will endeavour to meet the tests of
soundess and provide for the development needs of the
area.
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East Lincolnshire should ensure that it identifies a wide
range of sustainable sites in a variety of locations and
sizes to support the Local Plan's strategy and ensure
housing is delivered to meet the authority's diverse
needs. The Local Plan should provide sufficient
ï¬‚exibility to address situations where housing d s not
come forward as expected, making clear that the
authority will seek to maintain at all times a ï¬•
ve year
supply of deliverable housing sites. It is important to
recognise that in some instances this objective may be
best achieved through the development of unallocated
sites in accordance with the Presumption in Favour of
Sustainable Development.
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comment_content:
Our client Lincolnshire County Council supports the
general principles of the emerging South East
Lincolnshire Local Pan (the Local Plan). However, we
consider that the sites listed below and, detailed on the
attached location plans, should be considered
appropriate for inclusion as sites for residential
development. These sites are:Holding 102 L: Angle Farm (Tydd St Mary)
Holding 127 Y: Clifton’s Land (Long Sutton)
Holding 141 C: East Reach and Chapel Farms (Deeping
St Nicholas)
Holding 155 D: Garnsgate Hall Farm (Long Sutton)
Holding 157 B: Gate Farm (Weston Hills)
Holding 233 B: Seymour’s Land (Saracen’s Head)
In relation to any of the sites which are within Flood
Zone 2 or 3. National Planning Policy Framework and its
associated Planning Practice guidance, along with
proposed Policies 4 Strategic Approach to Flood Risk
and proposed Policy 28 Climate Change and Renewable
and Low Carbon Energy, of the Local Plan, address
development in flood zones. These policies allows for
residential development to take place in Flood Zone 3,
subject to its compliance with the required Sequential
and Exception Tests. All of the sites are in the single
ownership of Lincolnshire County Council, which makes
them more attractive to potential developers, thereby
improving their deliverability status. The development
of these sites could also provide a significant provision
of affordable homes in accordance with the
requirements of proposed Policy 15: Affordable
Housing and developer contribution in accordance with
proposed Policy 6: Developer Contributions. With
regard to the site identified as Angle Farm this site,

comment_author:

Mouchel Consulting

Officer Comment:
Tydd St Mary
1.One respondent supports the approach taken in the
local plan in order to support a site they are putting
forward for consideration as a housing site. Three object
to the scale of the proposed development and in one
case suggests development should be put elsewhere,
but not specifically to Tydd St Mary’s position in the
Spatial Strategy as a Minor Service Centre. The
Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan Area
have been based upon projected population growth.
Housing needs are likely to arise in Tydd St. Mary.
2.All the sites are in Flood zone 3a. No hazard mapping
has been undertaken for this area and so the
Environment Agency has said a classification of 'no
hazard' may not be correct. However, they do also say
that there is no apparent hazard from tidal/fluvial
sources. The two IDBs do not advise of serious
problems. The inference of the comments is that
development should be focused in the larger
settlements, which is the approach being taken.
However, this is not at the expense of smaller
settlements.
Long Sutton
This is registered as Ged034 in the SHLAA, which
concludes that the site is unsuitable, due to conflict with
the emerging Plan's locational strategy, adverse
environmental impacts, and poor location.
Deeping St Nicholas
The support for Deeping St Nicholas’s position in the
Spatial Strategy is welcome. East Reach and Chapel
Farms have been referenced Dsn014, Dsn015 and
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Officer Recommendation:
Tydd St Mary
The comments do not state whether the position Tydd
St Mary holds in the Spatial Strategy is incorrect and so
it is concluded that Tydd St Mary should remain a ‘Minor
Service Centre’.
Long Sutton
Ged034. The site should not be taken forward as a
Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
Deeping St Nicholas
No change to the approach is required.
Long Sutton
Los004 is not one of the more suitable Potential
Housing Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken
forward as a Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
Weston Hills
No change to the approach is required.
Saracen's Head
No change to the approach is required.
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which is well related to the existing settlement of Tydd
St Marys, is considered to be an appropriate extension
of the built area and should be considered as a
potential housing site.

Dsn016 in the SHLAA and have not been selected owing
to adverse environmental impacts, poor location, and
transport issues.
Long Sutton
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘the development
of Los004, requires Lutton Garnsgate to be provided
with a footway, surface water drainage and street
lighting. This would be expensive and would significantly
alter the character of the road. Residential development
would materially increase turning movements at the
Lutton Garnsgate/A17 junction. Traffic on the A17 is fast
and free-flowing at this point and the straightness and
long forward visibility provides a relatively rare
overtaking opportunity. There are unprotected ghost
island right turn lanes on the A17 to provide refuge for
vehicles turning right into Lutton Garnsgate. The left,
then right, configuration of the junction means vehicles
queuing to turn right one way would back up against
vehicles waiting to turn right the other way. Any
intensification of movements at this junction is likely to
significantly increase the risk of vehicle conflicts at this
junction and the Local Highways Authority does not
recommend the inclusion of these sites as suitable for
residential development’.
Weston Hills
The emerging policy for Weston Hills is to allow infill
development only. New allocations will not be made.
Saracen's Head
The emerging policy for Saracen's Head is to allow infill
development only. New allocations will not be made.
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comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Pinchbeck has been designated a Main Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.
ID1:

144

comment_content:
Members of Fishtoft Parish Council have looked at
great length at the Local Plan 2011 - 2036 and wish to
make comments as follows:- Would it not be better for
brownfield sites to be used rather than earmarking
greenfield sites, in many cases using valuable
agricultural land Some villages appear to have no
proposed developments which would help to sustain
those communities

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on selecting the preferred sites will take
place to help reassess the settlement hierarchy and
levels of growth proposed for settlements.

comment_author:

Fishtoft Parish Council

Officer Comment:
The development of some agricultural land is inevitable
where there are housing needs to be met and a very
limited supply of suitable land that is either brownfield
or in non- agricultural use.
Preferred site selection work will try to make the most
sustainable choices available. In undertaking this work it
will be an opportunity to reconsider what levels of
development settlements should accommodate.
Settlements with no allocated sites will still be able to
accomodate infill development and/or rural exceptions
site where evidenec of meeting a specific need can be
shown.
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comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Weston has been designated a Minor Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
The support for Weston’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
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comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Crowland has been designated as a Main Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the main service centres and villages, as
will provide a more beneficial spread of diversity to life
for the residents of the district area, and further help
support the existing Local services, and perhaps provide
the opportunity to provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support for options c and d and Crowland's
identification as a Main Service Centre is welcome. The
scale of housing growth proposed for Crowland took
account of many issues, including: the findings of the
South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements &
their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; population and
household projections, current demand from the market
and the local availability of land at lower risk of flooding.
In this case the evidence indicates that Crowland is able
to accommodate at least 500 dwellings rather than the
380 dwellings previously identified. This should help
sustain existing services, any more is likely to have an
adverse impact on Crowland's infrastructure and
services.
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ID1:
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comment_content:
Re: Sutterton (specifically Sut006): I understand that
the above area is marked as potential housing
development lying north of the Monarchs Road estate
in Sutterton. We are already awaiting a decision for 60
dwellings to be approved or not approved on the
Monarchs Road Estate. There has been extensive
objections for these 60 dwellings due to the
unsustainability of Sutterton village if this was to go
ahead. In relation to the above development Sut006 I
cannot understand why a potential development of a
further 74 dwellings should be approved if the 60
dwellings (awaiting decision) has been extensively
objected to on sustainability grounds for Sutterton. I
therefore OBJECT to the potential development of
Sut006.

comment_author:

Martin Harrison

Officer Comment:
Site Sut006 and the site to the east of Monarchs Road
(Sut030) are different sites, although they abut one
another. The fact that one is judged as undevelopable,
does not automatically mean that the other is also
undevelopable.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
establish new owners is possible.
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With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn
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comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Crowland has been designated as a Main Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the main service centres and villages, as
will provide a more beneficial spread of diversity to life
for the residents of the district area, and further help
support the existing Local services, and perhaps provide
the opportunity to provide further facilities.

ID1:

149

comment_content:
We have not previously put forward a site for
consideration on their behalf, but do so now, as sites
on all boundaries have been shown as Potential
Housing sites and this site forms a logical infilling to the
area. We attach a plan showing the site edged red. We
have studied the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
2011-2036, draft for public consultation (including site
options for development), and would like to make the
following comments at this stage of the Plan review. 1.
We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy Policy 2, following the favoured options c) and
d).

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support for options c and d and Crowland's
identification as a Main Service Centre is welcome. The
scale of housing growth proposed for Crowland took
account of many issues, including: the findings of the
South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements &
their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; population and
household projections, current demand from the market
and the local availability of land at lower risk of flooding.
In this case the evidence indicates that Crowland is able
to accommodate at least 500 dwellings rather than the
380 dwellings previously identified. This should help
sustain existing services, any more is likely to have an
adverse impact on Crowland's infrastructure and
services.
comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Increase Crowland's housing target to 500 in Policy 12.

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Local Plan is recommended.

Further work is to take place on selecting the preferred
sites to meet the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs.
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comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Crowland has been designated as a Main Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the main service centres and villages, as
will provide a more beneficial spread of diversity to life
for the residents of the district area, and further help
support the existing Local services, and perhaps provide
the opportunity to provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support for options c and d and Crowland's
identification as a Main Service Centre is welcome. The
scale of housing growth proposed for Crowland took
account of many issues, including: the findings of the
South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements &
their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; population and
household projections, current demand from the market
and the local availability of land at lower risk of flooding.
In this case the evidence indicates that Crowland is able
to accommodate at least 500 dwellings rather than the
380 dwellings previously identified. This should help
sustain existing services, any more is likely to have an
adverse impact on Crowland's infrastructure and
services.
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comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Crowland has been designated as a Main Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the main service centres and villages, as
will provide a more beneficial spread of diversity to life
for the residents of the district area, and further help
support the existing Local services, and perhaps provide
the opportunity to provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support for options c and d and Crowland's
identification as a Main Service Centre is welcome. The
scale of housing growth proposed for Crowland took
account of many issues, including: the findings of the
South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements &
their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; population and
household projections, current demand from the market
and the local availability of land at lower risk of flooding.
In this case the evidence indicates that Crowland is able
to accommodate at least 500 dwellings rather than the
380 dwellings previously identified. This should help
sustain existing services, any more is likely to have an
adverse impact on Crowland's infrastructure and
services.
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comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Moulton Chapel has been designated a Minor Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
1.The support for Moulton Chapel’s position in the
Spatial Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.
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comment_content:
The Parish Council wishes to specifically refer to the
table in the Sustainability Assessment which shows the
scores attributed to each settlement relating to
Services and Facilities. The village has only one general
store, not 2 as is shown in the assessment.
Unfortunately, the last public house in the village
(shown in the assessment) closed several weeks ago.
This results in a reduction of 8 points from the total
score. At this stage the Parish Council wishes to
highlight the following:
In paragraphs 6.0.3 and 6.0.4. the Draft Plan states as
follows; The main retail concentration is in Boston and
Spalding.The town centres of Crowland, Donington,
Holbeach, Kirton , Long Sutton and Sutton Bridge play
important supporting roles for everyday convenience
shopping and provide other local services such as
banks, takeaways and pubs etc. Elsewhere, local corner
and village shops sometimes clustered with other local
services such as a petrol station or within a
neighbourhood parade are particularly important for
residents in areas relatively remote from town centres
and for those without access to a car•
The Parish Council has noted that the paragraphs
quoted above refer specifically to six of the nine main
service centers that are earmarked for significant
housing development. It is certainly the case that all the
six mentioned communities benefit from quite vibrant
town/village centres. To these six ought to be added
Pinchbeck which also benefits from a vibrant centre. As
to Swineshead, this also has a distinct and quite vibrant
town centre. Sutterton alone among the proposed
Main Service Centres lacks any sort of vibrant retail
cluster with only a single food outlet which doubles as

comment_author:

Sutterton Parish Council

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the information in the
Sustainability Assessments can become dated. In further
work on the next draft of the Local Plan it will be
necessary to revisit sustainablity assessments in the
broadest sense and also specific evidence with regard to
selecting preferred sites and also the settlement
hierarchy.
Comments on the unavailability of a mains gas supply
are noted and will be considered in the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
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the post office. In terms of food outlets Sutterton
scores 4 points only. The following communities,
outside the list of main service centres, score higher
than Sutterton on food stores: Whaplode, Tydd St
Mary, Sutton St James, Surfleet, Moulton Chapel,
Moulton, Gosberton and Freiston. A further twelve
communities are as well off for shops as Sutterton.
Therefore on this important measure alone the
inclusion of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is not
justified.
An even greater distortion lies in the category of
playing fields•
. In the assessment, the village
supposedly benefits from 13 separate playing field
sites. The Parish Council is at a loss to know where
these 13 playing fields are in the village. They may
possibly be identified on Insert Plan No.8 supporting
the Draft Plan. Pleasant as some of these areas are,
they do not make such a weighty contribution to the
village as is represented in the assessment. Many are
nothing more than small areas of landscaping and
breathing space. Some are private to the surrounding
dwellings. The definition of these spaces is given in the
assessment as: A designated large area of green open
space for use by people of all ages for outdoor sporting
or recreational activities. This would seem to suggest
that such a space should be specifically labelled as a
space for sporting or recreation and it should be large.
Altogether, these 13 spaces amount to a score of 26
points which in the view of the Parish Council is entirely
disproportionate in its impact on the sustainability
assessment of the village. These bits of open space are
the equivalent of four general stores, a pub and a
playing field. It's nonsense. It should be noted that the
open space, including the green burial site to the rear
of the closed public house, is apparently included in the
playing field list. This area is not open to the public.

In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
establish new owners is possible.
With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn.
The unavailability of a mains gas supply has not
diminished the attractiveness of Sutterton as a place to
live given the evidence of development 1976 - 2011. The
SEL Local Plan is a long term plan and energy efficiency
is likely to evolve.
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In the view of the parish council it will be necessary to
deduct 8 points to correct for the lack of a shop and the
pub. Further, we think at least eighteen points should
be deducted under the playing field heading, Twenty six
points altogether. If such a deduction was made
Sutterton would be taken down somewhere near the
middle of the division below the main service centres
and would not qualify for housing expansion to the
extent being suggested.
Relating to Sutterton's sustainability score, there is one
more factor which, in the view of the Parish Council, is
relevant. Sutterton is extraordinary because, unusually,
there is no mains gas in the village. In the opinion of the
Parish Council the lack of notice being taken of this
hugely significant factor represents a major flaw in the
assessment process. While future development should
as far as possible make use of renewable or low carbon
fuel sources it is universally recognised that natural gas
is to be preferred to oil as a domestic fuel source
therefore, it makes no sense to allow significant
housing development where there is no real alternative
to oil. In Summary, based on the evidence, there can be
no doubt that the inclusion of Sutterton in the group of
Main Service Centres is unjustified and unwarranted.
The sustainability score given to Sutterton is inflated
and simply wrong. Coupled with this, the lack of mains
gas makes it an unsuitable location for future significant
sustainable housing development.
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comment_content:
We have studied the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
2011-2036, draft for public consultation (including site
options for development), and would like to make the
following comments at this stage of the Plan review. 1.
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities.
ID1:
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comment_content:
We have studied the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
2011-2036, draft for public consultation (including site
options for development), and would like to make the
following comments at this stage of the Plan review. 1.
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
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comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton “ I oppose the proposed plans that
have been submitted because I feel that in the present
state the local amenities couldnt deal with that amount
of extra people who would be using them. I also believe
that the amount of development would seriously
undermine the drainage system and would put the local
area in risk of flooding. I also believe that the local
employment isn't sufficient enough even in the present
state to support local school leavers let alone with the
extra population the this development would bring.

comment_author:

Mr Jonathan Tyler

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options.
The potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover
9.3ha and reflect the availability of land for employment
use in the Long Sutton area in January 2016. This is a
suitable amount of land to provide jobs for residents
who may choose to live and work in the Long Sutton
area, and should appropriately complement the delivery
of 580 new dwellings over the plan period. However,
additional sites have been put forward to be considered
for employment use in Long Sutton which may lead to
the mix and extent of employment land being reconsidered.
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comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.
ID1:

158

comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
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comment_content:
We have studied the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
2011-2036, draft for public consultation (including site
options for development), and would like to make the
following comments at this stage of the Plan review. 1.
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
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comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.
ID1:
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comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
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comment_content:
I would like to comment on the recent consultation for
the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan with particular
regard to the area of Sutterton. I question the fact that
Sutterton is a sustainable area for development as it
seems your statistics are out of date and have very little
value. There have been many closures of a number of
facilities over recent years and this is not reflected in
the information detailed in the results table for services
and facilities which concludes Sutterton scores a total
of 66 in relation to services and facilities. Your
information is so out of date as to make a nonsense of
the findings and I believe a new and thorough report
needs to be prepared on the actual facilities now in
Sutterton. The areas you identify as playing areas are
incorrectly deemed to be playing fields and again this
needs to be re visited. Sutterton is not a sustainable
area for development. There are no bus services on a
Sunday or Bank holiday and there are no facilities to
travel by bus in the evening. During the week the
earliest you can arrive in Boston is 8.25am and you
need to leave by 5.45pm, some service!

comment_author:

Mr Ted Watts

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the information in the
Sustainability Assessments can become dated. In further
work on the next draft of the Local Plan it will be
necessary to revisit sustainablity assessments in the
broadest sense and also specific evidence with regard to
selecting preferred sites and also the settlement
hierarchy.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
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establish new owners is possible.
With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn.
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comment_content:
We have studied the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
2011-2036, draft for public consultation (including site
options for development), and would like to make the
following comments at this stage of the Plan review. 1.
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
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comment_content:
We would agree that pursuing options C and D in
developing the Spatial Strategy d s provide the most
balanced approach to deï¬•
ning this strategy and gives
guidance to the major stakeholders involved in the
development process. We are particularly pleased that
a balance of factors relating to sustainable
development as identiï¬•
ed within option C is now the
driving force behind this key policy within the Local
Plan. In our opinion, ï¬‚ood risk has unduly dominated
the debate surrounding an appropriate Spatial Strategy
for South East Lincolnshire for too long and this more
balanced approach now being adopted within the Draft
Local Plan is more likely to deliver on the aims and
objectives contained within the Plan. We also believe
that defined settlement boundaries are the appropriate
way forward, providing more certainty to developers
and the local community as to where development will
be permitted. In the context of South East Lincolnshire,
in our opinion it provides an effective tool on which to
base various planning policies within the Local Plan.
With regard to this specific element of the Spatial
Strategy , we welcome the hierarchical approach
adopted within this policy. We believe this is a suitable
approach to enable the appropriate growth to take
place and to constrain development where necessary.
There seems logic in identifying the four separate areas
within the Local Plan; where development is to be
directed, where there will be areas of limited
development opportunity, where there will be areas of
development restraint and the countryside area. This
provides a local basis on which to direct future
development within the South East Lincolnshire area,
providing greater certainly to developers and the

comment_author:

Chestnut Homes

Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended
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community alike as to where signiï¬•
cant development
will take place. We fully support the identiï¬•
cation of
both Boston and Spalding as sub- regional centres at
the top of the hierarchy, where most of the
development should be directed. At paragraph 3.2.9
there is a clear recognition of the roles of Boston and
Spalding as sub-regional centres and the need for the
Local Plan to continue to support these settlements to
accommodate the level of services and economic
opportunities that will be required over the Local Plan
period. There is also a recognition that these two towns
have signiï¬•
cant infrastructure needs in respect of
major improvements to highways, which will be a key
consideration in allocating future development sites. lt
is only through the Local Plan process that such key
infrastructure can properly be delivered and hence we
welcome the recognition of this role of the Local Plan in
this key policy. Paragraph 3.2.11 speciï¬•
cally
addresses the issue of ï¬‚ood risk and how this should
be addressed within the Local Plan. Quite rightly it
states that the Boston urban area will continue to act as
the major location of choice for future residents of the
town. Achieving the right balance between dealing with
this ï¬‚ood risk and achieving the appropriate level of
growth for Boston, particularly given the high potential
costs of ï¬‚ood mitigation measures, will be a key
component of the Local Plan and the success of the
Plan will largely depend on how this issue is ultimately
addressed. The Spatial Strategy also identiï¬•
es
numerous mains service centres within the Local Plan
area where development is to be directed that
supports their role as a sen/ice centre for the
settlement itself but also helps meet the service needs
of other local communities. We welcome this policy
approach which will enable development to be directed
to areas on the basis of their function within the local
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area. This we believe is the most sustainable approach
and provides the best basis on which the area can
ï¬‚ourish during the Local Plan period. The inclusion of
settlement boundaries, particularly for areas where
limited development opportunity or development
restraint are to be adopted, is seen as a particularly
important element of the Local Plan policy. The nature
of many of the settlements in the South East
Lincolnshire area are such that there could be
signiï¬•
cant development in these more minor
settlements without the inclusion of settlement
boundaries providing clear policy guidance as to where
any future development in such settlements can take
place. To achieve the sustainable development that is
needed for South East Lincolnshire, development needs
to be concentrated firstly on the sub- regional centres,
together with appropriate levels within the main
service centres. With regard to development within the
countryside, we are pleased that paragraph 3.2.19
acknowledges the key role that recreation and tourism
may be able to play in reaching the broad sustainable
objectives and that this could form a basis of justifying
appropriate development within the countryside, a
crucial part of a prosperous South East Lincolnshire
local economy.
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ID1:

165

comment_content:
We have studied the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
2011-2036, draft for public consultation (including site
options for development), and would like to make the
following comments at this stage of the Plan review. 1.
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy “ Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). However, we still believe a
greater emphasis towards housing development in the
villages, will provide a more beneficial spread of
diversity to life for the residents of the area, and
further help support the existing Local services, and
perhaps provide the opportunity to provide further
facilities. If additional allocations through Local Plan
policy amendments come forward during later review
stages, our clients would support the increases being
spread across the village settlements, rather than the
Sub regional centres.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
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ID1:

166

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - I attended the consultation meeting
at Long Sutton on the 15.02.16 and would make the
following points: The need for increased housing
appears to be based on the projected increased
demand for employment within the area. I cannot see a
high degree of extra jobs in the Long Sutton area other
than the need due to organic growth with in the
existing businesses in the Long Sutton area. Personally I
cannot foresee a substantial influx of new businesses
with in the long Sutton area that would bring
employment opportunities to the scale that would
require the proposed number of homes within the Long
Sutton area particularly with the small amount of new
land being made available for industrial use I would
imagine the majority of new employment will come
from the Spalding & Peterborough industrial &
commercial areas which would result in a high
commute, increasing emissions and carbon footprint
with in an area of poor infrastructure that is in itself in
poor repair. I would suggest that increased building
should take place nearer to these two likely sources of
increased employment opportunities.

comment_author:

Mr Phil Ward

Officer Comment:
The Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan
Area have been based upon projected population
growth and not projected growth derived from
economic and job growth forecasts.
In further work on the preferred site selection both
housing and employment land provisions will be
considered.
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ID1:

167

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

168

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Cowbit has been designated a Minor Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way.
However, we still believe a greater allocation of the
housing need, should be distributed to the villages, as
will provide a more beneficial spread of diversity to life
for the residents of the district area, and further help
support the existing Local services, and perhaps provide
the opportunity to provide further facilities.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
The support for Cowbit’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
However, a slight increase in the housing requirement
is considered necessary as a result of the discussion in
Sections 5 and 6 of the Housing Paper to deliver a better
form of development on each site and to help deliver
the infrastructure necessary to support viable,
sustainable development over the plan period.
Owing to these comments it is considered that a
change to Cowbit’s housing requirements, is required
and the Local Plan should identify housing allocations of
120 dwellings between April 2011 and 31st March 2036.
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Officer Recommendation:
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ID1:

169

comment_content:
1. We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Moulton has been designated a Minor Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.
ID1:

170

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
1.The support for Moulton’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

171

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

172

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton There has been no motive behind why
these properties should be developed specifically in
Long Sutton. The housing market here is not nearly as
buoyant as the nearby towns of Kings Lynn and
Spalding for example and properties appear to be much
slower to sell; the eco-homes along Gedney Road being
a case in point. Also if you are removing agricultural
land are you not removing the work too!? In summary I
believe that the community share a view that should all
of these properties are to be built we will effectively
become a commuter town.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Mrs L Pears

Officer Comment:
The Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan
Area have been based upon projected population
growth and not projected growth derived from
economic and job growth forecasts.
In further work on the preferred site selection both
housing and employment land provisions will be
considered.
The use of agricultural land for future development has
to be considered as there are insufficient brownfield
options to meet the identified housing needs.
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ID1:

173

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

174

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

175

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Moulton Chapel has been designated a Minor Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.
ID1:

176

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Moulton Chapel has been designated a Minor Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
1.The support for Moulton Chapel’s position in the
Spatial Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support noted

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
1.The support for Moulton Chapel’s position in the
Spatial Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.
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ID1:

177

comment_content:
Please consider the following points when offering land
for development within the village of Sutterton. I came
to live in the village in 2003 and since that time have
seen the reduction in the services enjoyed by the local
villagers. We are currently able to offer any new
inhabitants of Sutterton the following limited
amenities: a small general store and post office, a
hairdressing salon and a fish and chip shop having seen
the loss of our independent newsagent's and both of
our public houses/restaurants and I do believe there
was a garage/petrol station within the centre of the
village, these areas are currently being developed for
housing. I think the loss of such amenities to the village
of Sutterton must surely reduce the current score of 66
afforded it in the results table. If it is possible to further
dissect the scoring system for the village of Sutterton it
has to be noted that the village hall is only available
during certain periods of the week and therefore offers
restricted use. Our facilities for children and youths of
the village is certainly called into question when it rains
as the central playing field is subject to prolonged
flooding - and how Bellmere Wildlife Sanctuary could
be deemed a suitable playing area for children is
questionable. The area behind The Thatch is a green
field burial site and that which isn't is surely part of The
Thatch and therefore private property similarly grassed
areas of Eastfield Close, together with some areas of
Monarchs Road's whose grassed areas lie behind
private shared driveways and not easily accessible as
'playing' fields. The large open area of Monarchs Road
which lies to the front of the development is surely too
close to the main road (B1397) and therefore presents
health and safety issues and is why the green area at

comment_author:

Bridgette Gooding

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the information in the
Sustainability Assessments can become dated. In further
work on the next draft of the Local Plan it will be
necessary to revisit sustainablity assessments in the
broadest sense and also specific evidence with regard to
selecting preferred sites and also the settlement
hierarchy.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
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the back of the Monarchs Road is so prized by its
residents as a safe area for its children to play. Park
Avenue is also deemed an area for children to play
although I believe the Mayflower Housing Group may
feel differently about this as they own it. I also believe
that the cemetery has been identified as an area
suitable for play!!! - perhaps these areas need to be
revisited in order to establish the true extent of playing
space for the children of the village and a more
accurate score awarded it. It is difficult to rely upon
public transport whilst living in Sutterton and a motor
vehicle or access to one would allow for ease of
movement regarding getting to work and attending
leisure/entertainment activities as we currently have
no bus service on a Sunday and no bus service in the
evening to allow residents to pursue hobbies and
leisure activities within the nearby towns. We have no
gas supply in the village and must rely upon the
delivery of heating oil. Clearly the limited facilities
within Sutterton do not allow for sustainable
development.

establish new owners is possible.
With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn.
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ID1:

178

comment_content:
I would like to offer comment on the recent
consultation for the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
with particular regard to the area of Sutterton. My first
point relates to the positioning of Sutterton as a
sustainable area for development and how statistics
have been used to inform this decision. Sutterton has
seen the closure of a considerable number of facilities
over recent years and this d s not correlate with the
information detailed in the results table for services. In
truth Sutterton has only one general store and
therefore the figure under this heading should read as 4
and not the score of 8 awarded to this section.
Furthermore we no longer have a public house, The
Thatched cottage closing earlier this year and again
therefore this score requires amendment to 0.
Sutterton has been awarded a score of 4 in relation to
Community hall's with 2 points per facilities. Sutterton
has only one village hall, whilst this is made up of a
lounge area and hall, it also forms part of a chance to
share agreement and therefore availability of use of the
larger hall is restricted to non term time only and
outside school hours. A more realistic score of 2 is
therefore applicable. Turning now to the score of 26
awarded in respect of playing areas for children in the
village, I would question where there are 13 suitable
areas for children to play. Firstly I note this d s not
include the children's designated play area where
equipment is provided and is the same equipment since
the 1970's. Furthermore the following areas are
included within identified playing fields. 1. Bellmere
Duck pond - this is not a playing field. It is a fenced off,
gated area for wildlife and the person who looks after it
at any time can make it a private nature reserve. 2. The

comment_author:

Mrs Samantha Greenslade

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the information in the
Sustainability Assessments can become dated. In further
work on the next draft of the Local Plan it will be
necessary to revisit sustainablity assessments in the
broadest sense and also specific evidence with regard to
selecting preferred sites and also the settlement
hierarchy.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
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grassed area behind what was The Thatched cottage is
now a natural burial ground. 3. The grassed area shown
on Glebe Way, Eastfield Close - this land is privately
owned by the residents and therefore is not available
as a playing field 4. The first piece of grassed area on
Monarchs Road - this has been clearly debated at a
recent planning appeal that it is not suitable as a
playing field due to its close proximity to the main
B1397 and being surrounding on two sides by a main
access road. It is therefore not a suitable area for play.
5. The piece of green land adjacent to the village
boundary on Monarchs Road - this piece of open space
lies behind private shared driveways and for this reason
is not available as a playing field due to the issue of
access over private owned driveways. 6. The smaller
piece of green space on Monarchs Road - sight of this
very small area of green space with a tree taking up
most of the space will alert you to the fact that this is
not a feasible playing space. 7. Area of green space on
Park Avenue directly in front of the school - This piece
of land is owned by Mayflower housing and they were
approached some time ago to ask if it could be used as
a play area for the children. We were very clearly told
no as this was developable land for housing and it is as
you will note fenced off for this reason. It is not a
playing area. 8. Cemetery - It is wholly unacceptable to
suggest a cemetery as an area which is suitable for
children to play. You will note I have identified at least
8 areas which are incorrectly deemed to be playing
fields and this alone equates to 16 points. The statistics
for Sutterton very clearly need to be re-visited.
Sutterton is not a sustainable area for development.

establish new owners is possible.
With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn.
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ID1:

179

comment_content:
Please find below our comments on the draft South
East Lincolnshire Local Plan, in particular with regards
to the village of Sutterton. As residents of Sutterton we
are commenting on the Sutterton part of the draft
South East Lincolnshire Local Plan. Since we moved to
Sutterton two years ago, we have seen the closure of
two pub/restaurants, one newsagent and a caravan
retailer, leaving just one small corner shop to serve the
entire village. There are no public houses/eating
establishments other than a fish and chip shop and
there are even rumours that we may lose our
remaining corner shop soon. We have chosen to
remain registered at our previous doctor's surgery as
we have heard it is oversubscribed at the Sutterton
surgery and we have heard that we are not guaranteed
to obtain a place for our child at the local school. This,
coupled with the lack of employment opportunities in
Sutterton, means that it is a commuter village where
you require a car both for business and leisure
purposes. We fail to understand how Sutterton would
be able to sustain housing growth at the levels
proposed in the draft Local Plan. We fail to understand
the reasoning for highlighting the areas of recreational
open space in the village as many of those highlighted
are simply not useable recreational space. Bell Mere
Pool is highlighted but is a nature reserve area, the
school is highlighted which is obviously private
property, and several small areas within housing
estates are highlighted which if viewed from the ground
would become obvious they are not usable recreational
spaces. As the village is near two major A roads, it is
somewhat of a cut-through for traffic, meaning that the
recreational spaces that are suitable for children to use

comment_author:

Mr A and Dr G Ward

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the information in the
Sustainability Assessments can become dated. In further
work on the next draft of the Local Plan it will be
necessary to revisit sustainablity assessments in the
broadest sense and also specific evidence with regard to
selecting preferred sites and also the settlement
hierarchy.
The designation of Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is
made taking a number of factors into consideration; the
relative size of Sutterton (both in terms of physical
extension and population of the settlement) in
comparison with other settlements in Boston Borough
and the Plan Area (SEL), its proximity between Boston,
Spalding, Holbeach and Kirton, SHLAA site options with
relatively low flood risk, the rate of development over
the last 35 years (1976-2011) and that the Local Plan is
provding a framework for developemnt over the next 20
years. The Sustainability of Settlement assessment score
is also relatively high but is only one of several
considerations.
Sutterton is one of the larger settlements in part of a
network of villages in the South/West area of the
Borough (as assessed in the Boston SHMA) with
Swineshead and Kirton. It is considered that its
designation as a Main Service Centre is logical in being
one of the settlements with housing needs to be met
over the next 20 years.
In respect of the Sustainability Assessment it is
acknowledged that the pub/restaurant reduces the
score by 2 however a commercial opportunity to
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can be problematic and unsafe to access. We would
strongly question why Sutterton has been classed as a
Main Service Centre meaning that it helps meet the
service needs of other local communities •
. Having
lived in Kirton previously we regularly (two to three
times a week) travel back to Kirton to shop, use the
cash point, visit the library etc. Much as we enjoy living
in Sutterton we fail to see why people living in the
surrounding villages would have a need to visit here
when such few services exist. In our opinion every
other single village named as a Main Service Centre has
significantly more facilities than Sutterton has. We
would consider Sutterton to be more on a par with a
village such as Wigtoft, designated as a Minor Service
Centre. In fact some of the Minor Service Centres, such
as Surfleet, appear to have more services than that of
Sutterton. In conclusion, we feel that the assessment of
Sutterton as a Main Service Centre is based on out of
date information with regards to services and is
incorrect in terms of useable recreational open space.
We strongly feel that Sutterton would be unable to
support development at the levels indicated in the draft
South East Lincolnshire Local Plan.

establish new owners is possible.
With regard to the assessment of open space the
relatively high score reflects that the more recent
developments have provided a number of incidental
open spaces as part of the estate layout to meet the
required open space under the Local Plan policy in force
at that time. Such a high score for open space is not
uncommon in other settlements so it is not considered
to be an over estimation.
Bus services throughout the rural area of the Plan Area
are relatively poor, however, Sutterton does have
services to Boston and Spalding which do allow access to
and from any work opportunities. This is a better service
than most other rural settlements.
In such rural areas reliance upon the private car or
private transport is acknowldeged as a common
constraint yet does not diminish the necessity for
meeting housing needs or that settlements such as
Sutterton are attractive locations to which house buyers
are drawn.
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ID1:

180

comment_content:
I give my approval to the boundary location which now
includes the piece of land which use to be
Kirton/Frampton Tennis Club, and the accompanying
Policy 2 which allows the development of land in the
related area.

ID1:

182

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Moulton Chapel has been designated a Minor Service
Centre settlement, and agree that it is a large and
important provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

Mr S Kime

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support noted

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
1.The support for Moulton Chapel’s position in the
Spatial Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.
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ID1:

183

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

184

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Moulton has been designated a Minor Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support noted

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
1.The support for Moulton’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.
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ID1:

185

comment_content:
The Parish Council recognises and appreciates the
requirements of Policy for villages to grow and expand
to meet housing needs, and d s not oppose the total
number of houses which the Plan seeks to provide. 100
houses over the next Plan Period would not be
unreasonable and out of proportion with the village as
it currently is ¦ To reiterate, the Parish Council is
content to accept the intention to build an additional
100 houses in Old Leake settlement. This is despite
being somewhat disappointed that this Local Plan once
again seeks to place all of its site allocations in larger
villages (which have taken extraordinary development
under the previous/ current Local Plan) while
overlooking smaller settlements entirely.

ID1:

186

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

Old Leake Parish Council

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support noted

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
The Local Plan has tried to take a balanced approach in
meeting the assessed housing needs putting the most
sustainable settlements with the best site options for
flood risk as a primary consideration. The larger
settlements generate the greatest housing need and in
terms of the Exception Test relating to needs in the
context of flood risk are the most logical to consider.
The north/east area of the Borough as identified in the
SHMA has a comparatively small housing need to be
met in terms of the assessed needs for the Borough.
Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

187

comment_content:
1. We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy “ Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

ID1:

188

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Surfleet has been designated a 'Minor Service Centre'
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
The support for Surfleet’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome. Policy 11 says “provision will be
made for a net increase of at least...” Therefore, the
approach we are taking provides flexibility and are not
ceiling figures.
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ID1:

189

comment_content:
We wish to comment and support the proposed
Settlement Spatial strategy Policy 2, following the
favoured options c) and d). We are pleased to note that
Surfleet has been designated a Minor Service Centre
settlement, and agree that it is a large and important
provider of local facilities, so has rightly been
categorised in this way. However, we still believe a
greater allocation of the housing need, should be
distributed to the villages, as will provide a more
beneficial spread of diversity to life for the residents of
the district area, and further help support the existing
Local services, and perhaps provide the opportunity to
provide further facilities.
ID1:

190

comment_content:
2: Spatial Strategy Our clients support the continued
identification of Crowland as a Main Service Centre •
where development will be permitted that supports its
role as service centre for the settlement itself, helps
sustain existing facilities and meets the service needs of
other local communities. Crowland s continued
importance in the district will only be increased
following the completion of the new A16 link between
Peterborough and Spalding. The setting of the town
provides opportunities for strategic levels of growth in
comprehensive well planned developments in sensitive
locations.

comment_author:

Longstaffs

Officer Comment:
The support for Surfleet’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome. Policy 11 says “provision will be
made for a net increase of at least...” Therefore, the
approach we are taking provides flexibility and are not
ceiling figures.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the approach is required.

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support for Crowland's identification as a Main Service
Centre is welcome. The A16 between Spalding and
Peterborough has been completed.
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
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ID1:

191

comment_content:
2: Spatial Strategy Holbeach Hurn is identified in area C
as an area of development restraint (other service
centres and settlements) where development will be
permitted within settlement boundaries that supports
their role as a service centre for the settlement itself,
helps sustain existing facilities or helps meet the service
needs of other local communities. We would make the
point that Inset Map No 46 has a settlement boundary
drawn in such a way that it would not be possible to
provide any new development within the boundary
that would support the needs of the settlement etc.
Consequently, Policy 2 is not consistent with Inset Map
for Holbeach Hurn and vice versa. Reference to
development within the settlement boundary only may
be unduly restrictive when considering development of
various uses that may be necessary or appropriate to
support each settlement's role as a service centre.
Given the range of development that may be necessary
to support these roles, the settlement boundaries may
not be able to accommodate the necessary
development. The policy should be amended to allow
development within or adjacent to the settlement
boundary.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Development "adjacent" to Settlement Boundaries may
be allowed through existing draft policies especially
where a need for the development has been
demonstrated.
Holbeach Hurn is a relatively small settlement with a low
sustainability of settlement assessment that is
consistant with most of the other "Other Service
Centres"
In the South Holland District Local Plan 1998 a large
housing allocation was proposed for the settlement but
never taken up.
The approach of the SEL Local Plan is to meet the
housing needs of the area in the most sustainable
settlements and locations.
Under the Rural Exceptions Sites policy housing
development that is specific to Holbecah Hurn's needs
may come forward.
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ID1:

192

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton “ The town d s not require any more
houses. There have been numerous builds over the
recent years and there are developments already on
the go. The Town Certainly d s not need or can support
any more inhabitants, the surgery is overwhelmed, the
town and supermarket are also overwhelmed already.
To date I have never heard of any one saying they
would like to come and live here but can t find
anywhere to live I would question the logic that Long
Sutton needs more housing where it is a town that sees
the younger members move away to where the work is
(London, Peterborough, Kings Lynn etc.) and the elderly
enjoy living out the rest of their lives.

comment_author:

Mr Gary Edwards

Officer Comment:
The Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan
Area have been based upon projected population
growth. Long Sutton is one of the larger settlements and
therefore will have its own housing needs to meet.
In further work on the preferred site selection both
housing and employment land provisions will be
considered.
Long Sutton is one of largest (in terms of popluation and
physical extension)and most susatainable settlements in
the plan area. It also has good connectivity to other
larger settlements (Holbeach, Sutton Bridge and
settlements outside the plan area).
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ID1:

193

comment_content:
This Policy sets out the settlement hierarchy going
forward and considers where development should be
directed, based upon the sustainability credentials of
each settlement. This indicates that the first tier of
settlements, where the majority of development will be
directed, are the Sub-Regional Centres of Boston and
Spalding. The second tier settlement include the Main
Service Centres, whilst the third tier includes the Minor
Service Centres (including Fleet Hargate), within which
development will be permitted that supports their role
as service centre for the settlement itself, helps sustain
existing facilities or helps meet the service needs of
other local communities. With this in mind, it is clear
that an appropriate level of development is envisaged
within these settlements, including Fleet Hargate, in
order to meet local housing needs and to support the
needs of the community. This position is wholly
supported.

comment_author:

Vale Planning Consultants

Officer Comment:
The support for Fleet Hargate’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome
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ID1:

194

comment_content:
Options C and D are noted. However the floods in the
Somerset Levels in 2013 and the North West of England
in 2015/16 surely warrant a review of proposals
encouraging new development in areas of identified
flood risk, without significant investment of wide area
flood mitigation. There is significant apathy amongst
many local communities about their exposure to, hence
preparedness for flooding. Reliance on the premise that
because it has not flooded in 400 years in a locality,
even though it is shown in the Environment Agency's
1:100 category is no longer a sound basis for
preparation (or lack of it). The Lincolnshire Coastal
Study shows substantial areas of land within the Plan
area that should not be developed, yet many
communities within these flood risk zones are
promoted for new housing and commercial
development in the Plan Area. We understand the
difficulty the local authorities have in meeting their
growth needs but implore them to reconsider the
location of new housing away from the forecast flood
risk areas. No one is a winner if communities flood. It
destroys farmland productivity, infrastructure, renders
homes unfit for occupation, displaces communities and
destroys lives and livelihoods. Site specific flood
attenuation may save the new homes from the worst
of a severe weather event, but the displaced flood
waters may well affect older less well protected
property, surrounding infrastructure, power supplies
and the ability of the occupiers to go about their day to
day business. It is perverse to propose a greater level of
resilience to flooding for new properties than for the
wider communities to which they are attached. The
insurance industry is naturally concerned about the

comment_author:

Long Sutton and District Civic Soci

Officer Comment:
The comments rightly assess the tensions and conflicting
considerations that have had to be balanced in order to
put forward a "sound" Local Plan. That the planning
legislation and Government policy is to promote the
adoption of Local Plans that meet the future
development needs of the area are clear. The
Examination in Public will be the means by which the
Local Plan proves its "soundness" in delivering across all
these complex issues.
Further work on selecting the preferred sites will seek to
identify the best available and sustainable sites to meet
the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs.
Sutton St James
1.All the sites are in Flood zone 3a. No hazard mapping
has been undertaken for this area and so the
Environment Agency has said a classification of 'no
hazard' may not be correct. However, they do also say
that there is no apparent hazard from tidal/fluvial
sources. The two IDBs do not advise of serious
problems. The inference of the comments is that
development should be focused in the larger
settlements, which is the approach. However, this is not
at the expense of smaller settlements. The comments
do not state whether the position Sutton St James holds
in the Spatial Strategy is incorrect and so it is concluded
that Sutton St James should remain a ‘Minor Service
Centre’.
Tydd St Mary
1.One respondent supports the approach taken in the
local plan in order to support a site they are putting
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growing risk of flood claims and has brokered the
FloodRe memorandum of understanding with the
Government to limit the extent of their liability. This
comes into force on 1st April 2016 and a large number
of existing residential and commercial property as well
as any new housing built after 1st April 2009 will be
excluded from protection. The immediate impact may
not be great, but if flood risk increases through the
lifetime of the Plan, as forecast, then the new homes in
flood risk areas may find themselves without affordable
buildings or contents insurance. This is likely to have a
depressing effect on property prices and seriously
affect the viability of sites built towards the end of the
Plan period or indeed the willingness of developers to
even consider building at all. If insurance becomes hard
to find lenders will baulk at lending and normal market
activity will grind to a halt. Pragmatically there is no
point in allocating land for development within the Plan
if there is no prospect of it being developed by a
rational developer or occupied by a rational
householder. Rented housing is also excluded from the
Flood Re provisions as drafted as is all commercial
property and costs of site specific mitigation is likely to
be high with potential impacts to site viability.
The Councils appear to discount the evidence of the
Lincolnshire Coastal Management Plan, Environment
Agency and SHDC Flood Risk Strategy which suggest
that new development should not take place over
much of the plan area and/or that there is the
likelihood of flooding in some settlements in the
Society's area of interest (Long Sutton, Little Sutton,
Sutton Bridge, Lutton, Gedney Drove End, Dawsmere,
Sutton St James, Tydd St Mary and Tydd Gote) within
the likely economic life of housing built on sites
allocated in the Plan. Sustainable communities depend
on a wide range of influences only a few of which are

forward for consideration as a housing site. Three object
to the scale of the proposed development and in one
case suggests development should be put elsewhere,
but not specifically to Tydd St Mary’s position in the
Spatial Strategy as a Minor Service Centre. The
Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan Area
have been based upon projected population growth.
Housing needs are likely to arise in Tydd St. Mary.
2.All the sites are in Flood zone 3a. No hazard mapping
has been undertaken for this area and so the
Environment Agency has said a classification of 'no
hazard' may not be correct. However, they do also say
that there is no apparent hazard from tidal/fluvial
sources. The two IDBs do not advise of serious
problems. The inference of the comments is that
development should be focused in the larger
settlements, which is the approach being taken.
However, this is not at the expense of smaller
settlements. The comments do not state whether the
position Tydd St Mary holds in the Spatial Strategy is
incorrect and so it is concluded that Tydd St Mary should
remain a ‘Minor Service Centre’.
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within the direct control of the Plan.
Much of the Plan area is for example rural and ill served
by public transport. Further erosion of transport
subsidy by the County Council, as is a distinct possibility
over the life of the Plan will, other things being equal,
result in increased isolation for those without access to
other means of transport from places of work,
entertainment, shopping and health services. A greater
focus of new housing around transport hubs as
suggested in the NPPF review would help ameliorate
this, recognising though that a bus stop in itself d s not
constitute a hub! Allied to the above, the vision seeks
to deliver the housing, employment and other needs of
the whole population, but it is apparent from the
distribution of proposed employment and housing sites
that they are not necessarily where the jobs or housing
is or will be needed to generate truly self-sustaining
communities. This therefore largely defeats a principal
tenet of the vision.
3.2.6 A number of settlements proposed for
development within the Plan do not meet the
principles proposed in this paragraph of access to local
services or employment. Tydd St Mary a small
settlement within the Society's area of interest for
example has proposed allocations for 200 new
dwellings but has very limited facilities available locally
with most services at least 4 miles away in Long Sutton
or Wisbech. There is no regular bus service and no
significant local industry, especially not within a 400m
radius as suggested by the Plan.
The proposal would irrevocably change the character of
one of the more attractive villages of SE Lincolnshire,
doubling the number of dwellings at the heart of the
community and increasing the population by 50%. The
population increase is likely to be insufficient to sustain
additional local services, calling into question the logic
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of stepping outside the generality of the principal of
sustainable development to propose housing in a
location that ostensibly fails to meet the test.
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ID1:

195

comment_content:
Many emerging local plans of rural planning authorities
across the UK are abandoning the concept of
‘settlement boundaries’ in order to allow a more
flexible and responsive distribution of growth and
allocation of housing sites. This shift would not entail
the loss of protection for designated open land and/or
rural areas because other plan policies would regulate
the allocation of new development, prevent urban
sprawl and protect the character of the countryside.
The concept of ‘Centres’, which already underpins the
whole South East Lincolnshire Local Plan, d s not need
to be reinforced by specific references to ‘settlement
boundaries’. The draft Local Plan contains many
references to ‘settlements boundaries’ which we do
not consider is required. The draft Local Plan d s not
include policies for the sustainable development of
previously developed land (brownfield land) in the
countryside. There are pockets of developed land
within the countryside that could have potential for
residential, industrial or community uses. Development
on these sites should be encouraged in accordance with
the guidance on the use of previously developed land
(brownfield sites) set out at Paragraphs 17 and 111 of
the NPPF. Paragraph 17 of the NPPF states, inter alia,
that planning should

comment_author:

RPS CGMS

Officer Comment:
Settlement boundaries have been selected as the
approach in the plan because they offer greater
certainty to the community, landowners and developers
with regard to where development meeting the
sustainable needs of the settlement (or area)might be
provided. They are also considered to provide the
greatest certainty in assessing delivery (e.g. 5 years
housing land supply).
The assessment of brownfield land in meeting future
development needs should be considered in conjunction
with the preferred site selection work.

‘encourage the effective use of land by reusing land
that has been previously developed (brownfield land),
provided that it is not of high environmental value.’
Paragraph 111 specifies that
‘planning policies and decisions should encourage the
effective use of land by re-using land that has been
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previously developed (brownfield land), provided that it
is not of high environmental value’
. Paragraph 111 g s as far as saying that planning
authorities
‘may continue to consider the case for setting a locally
appropriate target for the use of brownfield land’.
The South East Lincolnshire Local Plan, as currently
drafted, fails to comply with the NPPF because:
– None of its policies contain a reference to previously
developed land;
– It d s not contain specific policies regulating
previously developed land;
– As a consequence of the above point, applicants
would not know if, how and when planning decisions
‘will encourage’ the effective use of previously
developed land; and
– It d s not contain any ‘locally appropriate target for
the use of brownfield land’ or any reference to the
possibility of setting one.
Proposed changes:
– Reference to ‘settlement boundaries’ should be
removed from the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
and the concept of town centres and town centres’
hierarchy reinforced in new paragraphs within the
proposed policies.
– Change the wording of Policy 2 replacing ‘Settlement
boundaries’ with ‘Sub-regional centres’ (Paragraph A.1),
‘Main Service Centre’ (Paragraph A.2.), ‘Areas of limited
opportunity’ (Paragraph B.1.), ‘Other Service Centres
and Settlements’ (Paragraph C.1)
– Policy 2 should contain a specific reference to the
potential use of previously developed sites (brownfield
land) in designated centres and in the countryside and
provisions that regulates their protection, use and
redevelopment. This designation could be contained in
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a new paragraph E or become paragraph D, shifting
‘Countryside’ to a new paragraph E.
We submit that the draft South East Lincolnshire Local
Plan is unsound because is not consistent with national
policy. More specifically, it fails to comply with
paragraphs 17, 28, 47, 48, 50, 54, 111, 157 and 159 of
the National Planning Policy Framework. For this
reason, we invite the Local Planning Authority to
review, revise and modify the South East Lincolnshire
Local Plan to address the issues set out in the
precedent paragraphs.
ID1:

208

comment_content:
We note that the following text is to be included within
the Local Plan in relation to the Countryside:
development will be permitted that is necessary to
such a location and/or where it can be demonstrated
that it meets the sustainable development needs of the
area in terms of economic, community or
environmental benefits •
. We support this approach to
meeting the economic sustainable development needs
of sites within areas designated as Countryside. These
sites are vitally important to the local economy in such
an extensively rural area.

Cushman and Wakefield

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

209

comment_content:
Wheatley Homes supports the establishment of a
spatial strategy that is based on a hierarchical approach
to the classification of settlements. This will help to
ensure that new residential development is delivered in
the most sustainable locations where existing amenities
and services are provided. The Plan states that the
most balanced approach is provided through options c)
and d) and this is considered to be a reasonable
approach. We support the classification of Crowland as
a Main Service Centre, an area where development is
to be directed. As the supporting text at paragraph
3.2.13 recognises, these settlements perform
significant roles. Crowland ranks 5th of all the
settlements assessed. This is supported by the Council s
assessment within the Topic Paper titled South East
Lincolnshire “ An assessment of settlements and their
sustainability credentials June 2015 .
We would however question the rationale for the
inclusion of Swineshead and Sutterton as Main Service
Centres. These appear to have been identified as Main
Service Centres on the basis that they could evolve to
fulfil that purpose, not on the basis that they currently
fulfil that purpose. As the Plan acknowledges, they
score comparatively well in the sustainability
assessment, but are still lower than the officer Main
Service Centres identified.

comment_author:

Woods Hardwick Planning Ltd

Officer Comment:
Support for options c and d and Crowland's
identification as a Main Service Centre is welcome.
Swineshead and Sutterton have been put forward as
Main Service Centres for a number of reasons. In the
context of the Plan Area they support a number of
settlements and, due to more favourable flood risk
options for development, give the Local Plan better
scope for sustainable and viable development, especially
in the Boston Borough part of the Plan Area.
Through trying to meet Objectively Assessed Housing
Needs in two Housing Market Areas there has to be a
pragmatic approach to assessing how the settlement
hierarchy may evolve to meet the housing needs in two
Local Authority areas.
Further work on preferred site selection will also allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Sutterton’s place in the Plan’s Spatial Strategy took
account of many issues, including: the findings of the
South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements &
their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; and the local
availability of land at lower risk of flooding.
Furthermore, as the Spatial Strategy Background Paper
makes clear “Sutterton is now defined as a Main Service
Centre due to its proximity as a ‘cluster’ settlement and
this is reflected in its sustainability score. Sutterton also
offers some opportunities for growth in areas with
marginally better flood risk. In preparing a plan for
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South East Lincolnshire as a whole, the opportunity
arose to examine the settlements between the
proposed Sub-Regional Centres of Boston and Spalding
from a different perspective. Sutterton is in this ‘midway area’” (paragraph 6.10). It is considered that this
approach accords with the advice in paragraph 55 of the
National Planning Policy Framework that “to promote
sustainable development in rural areas, housing should
be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality
of rural communities. For example, where there are
groups of smaller settlements, development in one
village may support services in a village nearby.”
Swineshead’s place in the Plan’s Spatial Strategy took
account of many issues, including: the findings of the
South East Lincolnshire Assessment of Settlements &
their Sustainability Credentials (June 2015); the
population of the parish; the local rate of housing
growth between 1976 and 2011; and the local
availability of land at lower risk of flooding. In
Swineshead’s case, the last issue particularly influenced
its identification as a Main Service Centre, as it is the
only sizeable settlement in Boston Borough where
significant areas of land at low or no risk of flooding are
available.
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ID1:

210

comment_content:
Generally we would support the identification of
Spalding and Boston as Subregional Centres together
with the identification of Crowland, Long Sutton and
Swineshead as Main Service Centres. We would
however suggest given the size and sustainability
credentials of Holbeach that it is identified within its
own category between Sub-regional Centre and Main
Service Centre. We support the identification of
Cowbit, Moulton and Weston as Minor Service Centres.

comment_author:

Studio 11 Architecture Ltd

Officer Comment:
Spalding
The support foSpalding’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.

Officer Recommendation:
Spalding
No change to the approach is required.
Boston - no change to the approach is required.

Boston - the support for Boston's position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.
Crowland
The support for rowland’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.
Long Sutton
The supportor Long Sutton’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.
Swineshead - the support for Swineshead's position in
the Spatial Strategy is welcomed.
Holbeach
Whilst Holbeach is undoubtedly of a different scale to
the other Main Service Centres the proposals for growth
are similarly of a different proportion. It is unclear how a
distinct, higher level settlement category for Holbeach
would correspond to a different generic policy approach
to development.
Cowbit
The support for Cowbit’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.
Moulton
The support for Moulton’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.
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No change to the approach is required.
Long Sutton
No change to the approach is required.
Swineshead - no change to the approach is required.
Holbeach
No change to the approach is required.
Cowbit
No change to the approach is required.
Moulton
No change to the approach is required.
Weston
No change to the approach is required.
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Weston
The support for Weston’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.
ID1:

211

comment_content:
Policy 2 ” Spatial Strategy Our Client notes that the
settlement of Kirton is identified as a Main Service
Centre within the spatial strategy and this is supported.
The Policy states that "within the settlement
boundaries of the Main Service Centres development
will he permitted that supports their role as a service
centre for the settlement itself, helps sustain existing
facilities or helps meet the service needs of other local
communities. " Given our Client's land interests are
situated within the settlement boundary of Kirton, they
support the policy, which encourages development in
such areas.
ID1:

212

comment_content:
At the end of A (both parts), B and C, add:- and
complies with the relevant policies elsewhere in the
plan.
Even in conjunction with Policy 10, we feel Section D
(Countryside) is too permissive, opening the gate for all
sorts of piecemeal development. Strengthen both. It is
essential that there is the clearest of distinctions
between countryside and settlements.
Rephrase the fi•
nal paragraph- Provided it complies
with other plan policies, development in the
countryside will be permitted that is necessary .... ..

comment_author:

Chris Atkinson

Officer Comment:
The support is welcomed.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change is necessary to Kirton's place in the Spatial
Strategy.

Spalding and District Civic Society

Officer Comment:
Most draft policies in the plan have an interrelationship
and do not "stand alone". Development to be
considered under Policy 2 will inevitably require
consideration under other policies in the plan (e.g. The
Development Management Policy). To state that
compliance with other policies is not needed.
Part D on Countryside is considered to meet the spirit
and purpose of the NPPF and, similarly, any proposed
development within the countryside will also be
assessed against other policies in the Local Plan.
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ID1:

213

comment_content:
Re: Use of agricultural land for development - We
should be protecting the best agricultural land in order
to feed the population. Grade 1 agricultural land should
be held as most sacred because it is essential for
growing food for both humans and animals in England.
NEW LAND is not being made any more! Food d s not
grow in supermarkets. How much longer can we go on
using up irreplaceable Grade 1 farmland for housing?
Agricultural land needs to be protected for future
generations. "Where significant development of
agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, local
planning authorities should seek to use areas of poorer
quality land in preference to that of higher
quality."(Natural England Technical Information TIN049)

comment_author:

Freda and Ray Harness

Officer Comment:
The use of agricultural land for future development has
to be considered as there are insufficient brownfield
options to meet the identified housing needs.
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ID1:

214

comment_content:
Strategic Planning Comments Following the detailed
settlement hierarchy, there is a risk that section D:
Countryside could be interpreted loosely, potentially
allowing any development that has "economic,
community or other benefits". Taken together with
Policy 3, in which none of the 8 criteria require a
sustainable location in a wider sense, this is a potential
concern if we are to aim for a sustainable pattern of
development in this mainly rural area.

Lincolnshire County Council

comment_author:

Officer Comment:
The Objector does not quote the policy wording
accurately as the Policy states ".......or environmental
benefits". To quote "other benefits" has possibly lead to
a mistaken interpretation

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Part D on Countryside is considered to meet the spirit
and purpose of the NPPF and, similarly, any proposed
development within the countryside will also be
assessed against other policies in the Local Plan.
Policy 2 sets out a hierarchy for dvelopment and other
policies in the plan (e.g. Rural Exception Sites and
Employment Developemnt in the Countryside Policies)
set out further safeguards against unsustainable
development.

ID1:

215

comment_content:
Policy 2 seeks to direct development by order of
geographic preference and provides specific guidance
for development proposed in a countryside location (as
defined by the Proposals Map). Given the linear nature
of the Viking Link project, it is likely that the majority of
the scheme will be located in the countryside. We
support the positive wording outlined at Section D of
Policy 2, which states that development in the
countryside will be permitted provided that
development is necessary to such a location and/or
where it can be demonstrated that it meets the
sustainable development needs of the area in terms of
economic, community and environmental benefits.

Amec Foster Wheeler

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

216

comment_content:
We support that Crowland should continue to be a
Main Service Centre within South East Lincolnshire and
we identify that residential development in part would
support the existing facilities. Given the sustainability
credentials of Crowland (including the established
public transport links) it can be considered as a suitable
location to accommodate a significant proportion of
new dwellings and enhance the sustainability of the
Main Service Centre.

comment_author:

Barton Willmore

Officer Comment:
Support Crowland's identification as a Main Service
Centre is welcome.
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ID1:

217

comment_content:
Options C and D are noted. However the floods in the
Somerset Levels in 2013 and the North West of England
in 2015/16 surely warrant a review of a policy
encouraging new development in areas of identified
flood risk, without significant investment of wide area
flood mitigation. There is significant apathy amongst
many local communities about their exposure to, hence
preparedness for flooding. Reliance on the premise that
because it has not flooded in the last 400 years in a
locality, even though it is shown in the Environment
Agency's 1:100 category, is no longer a sound basis for
preparation (or lack of it), given the growing
uncertainty of extreme weather events. The
Lincolnshire Coastal Study shows substantial areas of
land within the Plan area that should not be developed,
yet many communities within these flood risk zones are
promoted for new housing and commercial
development in the Plan Area.
We understand the difficulty the local authorities have
in meeting their growth needs but implore them to
reconsider the location of new housing away from the
forecast flood risk areas. No one is a winner if
communities flood. It destroys farmland productivity,
infrastructure, renders homes unfit for occupation,
displaces communities and destroys lives and
livelihoods. Site specific flood attenuation may save the
new homes from the worst of a severe weather event,
but the displaced flood waters may well affect older
less well protected property, surrounding
infrastructure, power supplies and the ability of the
occupiers to go about their day to day business. It is
perverse to propose a greater level of resilience to
flooding for new properties than for the wider

comment_author:

Campaign to Protect Rural Englan

Officer Comment:
The comments rightly assess the tensions and conflicting
considerations that have had to be balanced in order to
put forward a "sound" Local Plan. That the planning
legislation and Government policy is to promote the
adoption of Local Plans that meet the future
development needs of the area are clear. The
Examination in Public will be the means by which the
Local Plan proves its "soundness" in delivering across all
these complex issues.
1.One respondent supports the approach taken in the
local plan in order to support a site they are putting
forward for consideration as a housing site. Three object
to the scale of the proposed development and in one
case suggests development should be put elsewhere,
but not specifically to Tydd St Mary’s position in the
Spatial Strategy as a Minor Service Centre. The
Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan Area
have been based upon projected population growth.
Housing needs are likely to arise in Tydd St. Mary.
2.All the sites are in Flood zone 3a. No hazard mapping
has been undertaken for this area and so the
Environment Agency has said a classification of 'no
hazard' may not be correct. However, they do also say
that there is no apparent hazard from tidal/fluvial
sources. The two IDBs do not advise of serious
problems. The inference of the comments is that
development should be focused in the larger
settlements, which is the approach being taken.
However, this is not at the expense of smaller
settlements.
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communities to which they are attached. The insurance
industry is naturally concerned about the growing risk
of flood claims and has brokered the Flood Re deal with
the Government to limit the extent of their liability.
This comes into force on 1st April 2016 and a large
swathe of existing residential and commercial property
as well as any new housing built after 1st April 2009 will
be excluded from protection. The immediate impact
may not be great, dependent on location and historical
flood data, but if flood risk increases through the
lifetime of the Plan as forecast, then the new homes in
flood risk areas may find themselves without affordable
buildings or contents insurance. This is likely to have a
depressing effect on property prices and seriously
affect the viability of sites built towards the end of the
Plan period or indeed the willingness of developers to
even consider building at all. If insurance becomes hard
to find lenders will baulk at lending and normal market
activity will grind to a halt. Pragmatically there is no
point in allocating land for development within the Plan
if there is no prospect of it being developed by a
rational developer or occupied by a rational
householder. Rented housing is also excluded from the
Re provisions leaving landlords in a quandary about
protecting their investment portfolios and tenants
without affordable contents insurance. The measures
are specifically designed by the insurance industry to
discourage new housing development in flood risk
areas and it is surprising therefore that the LPA's are
ignoring the clear warnings that such development is
now unacceptable. The Councils appear to discount the
evidence of the Lincolnshire Coastal Management Plan
and Environment Agency which suggest that new
development should not take place over much of the
plan area as a result of potential flood risk within the
lifetime of proposed housing allocations. Sustainable
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communities depend on a wide range of influences only
a few of which are within the direct control of the Plan.
Much of the Plan area is for example rural and ill served
by public transport. Further erosion of transport
subsidy by the County Council, as is a distinct possibility
over the life of the Plan will, other things being equal,
result in increased isolation for those without access to
other means of transport from places of work,
entertainment, shopping and health services.
A greater focus of new housing around transport hubs
as suggested in the NPPF review would help ameliorate
this, recognising though that a bus stop in itself d s not
constitute a hub! Allied to the above, the vision seeks
to deliver the housing, employment and other needs of
the whole population, but it is apparent from the
distribution of proposed employment and housing sites
that they are not necessarily where the jobs or housing
is or will be needed to generate truly self-sustaining
communities. This therefore largely defeats a principal
tenet of the vision.
3.2.3 - As the Forward to the Plan suggests, the flat
landscape of the Plan area has many tall structures
which draw the eye. Some of these like Boston Stump
and historic windmills for example are positive features
in the landscape, but other buildings or structures such
as pylons, telecommunication towers, wind turbines,
large agricultural buildings or a solar park etc. can
detract from the tranquillity of the countryside which is
one of the key features of the area. Development in the
countryside will potentially harm the character and
tranquillity of the landscape.
CPRE is concerned that the economic argument
enabled by the wording of Policy 2 will be employed by
developers to argue for new development which would
harm the function, character or tranquillity of the
countryside. A wind farm for example may well be able
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to argue an economic benefit to the Country as a
whole, the farmer on whose land it is situated and the
developer, but probably with few if any community
benefits and a negative impact on the environment. A
wind farm would probably therefore meet the policy
objective as currently drafted. CPRE Lincolnshire is not
opposed to all development in the countryside; just
those developments that erode its usability,
accessibility, durability and appearance for nothing
more than commercial gain.
We consider that to help protect our unique
countryside, development should be resisted unless it
can demonstrate that it meets the sustainable
development needs of the area in terms of economic,
community AND environmental benefits. One changed
word makes a big difference to outcomes!
CPRE Lincolnshire consider that housing sites should be
allocated well away from identified flood risk zones or
those that, given current knowledge, will become
subject to flooding within 100 years of the end of the
plan period; that representing a reasonable period of
sustainable occupation for a new development. That
may mean identifying completely new communities in
the countryside, but it is better to plan an organised
retreat from what now seems an inevitable
encroachment, than plan piecemeal remediation that
will tend to benefit the few rather than the majority.
These new communities would meet the test for
development we propose in our comments to 3.2.3
above as they would demonstrably provide economic,
community and environmental benefits to the
community as a whole in the Plan area. 3.2.6 - A
number of settlements proposed for development
within the Plan do not meet the principles proposed in
this paragraph of access to local services or
employment.
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Tydd St Mary in South Holland for example has
proposed allocations for 200 new dwellings but has
very limited services available locally with most services
at least 4 miles away, there is no regular bus service
and no significant local industry, especially not within
the 400m radius suggested in the Plan. The proposal
would irrevocably change the character of one of the
more attractive villages of SE Lincolnshire, doubling the
number of dwellings at the heart of the community and
increasing the population by 50%. The population
increase is unlikely to be insufficient to sustain
additional local services which calls into question the
logic of stepping outside the generality of the principal
of sustainable development to propose housing in a
location that ostensibly fails to meet the test.
ID1:

218

comment_content:
In general, the quantum and overall distribution of
development as set out in the Settlement Hierarchy
and Spatial Strategy is supported.

iba planning

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

219

comment_content:
It is suggested that any proposed settlement
boundaries include contiguous development sites
allocated in the Local Plan. The JPU is reminded that if
these boundaries are too tightly drawn the Plan will
lack flexibility and inhibit sustainable development
from coming forward. It is noted that a Five Year
Housing Land Supply (FYHLS) will be calculated
separately for each authority. The latest reports show
that neither authority has a five year supply. The
current position is 2.7 years in Boston and 3 years in
South Holland respectively. If the FYHLS is to be
calculated separately as proposed it is suggested that
Policy 2 and Policy 12 should set out the settlement
hierarchy and distribution of development by authority
separately.

comment_author:

Larkfleet Homes

Officer Comment:
The settlement boundaries will envelop any allocated
development sites when the work on preferred sites is
complete.
Policies 2 and 12 have been drafted using a broad
common approach to defining settlements, settlement
boundaries and selecting housing sites to meet the
needs of the settlement. To re-draft these policies as a
"Boston" Policy 2 and a "South Holland" Policy 2 etc.
would possibly suggest that different approaches had
been taken.
It would seem unnecessary to provide separate polices
simply to assist assessments of 5 year housing land
supplies especially as both LPA's will provide its own
separate sites assessment for this purpose.
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ID1:

220

comment_content:
Option c) is preferred as it is essential that the South
East Lincolnshire area can meet its housing and wider
growth needs. The Local Plan needs to adopt a strategy
that sets out appropriate guidance for development
which may be sustainable, even if it is outside of
defined settlement boundaries. Meeting objectively
assessed housing need is paramount and it is possible
to bring forward development which is appropriately
designed with necessary mitigation and contribute to
local need. The focus of growth at Spalding is supported
and the recognition that development outside of
settlement boundaries may be acceptable if it can
demonstrate it meets sustainable development
principles is vital for maintaining a flexible housing land
supply.

Mr Stephen Flett

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

The draft Rural Exceptions Sites policy could help meet
housing needs adjacent to and adjoining settlement
boundaries
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ID1:

221

comment_content:
The main purpose of this area is the growing of food
crops. This is essential to maintain and increase the UK
percentage of indigenous food long term. Crops have
changed - there are no significant areas of bulb onions
and leeks now, there are limited Brussels Sprouts, no
tulips and declining sugar beet. Some crops have
increased - Kale (cattle food) as a "Superfood"?? Small
farms and large farms are continuing to disappear.
There has been an increase in low skilled economic
migrants for planting and harvesting vegetable crops.
The number of people required to work on farms
permanently has fallen dramatically. Many owners are
not now from a historical background . The area is
similar to many, many other agricultural zones in the
world. Characterised by low populations, scattered
communities and opportunities for young people low.
These are not deprived but have been stable for
generations. So shipping in people and building houses
in high quality food growing area d s not make any
sense whats ver. Reducing the food output in favour of
houses that is already taking place along with SHDC
zoning double cropping arable land around Holbeach
and elsewhere is the wrong decision. As with many
proposals with the plan no foresighted thinking has
been applied. Much vision but more suitable areas are
available in the UK ... Other families such as the retired
and those looking for cheaper housing also now
populate the area. Many have little understanding of
agriculture or food production. Many commute to
other large towns and cities. Will providing lots of
houses help the area or people? No, it will create more
car traffic on roads not designed to carry large numbers
of vehicles. Locally pubs are closing, shops are shutting

comment_author:

Mike Harrison

Officer Comment:
The Objectively Assessed Housing Needs work for the
two Housing Market Areas in the Plan Area identify the
housing need to be met. This assessment is largely to
meet the needs of families already living and working in
the area.
The use of agricultural land for future development has
to be considered as there are insufficient brownfield
options to meet the identified housing needs.
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down, markets are much reduced in variety and size.
Bus routes are much reduced and under threat from
Government cuts. Most people have cars. As an
agricultural production area few people are required.
The odd abattoir and a few vegetable processing plants
fit quite easily. The need to locally process crops is very
low. Potat s go to March/Corby/Easton. Peas to Kings
Lynn. Vegetables to the Boston area. The area is not
deprived, it is balanced against the needs of an
organically changing population. Economic migrants are
adding to the diversity but it takes time for many to
speak English or integrate. most are very hard workers.
So trying to turn the area into a higher population area
compared to many food production areas in the world
would seem the wrong decision.
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ID1:

351

comment_content:
Sub-Regional Centre We support the identification of
Spalding as a sub-regional centre. Its status as such is
well established, through the previous Regional Plan,
due to its clear role as a centre for the provision of
services, housing and employment for a wide area. It is
also clear from the evidence supporting the Local Plan
that it is one of the most sustainable locations for
development in the Plan area, and the location with the
greatest capacity to accommodate new housing. We
agree that it is necessary for Spalding to be identified as
one of the main locations for new development, in
order to meet the identified need for housing,
employment and other supporting development.
Main Service Centres We also support the identification
of Crowland and Swineshead as Main Service Centres.
These settlements are sustainable locations, which
already provide for the needs of their local
communities. They also perform a valuable role in
providing services to their wider rural hinterland. They
have each scored well in the Council's Sustainability of
Settlements Study, showing them to be among the
most suitable locations for new development.
Additional development in these locations will help to
support the retention of existing services and facilities,
and ensure that they continue to be sustainable
locations at the end of the Plan period. We note that
Swineshead, in particular amongst the settlements
within Boston Borough, is relatively less constrained by
flood risk, in addition to being a sustainable location for
new development. As such, it is particularly well suited
to be identified as a Main Service Centre.

comment_author:

Waller Planning

Officer Comment:
The Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan
Area have been based upon projected population
growth.
Rural Exceptions sites are promoted in the Draft Plan.
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Spalding
The support for Spalding's place in the Spatial Strategy is
welcomed.
Crowland
The support for Crowland's place in the Spatial Strategy
is welcomed.
Swineshead
The support for Swineshead's place in the Spatial
Strategy is welcomed.
Cowbit
The support for Cowbit’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
However, a slight increase in the housing requirement
is considered necessary as a result of the discussion in
Sections 5 and 6 of the Housing Paper to deliver a better
form of development on each site and to help deliver
the infrastructure necessary to support viable,
sustainable development over the plan period.
Owing to these comments it is considered that a
change to Cowbit’s housing requirements, is required
and the Local Plan should identify housing allocations of
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Minor Service Centres We support the identification of
Cowbit and Moulton as Minor Service Centres. Both are
settlements which have scored well in the Sustainability
of Settlements Study, and they are also each locations
which are less at risk from flooding than is the case for
many of the settlements in the Plan area. They are
therefore entirely suitable locations for development
which can help to meet local housing needs and
continue to sustain existing services. As we have noted
in our representations concerning Policy 12, both of
these settlements have capacity to accommodate
higher levels of development than is currently
proposed, and given that they are sustainable locations,
we believe that they should do so. This is also
consistent with our separate representations on Policy
11, concerning the proposed housing target for the
Plan area, which we believe is too low.

120 dwellings between April 2011 and 31st March 2036.
Moulton
1.The support for Moulton’s position in the Spatial
Strategy is welcome.
2.Policy 11 says “provision will be made for a net
increase of at least...” Therefore, the approach we are
taking provides flexibility and are not ceiling figures.

Countryside Part D of Policy 2 d s not refer to the
various types of development which other policies
within the draft Local Plan would permit in the
countryside. This includes rural exceptions affordable
housing, the conversion of rural buildings for residential
use and replacement dwellings. The policy wording
should be rephrased to make it more flexible, in
recognition that there are various forms of sustainable
development which are permitted within the
countryside, and that they are in accordance with the
overall approach advocated by the spatial strategy.
Holbeach The Sustainability of Settlements Study has
shown that Holbeach is the most sustainable location
for development outside of Spalding and Boston, with a
significantly higher score than the next most
sustainable location, Long Sutton (173 compared to
132). It is also around double the size of the next
largest settlements (Pinchbeck and Kirton). This means
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that Holbeach effectively sits between the quite
disparate categories of Sub-Regional Centre and Main
Service Centre. It has the potential to play a greater
role in the functionality of South Holland as a District
than merely to serve a relatively small local catchment.
Holbeach already benefits from a good range of
employment, including the University of Lincoln's
National Centre for Food Manufacturing, and now the
proposed new Food Enterprise Zone. It therefore has
the potential to provide a range of types of job, which
are not typically found in many other parts of South
Lincolnshire. We have explained in our representations
regarding Policy 7 that Ashley King Developments are
taking an active role in supporting the diversification
and growth of the local economy. However, in order to
achieve this, it is necessary to provide an adequate
supply and range of housing close to sources of
employment, which will greatly improve the prospects
for the success of new employment proposals, as well
as creating sustainable commuting patterns, bringing
housing and employment closer together. This will also
be of great benefit to existing businesses in the town.
The Spatial Strategy Background Paper notes (at
paragraph 6.7) that, whilst Holbeach is of a different
scale to most settlements, it's current role is akin to the
other settlements in the Main Service Centre category.
However, we believe that the Local Plan should be
looking to plan for a more sustainable future, and it
should not simply reflect past trends. We believe that
the new employment opportunities in the town,
coupled with its already far greater range of services
and facilities, provide an opportunity to create a more
self-contained and sustainable town for the future.
New development in Holbeach can lead to a
regeneration of its town centre, by creating additional
demand for shops and facilities. Over time it can also
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increase choice and variety within the town centre, and
help to sustain and grow current success stories, such
as the street market. Given the town's central location
within South Holland District, additional facilities here
also have the potential to reduce the need for people
to travel to higher order settlements such as Spalding.
This could therefore have the effect of making
development in other nearby settlements more
sustainable than would be the case if residents needed
to travel further to Spalding or elsewhere for
employment or comparison retail. Given this, we
believe that the amount of housing which is to be
provided in Holbeach should be increased. The
proposed level of 1,340 dwellings actually represents a
small decrease when compared with the average scale
of development in the preceding years (1976-2011);
during these years there was an average of 57
dwellings built each year, but the proposed new Local
Plan housing target for the town would represent only
53 dwellings per annum. A more suitable target would
be one which accepted that a step-change in growth
can provide a more self-contained and sustainable
settlement for the future. We therefore suggest that
the housing target for Holbeach should be increased by
at least 25%, to 1,675 dwellings. As we explain in our
separate representations concerning potential housing
sites in Holbeach, this level of housing is certainly
deliverable. We have also commented separately on
the overall level of housing provision proposed, which
we believe is inadequate, largely because it is based on
a continuation of a recessionary trend. We suggest that
the overall housing target should be increased, and we
believe that Holbeach is a suitable location to
accommodate a proportionally larger increase than the
other settlements within the Plan area, due to its being
the most sustainable location for development outside
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the Sub-Regional Centres. Following the points noted
above, we believe that Holbeach is suitable for
identification as a location which should accommodate
a higher level of growth than other Main Service
Centres. This could be achieved with recognition within
its own category above the Main Service Centres, which
could for instance be called a Primary Service Centre.

ID1:

352

comment_content:
Tydd st Mary is beautiful village with a lot of heritage,
history and conservation areas (like many other
lincolnshire villages you are also planning to ruin in the
county) and our close knit community generally chose
to live here for that very reason. We have already
received our share of development in recent years with
the construction of the Kiln drive estate which is
comprised of 60+ properties. Something I think you
have (conveniently) failed to mention on your website
documents.
I believe that there is not a shortage of houses in
England, just too many people, but that's a different
issue. I would suggest that if you really feel the need to
construct, I recommend that you expand local towns
where people are used to a larger community and
where there is already infrastructure i.e. Suitable roads,
services, amenities, schools, sewage systems etc, unlike
our picturesque Hamlet you are planning to blight with
modern properties which will obscure the beautiful
rural views that we enjoy.

comment_author:

Steven Ball

Officer Comment:
1.One respondent supports the approach taken in the
local plan in order to support a site they are putting
forward for consideration as a housing site. Three object
to the scale of the proposed development and in one
case suggests development should be put elsewhere,
but not specifically to Tydd St Mary’s position in the
Spatial Strategy as a Minor Service Centre. The
Objectively Assessed Housing Needs for the Plan Area
have been based upon projected population growth.
Housing needs are likely to arise in Tydd St. Mary.
2.All the sites are in Flood zone 3a. No hazard mapping
has been undertaken for this area and so the
Environment Agency has said a classification of 'no
hazard' may not be correct. However, they do also say
that there is no apparent hazard from tidal/fluvial
sources. The two IDBs do not advise of serious
problems. The inference of the comments is that
development should be focused in the larger
settlements, which is the approach being taken.
However, this is not at the expense of smaller
settlements.
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ID1:

488

comment_content:
has suggested that the boundary for Surfleet Seas End
is amended to allow some frontage development. This
is an objection to the position of the settlement
boundary for Surfleet Seas End, which excludes the site,
and an implied objection to the position of Surfleet
Seas End in the settlement hierarchy and the
consequent approach for development in Surfleet Seas
End.

ID1:

1729

comment_content:
1.We wish to support the proposed Settlement Spatial
strategy – Policy 2, following the favoured options c)
and d).

Post_title:

Alec Rowbottom

comment_author:

Officer Comment:
A number of people have responded saying that Surfleet
and Surfleet seas End are one village and should not be
split into two. The comments and reasoning relating to
merging Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are accepted.

Officer Recommendation:
Surfleet and Surfleet Seas End are merged into one
settlement called Surfleet.

Longstaffs

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

3.3 Development Management
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ID1:

222

comment_content:
3.3.14 - Support The GLNP support the prioritisation of
SuDS features in this paragraph with soakaways and
infiltration devices taking the highest priority “
especially with the wildlife habitats listed. This is much
more sustainable plan making and will deliver multiple
benefits on the ground for people, wildlife and for the
economy through the attractiveness and saleability of
such sites. 3.3.15 - Support The GLNP supports the
enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity
described in this paragraph. It is not enough to protect
the remaining biodiversity. Enhancement is critically
important as Lincolnshire s wildlife areas do not
currently represent a coherent and resilient ecological
network.

Greater Lincolnshire Nature Partn

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

223

comment_content:
Strategic Planning Comments Following the detailed
settlement hierarchy, there is a risk that section D:
Countryside could be interpreted loosely, potentially
allowing any development that has "economic,
community or other benefits". Taken together with
Policy 3, in which none of the 8 criteria require a
sustainable location in a wider sense, this is a potential
concern if we are to aim for a sustainable pattern of
development in this mainly rural area. Public Health
Comments. LCC would like to see health and wellbeing
(healthy environments) and socio-economics included
as specific sustainable development considerations.
There is a role for Public Health to contribute to
assessing environmental public health matters.

comment_author:

Lincolnshire County Council

Officer Comment:
The Objector does not quote the policy wording
accurately as the Policy states ".......or environmental
benefits". To quote "other benefits" has possibly lead to
a mistaken interpretation
Part D on Countryside is considered to meet the spirit
and purpose of the NPPF and, similarly, any proposed
development within the countryside will also be
assessed against other policies in the Local Plan.
Policy 2 sets out a hierarchy for development and other
policies in the plan (e.g. Rural Exception Sites and
Employment Development in the Countryside Policies)
set out further safeguards against unsustainable
development.
Policy 3 does not set out criteria for defining a
sustainable location as this is the purpose of other
policies. The Policy does however state criteria of a
more detailed nature that combine to bring about
sustainable development (e.g. Use of resources,
environmental considerations and community services
and infrastructure).
It is unclear how the Policy can assess what constitutes a
healthy environment or what socio-economic
considerations need to be assessed over and above the
practical considerations of the draft policy.
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ID1:

224

comment_content:
3.3.10 Adverse impact of development on physical or
social infrastructure - CPRE Lincolnshire is aware that in
parts of the Plan area primary medical services are at
stretching point and the allocation of additional
housing to those areas without a commensurate
investment in such services will be detrimental to the
communities as whole. In Long Sutton and Sutton
Bridge for example the local GP practice serves around
15,500 registered patients over a number of
settlements (Gedney, Gedney Drove End, Dawsmere,
Lutton, Long Sutton, Little Sutton, Sutton Bridge, Sutton
St James, Tydd St Mary, Tydd Gote etc.). The practice
has two excellent modern health centres but cannot
recruit or retain doctors to facilitate expansion. Within
the communities covered an additional 1,000 homes or
thereabouts are allocated (including those with
permission and not yet built) resulting in a local
population increase of some 2,500 people, or a 16%
increase in workload for the practice. In addition there
are no NHS dental services in the area requiring
patients to travel to one of the large towns.
Infrastructure contributions from developers tend to
be bricks and mortar biased which are unlikely to
resolve the shortfall in medical support as it is doctors
and dentist practitioners that are needed rather than
buildings. Health care is not a market driven resource, it
is finite and the Plan or its supporting policies need to
consider how development can contribute to new
health care provision otherwise undue stress will be
placed on communities. 3.3.12 Flood Risk - (See also
comments under 3.2 Spatial Strategy which also apply
to this section but have not been repeated for brevity).
CPRE Lincolnshire recognises that the Plan is seeking to

comment_author:

Campaign to Protect Rural Englan

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that to meet the housing needs of
the area will trigger requirements for improvements to
community services including health facilities. As part of
the Plan's Whole Plan Viability Work and Infrastructure
Delivery Plan work evidence is being provided to show
how deficiencies might be met. This is a fundamental
test of a Local Plan at the Examination stage.
Flood Risk is also acknowledged as being a critical issue
for the Local Plan to address. Whilst parts of the plan
area are due to have strategic flood risk information
updated the housing site selection work has been
progressed with the close involvement of the
Environment Agency .
In meeting housing needs the most sustainable locations
are, in many cases, also locations with flood risk,
especially taking climate change over the next 100 years
into account. Providing mitigation is an inevitable
requirement and the Whole Plan Viability work provides
an assessment of the likely costs of development.
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balance the need for growth, with suitable land
availability, and sustainable community development
but is concerned about the allocation of so many
housing sites in locations identified at risk of flooding.
Most of the flood risk studies that the Plan is relying on
appear to be five or six years old and predate the
extreme weather events of the past few years which
have brought about some radical rethinking about both
risk and attenuation measures in other parts of the
country. The South Holland Strategic Flood Risk Study
for example forecasts future areas of flood risk that
would affect homes the subject of housing allocations
in the Plan during their expected economic life span,
though the Environment Agency Flood Plan, based on
current flood risk monitoring data, as opposed to the
historic data in the Plans supporting documents,
identifies a much larger area at risk of flooding now. It
is the latter generally that the insurance industry will
have regard to in determining what premiums required
of new homes built within the flood zone and these
decisions by external organisations to the development
process will be the ones that determine whether or not
new homes are built or not. Put simply, if it is not
insurable (or not insurable at affordable cost), then it
probably won t be built. CPRE Lincolnshire consider that
housing sites should be allocated well away from
identified flood risk zones or those that, given current
knowledge, will become subject to flooding within 100
years of the end of the plan period; that representing a
reasonable period of sustainable occupation for a new
development. That may mean identifying completely
new communities in the countryside, but it is better to
plan an organised retreat from what now seems an
inevitable encroachment, than plan piecemeal
remediation that will tend to benefit the few rather
than the majority. These new communities would meet
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the test for development we propose in our comments
to 3.2.3 above as they would demonstrably provide
economic, community and environmental benefits to
the community as a whole in the Plan area. 3.3.13 - See
also comments to 3.3.12 and 3.2 above. Within the
context of our previous comments these proposals are
generally welcomed. The actions of a developer on a
site will have inevitable consequences to the flood risk
of adjacent and other parts of the community and the
scale and piecemeal allocation of sites and their
phasing of development will make it hard to implement
a coherent strategy at community level for flood
mitigation. Communities will resist, with our support,
proposals which do not provide flood management
plans in vulnerable areas that protect not only the
proposed site but also the host community. There is
no point in permitting a flood protected new
development if the neighbouring areas become more
vulnerable and less sustainable as a result. The costs of
this policy though are potentially prohibitive on
developers given the small scale of land allocations and
the absence in this part of the country of volume
builders with the economies of scale that can generate
the larger margins sufficient to pay for large scale
infrastructure contributions. Only in Pinchbeck are
significant development economies likely to be
achieved and comprehensive flood management
permissible, leaving smaller communities potentially
more vulnerable as small scale piecemeal flood
mitigation is implemented. If the proposals are
implemented without alteration CPRE Lincolnshire
would ask that the Councils commission settlement
level flood risk assessments for each settlement with an
identified flood risk and with new housing or
commercial allocations, with recommendations for a
flood mitigation plan to protect the whole settlement.
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That would permit the LPA s to then co-ordinate
contributions from developers and if necessary other
sources, to contribute to achieving protection for the
whole community.
ID1:

225

comment_content:
Policy 3 identifies a number of material considerations
including sustainable drainage and flood risk which will
have to be considered. However it is unclear what
applicants will be required to provide to satisfy the
requirement for sustainable drainage and obtain
planning permission. Please see comments relating to
Policy 4. 3.3.14 - Reference is made to opportunities
being taken to incorporate a range of Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDs) to be taken wherever possible
which is supported. All developments should seek to
reduce flood risk and incorporate Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS). We would wish to see applicants
demonstrating that they have followed the surface
water management hierarchy outlined in Part H of
Building Regulations with disposal to a surface water
sewer seen as a last resort.

Anglian Water Services Ltd

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support noted.

Policy 3 is not specific with regard to what type of
Sustainable Drainage Systems should be utilised simply
because many different types of sites and types of
development could be assessed under the Policy.
Paragraph 3.3.14 provides some examples and the
Objector's quote Part H of the Building Regulations. It is
likely that where the LPA needs to consider details of
SuDS it will default their assessment to a responsible
agency as appropriate (this might be Anglian Water, an
Internal Drainage Board or Environment Agency etc. as
necessary).
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ID1:

226

comment_content:
We are concerned that, as drafted, Policy 3 has the
potential to cause confusion due to its partial repetition
of aspects of other policies, and the way that a large
amount of detail is included within the supporting text,
without sub-headings. The matters covered by Policy 3
each require proper explanation, and it is appropriate
for them to be considered in separate policies, as the
Local Plan already d s. It its not clear what benefit there
is in having a general development management policy
like this. Someone reading the Local Plan may well
conclude that the brief text in the Policy, and the
supporting text, is all that they have to consider. It
cannot be assumed that all readers of the Local Plan
will review the whole document, which is already very
lengthy. This has the potential to lead to confusion
regarding policy requirements. National Guidance is
clear that policies such as Policy 3 should be avoided:
In drafting policies the local planning authority should
avoid undue repetition, for example by using generic
policies to set out principles that may be common to
different types of development. There should be no
need to reiterate policies that are already set out in the
National Planning Policy Framework. 1 The Local Plan
would be clearer and more concise with the omission
of Policy 3. Any relevant points made within the
supporting text could be moved to the Plan s other
policies, as may be necessary.

comment_author:

Waller Planning

Officer Comment:
Officer Recommendation:
The Objector's concern is appreciated and, indeed if
No change to the Policy is recommended
Policy 3 is to be retained, it, and the other policies in the
Local Plan need to be consistent. However the Objector
tends to undo their own argument in seeking the
deletion of Policy 3 in stating that the length of the
whole plan may deter many from reading it. Deletion of
Policy 3 is unlikely to prompt those wanting to pick the
policies that support their case from just putting those
policies forward. Retention of Policy 3 is considered to
capture most material policy considerations in one place.
It is not clear what parts of Policy 3 specifically reiterate
considerations in the NPPF.
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ID1:

353

comment_content:
Policy 3 Strategic Priorities 11 and 12. An additional
point should be inserted after "maximising the use of
sustainable materials and resources", as follows: " 4.
maximising safe, convenient cycling to, from and within
the development. " and the subsequent items
renumbered accordingly.

ID1:

354

comment_content:
The field in Gedney Ged023 is in a Flood Risk, Category
3 Zone. Any new housing development on this field will
cover a vast area of this land in concrete. The result will
be a loss of the existing natural drainage through the
soil. Although new builds can have deeper footings (up
to 300mm) to raise up the foundations of new
dwellings, this will further impact on the visual impact
for the existing residents. We already have an
underground drain built in under the grass verge
outside our property in Stonegate. This was installed as
a provision when our property was built circa. 2002.
Whilst there may be provision for underground drains
to be installed beneath new dwellings on Ged023,
there is a limit on how effective underground drains
will be during severe weather conditions. This should
be considered very seriously in any discussions about
further development of this plot of land.

comment_author:

Pedals - Spalding's Cycle Action Gr

Officer Comment:
Criteria 4 is concerned with access and vehicle
generation which covers all forms and means of access
relating to a development proposal and its location in
relation to exisitng roads and services etc.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Cycle movement is spefically mentioned in paragraph
3.3.9 in the Justification.

comment_author:

Mr and Mrs R Marsh

Officer Comment:
Policy 3 promotes the consideration of flood risk and
sustainable drainage systems. Further work on selecting
the preferred sites will consider the delivery of the most
sustainable site options available to meet the housing
needs.
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ID1:

355

comment_content:
Policy 3: Development Management - The plan includes
a set of broad Strategic Policies rather than detailed
policies against which Development Management
decisions can be made. This results in lack of clarity of
expectation on developers and uncertainty that
appropriate environmental mitigation will be secured.
It d s not appear to accord with the NPPF which states
at paragraph 154 Local Plans should set out the
opportunities for development and clear policies on
what will and will not be permitted and where. Only
policies that provide a clear indication of how a
decision maker should react to a development proposal
should be included in the plan •(emphasis added). It is
our view that the summary style policies included do
not provide that clear indication of what will and will
not be permitted and this view is expanded in respect
of other policies and specific issues later in the plan.
3.3.8 This paragraph refers to Criterion c) but we
cannot find this Criterion anywhere else in the plan?
The paragraph also refers to Policy 29 providing more
detailed guidance with regard to waste, renewable
energy, reducing water consumption etc and further
comments on this are made at Policy 29.

comment_author:

Environment Agency

Officer Comment:
Policy 3 is a generic policy which acts as a summary of
the considerations of the Plan. Other policies in the Plan
provide the spatial context for Policy 3 e.g. What might
be appropriate and where. That being said all sites and
proposals have unique circumstances and differing
issues to be weighed. It is considered that the certainty
that the Objector seeks is not realistic.
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ID1:

356

comment_content:
We think this is important, dealing in a practical and
sympathetic way with managing development. We
consider the development areas with the red-line
settlement boundaries to be helpful in bringing same
consistency to the planning process. The settlement
boundaries allow for infill development in a small
village.

ID1:

357

comment_content:
We welcome paragraph 3.3.14 regarding sustainable
urban drainage (SUDs) and the benefits that it can bring
for wildlife. We also welcome 3.3.15 which protects
and where possible enhances biodiversity, geodiversity
and green infrastructure.

Surfleet Parish Council

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Natural England

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

358

comment_content:
The RSPB are pleased to see the promotion of SuDS
within the Local Plan. Well-designed SuDS can be be an
amenity and education resource for the community,
providing high-quality public green space in which to
relax, play and enjoy wildlife. If designed innovatively
and correctly they can provide the community with a
healthy and aesthetic environment, which they feel
proud to live in and the wildlife will colonise naturally.
The RSPB and Wildfowl and Wetland Trust have
produced guidance for Local Authorities and Planners
on maximising SuDS potential for people and wildlife.
This can be found at
www.rspb.org.uk/forprofessionals/policy/sustainablede
velopment. The RSPB recommends that the value of
SuDS beyond flood and water quality management be
recognised in the Local Plan.

RSPB

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

359

comment_content:
We welcome the overriding policy to guide users of the
Local Plan as to the broad considerations to be
assessed when applying for planning permission. In
particular we applaud the alteration to development
management as opposed to development control,
which again implies a desire to manage the process
rather than control the level of development coming
forward. We welcome the framework that this policy
provides, although would suggest that the policy
wording should include some reference to the level of
assessment requirement being appropriate for the
scale/nature or location of the development. A list of
issues to be addressed illustrates the increasingly
complex nature of the process that is now involved in
obtaining planning permission and the potentially high
costs that this entails. It is important that this is
recognised within the Local Plan so that new
development is encouraged rather than hindered by
the policy requirements. We are not suggesting that
proper assessments should not be undertaken where
needed but we do feel that the proportionality issue
needs to be acknowledged in the policy so that proper
judgements can be made as to the assessments
required for each individual application. In addition, we
believe that there should be some recognition of the
planning balance that is inherent within the NPPF. Any
planning application is likely to be a balance of often
conflicting issues, with the decision based on the
relative merits of the various issues arising. The
Development Management policy quite rightly
acknowledges the specific sustainable development
considerations that arise but implies that all such
considerations need to be met in order for

Chestnut Homes

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

The Development Management Policy is a generic policy
drafted to help advise developers and decision makers
alike of the type of issues that might arise for
consideration whether for a small extension or large
estate development. Whilst it is acknowledged that
larger schemes have more requirements to meet it
would be difficult to anticipate all such types of
development. For example, a small extension might
have particular requirements because it is in a
Conservation Area, adjacant to a designated wildlife
habitat or have particular effects due to proposed use
(e.g. A workshop).
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development to be permitted. Clearly this is not the
case and was never the intention of the NPPF and
hence we believe this planning balance needs to be
acknowledged within the policy wording.
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ID1:

360

comment_content:
Re: 3.3.13: These proposals are welcomed. The actions
of a developer on a site will have inevitable
consequences to the flood risk of adjacent and other
parts of the community and the scale and piecemeal
allocation of sites and their phasing of development will
make it hard to implement a coherent strategy at
community level for flood mitigation. Proposals which
do not provide flood management plans in vulnerable
areas that protect not only the proposed site but also
the host community should in our view be refused by
the Planning Authority. There is no point in permitting a
new development with modern flood protection
measures if the neighbouring areas become more
vulnerable to flooding and less sustainable as a result. It
is the host communities that provide the sustainability
credentials for the new sites in the Plan. The costs of
this policy though are potentially prohibitive on
developers given the relatively small scale of land
allocations and the absence in this part of the country
of volume developers with the economies of scale that
can generate the larger margins sufficient to pay for
large scale infrastructure contributions. If the proposals
are implemented without alteration we request that
the Council commissions settlement level flood risk
assessments for each settlement in our area of interest
with an identified flood risk and with new housing or
commercial allocations, with recommendations for a
flood mitigation plan to protect the whole settlement.
That would permit the Planning Authority to then coordinate contributions from developments within the
settlement to contribute to achieving protection for the
whole community.

Long Sutton and District Civic Soci

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

A site specific Flood Risk Assessment, as might be
required by Policy 3, should take into account all sources
of flooding in the context of the development.
The consideration of flood mitigation schemes that may
be brought about by other schemes e.g. Shoreline
Management Plans and schemes related to river
catchments may be implemented and improve the flood
risk to particular settlements but the focus for these
more "strategic" schemes will have the flood
catchment/cell as its focus rather than a specific
settlment as many settlements could potentially be
affected in the one flood catchement area.
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ID1:

361

comment_content:
We would query the need for this policy within the
overall plan. The policy appears general in its wording
and requires more detailed clarification. i.e what is the
definition of a sustainable material or resource within
the plan?

comment_author:

Studio 11 Architecture Ltd

Officer Comment:
Policy 3 is considered to capture most material policy
considerations in one place and so long as this is
consistent with the other policies in the Plan is
considered to be useful.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

The supporting text provides some guidance on
sustainable materials and resources but it is not
intended to be definitive or exhaustive. The location of
sites and types of development will realise a range of
opportunities.
ID1:

362

comment_content:
Policy 3 Development Manaqement Whilst our Client d
s not object to the inclusion of an overarching
development management policy within the Plan, they
question whether this is required given that there are
individual policies within the plan which address the
matters outlined in the overarching policy. This is
considered to be unnecessary repetition and it is
suggested that the policy is removed.

comment_author:

Chris Atkinson

Officer Comment:
Policy 3 is considered to capture most material policy
considerations in one place and so long as this is
consistent with the other policies in the Plan is
considered to be useful.
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ID1:

363

comment_content:
The Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust supports point 8 under
this policy to ensure that sustainable development
considerations are met in relation to the impact of
development on the natural environment and also the
provision of enhancement. 3.3.14: We strongly support
the recognition within this supporting paragraph that
SuDS can provide valuable habitats for wildlife and
should form part of a wider approach to water quality
and flood mitigation across SE Lincolnshire. This will
help to form a strong network of green infrastructure,
linking developments with the wider countryside and
allowing wildlife to move and adapt to changing
environments for example as a result of climate
change. This is the basis of the Living Landscapes
approach advocated by the Wildlife Trusts. A Living
Landscapes scheme in South East Lincolnshire is the
South Lincolnshire Fenlands
(www.lincsfenlands.org.uk). 3.3.15: We strongly
support the statement within this paragraph that
developments which are likely to result in adverse
impacts on natural habitats should not be permitted. In
particular, designated nature conservation sites,
including locally designated Local Wildlife Sites, sites
meeting Local Wildlife Site criteria, or those which are
likely to affect protected or important species at a
population level should not be granted permission.

Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

364

comment_content:
2 Insert Landscaping after 'design'•
3.3.8 Typo: Criterion 3, not Criterion c.
3.3.5/6/9/14/15 Good.

Post_title:

comment_author:

Spalding and District Civic Society

Officer Comment:
Support and comments noted.
"Landscaping" is essentially an issue to be considered
under the first and second criteria as supported in the
justification.

3.4 Strategic Approach to Flood Risk
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ID1:

227

comment_content:
Policy 4: Strategic Approach to Flood Risk “ We have
two significant concerns regarding Policy 4:
1) that the Strategic Approach to Flood Risk d s not set
out the process to be followed in respect of site
allocations; or
2) include sufficient detail on the level of assessment
and mitigation requirements that will need to be
included in support of planning applications coming
forward in areas at risk of flooding. We previously
suggested that this detail could be covered in the
production of a Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD) but note from the Local Development Scheme
that it is not currently your intention to prepare such a
document. Although paragraph 3.4.4 states that one of
the purposes of Policy 4 'is to explain how flood risk
considerations have shaped the main proposals in the
local plan'•
, in our opinion, it has not done this
adequately. In particular, we would suggest that
reference to the NPPF requirements to undertake the
Sequential and Exception Tests are more explicit. For
example, rather than referring to 'major development',
the Policy should state that the Sequential Test shall be
applied to the allocation of all housing sites, i.e. sites in
the lowest flood hazard will be brought forward in
preference to those in high hazard areas. It is important
that it is clear that sites allocated in the Local Plan have
been through, and satisfied, the Sequential Test as
required by the NPPF. Such sites will not then undergo
this test at planning application stage. Similarly it needs
to be made clear that any windfall sites, or sites that
have not been allocated, will need to satisfy the
Sequential Test. We note from the Housing Papers that
you are proposing options for sites to come forward to

comment_author:

Environment Agency

Officer Comment:
It is clear from the Local Plan that Policy 4 is a strategic
level policy and, as such, compliments Policy 3 which
provides the detail, context and further guidance
available on the NPPF, sequential and exceptions test
and also reference to the SFRA and EA with regard to
potential flood mitigation measures. These changes to
both the Developemnt Management Policy and the
Strategic Approach to Flood Risk were made in response
to the Environment Agency on the previous Local Plan
consultation.
In respect of site options and what the most recent
Local Plan has consulted upon. Firstly it is acknowledged
that some site options are less preferable in terms of
flood risk than others (e.g. sites in Kirton) but they are
only site options and not the preferred sites. The choice
of site options has been undertaken using a
methodology agreed with the Environment Agency and
also taking taking their detailed views into account.
As should be appreciated South East Lincolnshire is
particularly difficult when trying to balance meeting
housing needs and concerns about flood risk in
sustainable and viable locations.
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meet housing need, where the level of flood hazard
across the settlement varies. For example, in Kirton
there is a residual requirement for 309 dwellings and it
appears that there is adequate capacity in sites with a
hazard classified at 'Danger for some' to accommodate
this need. However, the option of 3 further sites
classified as 'Danger for most' is put forward. If there
are developable sites to accommodate the housing
need in areas of lower flood hazard these should be
allocated first, in accordance with the NPPF Sequential
Test of directing development away from areas at
highest risk. Planning Applications - Policy 4, as
currently written, refers only to the consideration of
'major' development and d s not include guidance on
infill/windfall non-major proposals. This d s not accord
with the National Planning Practice Guidance which
states that 'local planning authorities should use
information on identified residual risk to state in Local
Plan policies their preferred mitigation strategy in
relation to urban form, risk management and where
flood mitigation measures are likely to have wider
sustainable design implications'•(Flood risk and coastal
change, paragraph 042). This may be a particular issue
in areas where depths in excess of 1.6m are predicted
as we have agreed in the SFRA that we can only
consider development, which is a minimum of 2 storey
design with no ground floor habitable accommodation,
to be 'safe'. Where predicted flood depths are between
0.5-1.0m finished floor levels should be set 1m above
ground level with flood resilient construction used to a
height 300mm above predicted flood levels. In practice
we find that infill development in some areas is often
subject to this level of risk and officers are minded to
overrule our advice due to other non-life threatening
material considerations “ we strongly recommend that
policy direction against this is included in the plan. You
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may wish to consider including an Appendix on flood
mitigation requirements for proposals, in the same way
you have included Appendix 4 for Car Parking
Standards. As a minimum, the policy should refer to the
SFRA for guidance on mitigation standards that will
need to be included for proposals to be considered
safe, in line with NPPF requirements. The Exception
Test - All those promoting sites for development
(indeed any sites selected for allocation in the plan) will
need to demonstrate that they can be made safe (and
still be viable) in line with the mitigation criteria
outlined in the SFRA. Paragraph 025 of the NPPG
requires that 'in considering an allocation in a Local
Plan a level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment should
inform consideration of the second part of the
Exception Test'•
. We would suggest that the policy
makes it clear that the advice in the SFRA on mitigation
requirements will need to be satisfied before proposal
will be permitted. Proposal to change existing dwellings
into flats that result in self contained ground floor flats
can be particularly problematic in terms of flood risk
safety “a policy direction on this issue would be helpful.
Again, as a minimum the policy should direct applicants
to use the SFRA to inform their proposals and make
clear that proposals that do not accord with the
guidance in it are unlikely to be acceptable. NPPG, para
007 on changes of use states that 'As changes of use
are not subject to the Sequential or Exception tests, the
local planning authority should consider when
formulating policy what changes of use will be
acceptable, having regard to paragraph 157 (6th bullet)
of the National Planning Policy Framework and taking
into account the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. This
is likely to depend on whether developments can be
designed to be safe and that there is safe access and
egress •
. Finally, the NPPF recognises that planning
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plays a key role in helping shape places that are
resilient to climate change impacts. The policy should
make clear that flood mitigation is required to be
provided for the lifetime of the proposal, including an
appropriate allowance for predicted climate change
impacts. We would be pleased to work with you on
amendments to the policy text to cover the issues
outlined above, and on the writing of an appropriate
Appendix if you decide this is appropriate. However, we
would submit the following amended text for your
initial consideration: Policy 4: Strategic Approach to
Flood Risk The allocation of development sites and
planning applications for new developments shall be
required to pass the flood risk Sequential Test, being
informed by the flood hazard (depth and velocity)
classifications contained in the Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA). Development will be located in
areas at the lowest hazard or probability of flooding
and shall not, in itself, increase flood risk. Where the
development would be for uses defined as Essential
Infrastructure, Highly Vulnerable or More Vulnerable, it
will be a requirement to show why the need for the
development is exceptional where the hazard or
probability of flooding of the sequentially-selected
areas is constrained. Sites will only be permitted
following the successful completion of the Sequential
Test, Exception Test if necessary, suitable
demonstration of meeting an identified need, and
through the submission of a site-specific flood risk
assessment demonstrating appropriate flood risk
mitigation measures, as guided by the SFRA, have been
incorporated into the development. Applications for
change of use do not need to pass the Sequential Test
but shall be accompanied by a site-specific flood risk
assessment, which demonstrates that occupiers will be
safe, without having to rely on assistance from others.
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Mitigation for the identified flood risk, including
appropriate allowances for climate change, required by
such development to make it safe will be provided and
maintained for the lifetime of the development. Floodrisk management infrastructure shall be provided at the
strategic level, where development opportunities
allow, to reduce the hazard and probability of flooding.
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ID1:

228

comment_content:
Flood risk = Coastal How can the District Council justify
disregarding the technical guidance in the Lincolnshire
County Council Coastal Study Group s findings (May
2010) on building restrictions in flood risk areas? From
this report, the implication is that building undertaken
after site-specific inspection applies only to the yellow
and green areas shown on the report, not the red or
orange areas, the latter in which Long Sutton is
categorised, and then should not be built on at all. In
addition to this, the Environment Agency has followed
on to class Long Sutton as a Zone 3A category, (danger
to most). The document g s on to state that the focus of
housing design must be for the protection of life of its
residents in a flood event. It states that areas such as
Long Sutton will not be appropriate for housing
development to contribute to meeting the Region s
strategic housing requirements, and, any new housing
development should be of a level and type designed to
keep the population in these areas broadly stable.
Taking into account heavier rainfall due to projected
climate change and the threat regarding coastal
flooding. Will the Council please comment? After our
experiences this winter with flooding in the North and
North West, future Central Government advice will
certainly be against the building of an East- Coast
Cockermouth.

comment_author:

Mr Fran Blinco

Officer Comment:
The Lincolnshire Coastal Study (LCS) has been
exhaustively considered in the preparation of the Local
Plan.
It is also the case that the LCS recognised that local
housing needs had to be met. With regard to Flood Risk
this is also recognised in national planning policy
through the Exceptions Test. The Local Plan has been
prepared in partnership with the County Council and
Environment Agency in trying to deliver a plan that
balances housing need with flood risk on the most
sustainable and viable sites.
In respect of Long Sutton (and other settlements)
housing needs will continue to arise and the Local Plan
has to find a response. In recognising that some
development has, by necessity, to take place on sites at
risk of flooding the policies of the Local Plan will require
that future development is safe.
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ID1:

229

comment_content:
The 'shall', in the first sentence of this policy is too
strong. There needs to be a balance between flood risk
and other sustainability criteria. As it is currently
phrased this policy could see major development sited
in the middle of a rural area, remote from population
centres, simply because that is where flood risk is
lowest. It would be better to site development
according to a consideration of a full range of
sustainability factors “ not flood risk alone. Para 3.4.8:
It is not clear here whether the proposed Boston
Barrier has been taken into consideration in the
strategic flood risk assessment, or has influenced the
choice of development sites. The barrier will be a fact
on the ground for the greater part of the local plan
period and its benefits need to influence the planning
of development.
ID1:

230

comment_content:
The RSPB welcomes a strategic approach to flood risk
mitigation, but would like to see more details of the
proposed mechanisms to deliver this within the Local
Plan. The RSPB recommend the authority look towards
a holistic catchment management approach which is
outcome focused, and incorporates soft natural flood
defences alongside hard flood defence infrastructure.

Mr John Stuart Birkett

comment_author:

Officer Comment:
The use of the word "shall" is considered to be the right
approach. Given that the Policy goes on to say that
sequential and exceptions will ahve to be justified, even
in the context of Poilcy 4 on its own, it is clear that
broader considerations will apply.

Officer Recommendation:
The Policy has been amended following discussions with
the Environment Agency "shall" has been retained
within the re-drafted policies

The Local Plan will need to take the effects of the Boston
Barrier into account but data on this has not been
available to date.

RSPB

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

The purpose of the Strategic Approach to Flood Risk is
not to provide specific engineering solutions. Part of
what the RSPB recommend is actually the responsibility
of the Environment Agency and County Council and
perhaps Internal Drainage Boards who will be partners
or consultees when flood defence or strategic mitigation
schemes are considered.
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ID1:

231

comment_content:
Given the comments above, we agree with the
approach to provide a locally based strategic approach
to flood risk, specific to the issues in South East
Lincolnshire. There is a clear conflict between pure
flood risk considerations and the need for further
development, particularly in the Boston urban area.
This key consideration of the Local Plan in itself
suggests that a specific policy relating to the strategic
approach to flood risk may be required. However we
would query the role that this policy actually fulfils
within the Local Plan. At paragraph 3.44 the
justification for the policy outlines its two main
purposes. The first is to explain how flood risk
considerations have shaped the main proposals in the
Local Plan but it is questionable whether once such
proposals have formed part of the Local Plan, why a
speciï¬•
c policy is needed for such a purpose? It would
be more logical, in our opinion, to provide a
justiï¬
cation for how ï¬‚ood risk considerations have
shaped any speciï¬•
c proposals in the Local Plan as part
of accompanied text to other policies eg Policy 2 The
Spatial Strategy. We are also unsure how this policy
may overlap with the Policy 3 Development
Management.

comment_author:

Chestnut Homes

Officer Comment:
Whilst it is correct in stating that Policy 4 is to aid the
plan making process this policy does not cease to have a
function when the main proposals (sites) have been
examined and adopted. Throughout the plan process
new proposals will arise to which Policy 4 will be
relevant. The Policy also has the purpose of
encouraging strategic level flood risk management and,
whilst the Bosotn Barrier is such an example,
opportunities for other schemes within the plan period
may come forward.
How flood risk has shaped the main proposals are
covered by the background and technical papers.
Their is some overlap with Policy 3 but Policy 3 is
intended to provide a more detailed consideration of
how developers and planning officers will deal with
flood risk through palnning applications.
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ID1:

232

comment_content:
Finally, there is some strong evidence that trees and
woods, planted in the right places, can make a
contribution towards alleviation of flooding, particularly
when included with other measures as part of a
strategic approach to flood risk management. It would
be useful to recognise this contribution in policy 4,
which discusses a strategic approach to flood risk.
Further information on the contribution which trees
and woods can play. More information on this can be
found at:
http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/publications/search/
?query=stemming+the+flow

Woodland Trust

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

The purpose of the Strategic Approach to Flood Risk is
not to provide specific engineering solutions. It is
recognised that a number of soft and "natural"
engineering solutions may be brought forward under
Policy 4. Clearly to link tree or woodland planting to
flood risk would depend upon both the location and
assessing what flood risk might be alleviated.
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ID1:

233

comment_content:
The Society recognises that the Plan is seeking to
balance the need for growth, with suitable land
availability, and sustainable community development
but is concerned about the allocation of so many
housing sites in locations identified at risk of flooding.
Most of the flood risk studies that the Plan is relying on
appear to be five or six years old and predate the
extreme weather events of the past few years which
have brought about some radical rethinking about both
risk and attenuation measures in other parts of the
country. We came very close to the River Nene at
Sutton Bridge overtopping in the tidal surge of
December 2013 which flooded Boston which pointed
up several weaknesses in both council and community
preparedness for flooding. The South Holland Strategic
Flood Risk Study for example forecasts future areas of
flood risk that would affect homes the subject of
housing allocations in the Plan during their expected
economic life span, though the Environment Agency
Flood Plan identifies a much larger area at risk of
flooding now, including virtually the whole of Long
Sutton being categorized as a zone 3 flood risk. It is the
latter generally that the insurance industry will have
regard to in determining what premiums are required
of new homes built within the flood zone and these
decisions by external organisations to the development
process may be the ones that determine whether or
not new homes are built. Put simply, if it is not
insurable, (or at least not insurable at affordable cost)
then it probably wont be built.

comment_author:

Long Sutton and District Civic Soci

Officer Comment:
In respect of Long Sutton (and other settlements)
housing needs will continue to arise and the Local Plan
has to find a response. In recognising that some
development has, by necessity, to take place on sites at
risk of flooding the policies of the Local Plan will require
that future development is safe.
The choice of site options has been undertaken using
the most up to date flood risk assesments available, a
methodology agreed with the Environment Agency and
also taking taking their detailed views into account.
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ID1:

234

comment_content:
Draft policy 4 relates to flooding and states that major
development shall be located in areas at the lowest
hazard or probability of flooding and shall not, in itself,
increase flood risk ¦ •We object to the wording of this
policy as it d s not differentiate between different Flood
Risk Vulnerability Classifications (as established in the
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)) and groups all major
development together. We suggest that the policy is
amended in order to be compliant with the PPG to
state that less vulnerable development will be
considered acceptable in Flood Zone 3a provided that it
d s not increase flood risk to the surrounding area.
ID1:

235

comment_content:
This policy appears poorly worded and needs to be
more flexible in the approach to better reflect the NPPF
and NPPG with regard to the sequential test, cost/
benefit approach.

comment_author:

Cushman and Wakefield

Officer Comment:
Policy 4 does draw out that only Essential Infrastructure,
Highly Vulnerable and More Vulnerable uses have to
undergo sequential and exceptions testing.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Policy 4 also indicates that major development shall not,
in itself, increase flood risk which should be a
consideration whether the development falls into one of
the NPPF specified uses or not.

comment_author:

Studio 11 Architecture Ltd

Officer Comment:
It is not clear what particular word changes the
objector's are seeking. The Policy tries to set out the
approach and how exceptions might be considered. It is
considered to have flexibility and to be appropriate to
the Plan Area.
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ID1:

236

comment_content:
We agree that development should generally be
directed to areas which are at the lowest risk of
flooding and should not result in increased flood risk.
We support specific reference to essential
infrastructure (as defined by the NPPG) and
acknowledgement that in certain circumstances, the
nature of such development means that it sometimes
must be located in areas of higher flooding risk.
However, we also request that supporting
infrastructure is included in Policy 4, given the nature
and extent of linear infrastructure projects. Our
suggested wording is as follows (suggested text is in
bold): ...Where the development would be for uses
defined as Essential Infrastructure, Highly Vulnerable,
More Vulnerable or Infrastructure necessary to support
renewable energy projects, it will be a requirement to
show why the need for the development is exceptional
where the hazard or probability of flooding of the
sequentially-selected areas is constrained. Any
mitigation for flood risk required by such development
will be provided for the lifetime of the development. •

comment_author:

Amec Foster Wheeler

Officer Comment:
The Objector's amendements seem to be uneccessary.
"Supporting infrastructure" in their terms seems to
include infrastructure that the NPPF classifies as
"Essential Infrastructure" which is stated in Policy 4.
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ID1:

237

comment_content:
Lead Local Flood Authority comments General
Comments When considering sites it is worth
reiterating and considering guidance from the NPPF
relating to development and flood risk that aims to
steer new development away from areas at high risk of
flooding, but where necessary make it safe without
increasing flood risk elsewhere. Furthermore when
considering planning applications, LPAs should ensure
that: flood risk is not increased elsewhere and only
consider development appropriate in area of flood risk
if site-specific FRA demonstrates that: - most
vulnerable development is located in areas of lowest
flood risk - development is flood resilient and resistant safe access and escape routes are available - residual
flood risks can be safely managed and - development
gives priority to sustainable drainage - The key message
will remain 'Manage and Mitigate' and ensure
development is flood resilient where it needs to be
located in area of flood risk. For the majority of the
listed sites the predominant source of risk will be from
tidal source and/or rivers (fluvial),and to obtain the full
picture of the likely risk from these sources it is
recommended consultation is undertaken with the
relevant Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs) and the
Environment Agency (EA). The Sequentially Preferable
Sites Tables in the Housing Papers list, for certain sites,
'No Hazard' (or low risk assessment) under the heading
of flood risk. This has the potential to become
misleading as this is presumably only based on the EA
flood zones which consider the risk from coastal and
fluvial flood risk and do not take account of the risk
from surface water. Consultation with the EA Surface
Water Flood maps will be required and where

comment_author:

Lincolnshire County Council

Officer Comment:
Comments noted. Most of these relate to process and
other policies (e.g. how sites have been evaluated, the
role of specific authorities and the Development
Management function).
The assessment of flood risk is an assessment of all
sources of flooding.
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applicable, future discussions on site specific issues will
require active dialogue with Lincolnshire County
Council (LCC) in its role as Lead Local Flood Authority
(LLFA) which has responsibility for surface water flood
risk and whose duties include the management of
surface water flooding. ƒ Surface water flood risk
Surface Water Flood Risk is unlikely to sterilise
development at a strategic level as it is possible to work
with the flow paths shown on the surface water flood
maps, but it should be taken into consideration at any
site specific level. In addition, current legislation
determines that any new development of 10+ houses
or an area greater than 1ha (and therefore considered
major development) is required to consider Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDS) as part of the design.
Consultation with the water company (Anglian Water)
will be required to highlight any surface water capacity
issues with their systems which, if proves to be the
case, can produce a significant risk of surface water
flooding through discharge of surface water systems
during extreme rainfall events. It is suggested therefore
that all sites should seek to reduce flood risk and
incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems. In line with
current recommendations the use of Sustainable
Drainage Systems should be considered as a first
approach to dealing with surface water run-off. Flood
risk from property should not increase the surface
water run-off from the site and an appropriate drainage
strategy should be in place. In addition it should not
impact on overland flow routes nor increase flood risk
elsewhere. Although PPS25 Development and Flood
Risk Practice Guide (which set out Government policy
on development and flood risk) has been revoked by
NPPF, Lincolnshire County Council decided to keep this
guide and note should be taken of Annex F “ 'Surface
water runoff from a proposed development should be
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managed in a sustainable manner to mimic the surface
water runoff from the site prior to development, while
reducing the flood risk to the site and elsewhere taking
climate change in to account'. In addition, Annex A of
the EA Published Guide 'Using the updated Flood Map
for surface water' provides guidance for the use of the
surface water maps for LLFA and LPAs working
together. In considering planning applications, the LPA
should consult Lincolnshire County Council as Lead
Local Flood Authority on the management of surface
water; satisfy themselves that the proposed minimum
standards of operation are appropriate and ensure
through the use of planning conditions or planning
obligations that there are clear arrangements in place
for ongoing maintenance over the lifetime of the
development. As an approach is made towards specific
site allocations it is strongly encourage that dialogue
with the Operational Floods and Water Team at
Lincolnshire County Council
(floodwater&majordev@lincolnshire.gov.uk ) takes
place so that site specific guidance and advice can be
obtained. Economic growth through the GLLEP's Water
Management Plan When considering sites and
developing proposals consideration should be given to
the Water Management Plan which has been prepared
by the Water Management Board (WMB), on behalf of
the Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership
(GLLEP). The Water Management Plan will support
delivery of the Strategic Economic Plan. It will link key
objectives set out in the existing Joint Lincolnshire
Flood Risk Management Strategy with a broader
approach to water and will establish an agenda for
water management in the round as a key element to
support Lincolnshire's economic growth. There are key
areas of interest, especially in and around Boston and
Holbeach but the broader water agenda is applicable to
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all areas in supporting the economic strengths of the
agri-food sector in this part of the county. Public Health
Comments This is a pragmatic approach and it is
recognised later in Policy 29, Para 7.5.9 that good
design needs to minimise the impact of flooding, but
this could possibly be reiterated here.
ID1:

238

comment_content:
In the context of our comments to the preceding
sections this Policy is welcomed. 3.4.7 - There appears
to be words missing from the third sentence of this
paragraph so the full intention can only be inferred.

Campaign to Protect Rural Englan

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

Comment noted on 3.4.7 the word "mitigation" should
be inserted after "flood".
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ID1:

239

comment_content:
Policy 4 as drafted is focused on the potential for fluvial
flooding. We would recommend that Policy 4 includes
reference to both surface water and foul sewerage
systems and the potential risk of flooding from these
sources. In addition we would also recommend that
this policy includes a requirement to separate surface
water from the combined system (which conveys both
foul and surface water). This is particularly relevant to
the Boston area which has a number of combined
sewers. Therefore it is suggested that Policy 4 includes
the following additional text: Development proposals
should demonstrate: Use of Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDs) unless it can be demonstrate that it is
not feasible; That adequate foul water treatment and
disposal already exists or can be provided in time to
serve the development; That no surface water
connections are made to the foul system and
connections to the combined or surface water system is
only made in exceptional circumstances where it can be
demonstrated that there are no feasible alternatives
(this applies to new developments and
redevelopments); That foul and surface water flows
are separated where possible; 3.4.6 - Reference is
made to a number of bodies being responsible for flood
risk. Anglian Water is responsible for managing the risks
of flooding from water and foul or combined sewers
systems providing drainage. It is therefore suggested
that para 3.4.6 is amended as follows: Lincolnshire
County Council as Lead Local Flood Authority, the
Environment Agency, Anglian Water ¦as the Local
Authorities

comment_author:

Anglian Water Services Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Objector's are mistaken in the view that Policy 4 is
focussed on fluvial flooding. This is not specified in the
Policy or text and the Policy covers all sources of
flooding.
Details on SuDs will be covered in the Development
Management Policy and comments from Anglian Water
have already been considered.
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ID1:

240

comment_content:
The assumptions made regarding flooding are 6-7 years
out of date. Areas such as Sutton bridge have had no
instrumentation for tidal flows. In addition the river
flows from out of the area are out of the control of
SHDC/Drainage boards. Much silt is being deposited in
the local rivers as they move slowly through towns such
as Spalding. Up river development has and will continue
to affect levels and flows through this zone. Pumped
outfalls into the wash have silted up and required
replacement. These factors along with rising sea levels
and because of a warming climate leads to more
moisture retention and the growing of Maize for biofuel add to the flood risk. the area also d s not meet the
economic criteria for spending on flood defences ,
spend 1£ on defences, £8 pounds return. Water
retention of the silt soils has reduced significantly with
the reduction in organic matter levels. Planning
permissions for hundreds of homes have already been
granted for "wet " flood prone areas. Therefore one of
the key principles of the proposal is deeply flawed.

comment_author:

Mike Harrison

Officer Comment:
In respect of Long Sutton (and other settlements)
housing needs will continue to arise and the Local Plan
has to find a response. In recognising that some
development has, by necessity, to take place on sites at
risk of flooding the policies of the Local Plan will require
that future development is safe.
The choice of site options has been undertaken using
the most up to date flood risk assesments available, a
methodology agreed with the Environment Agency and
also taking taking their detailed views into account.
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ID1:

241

comment_content:
The first sentence of Policy 4 is too absolute, and d s
not reflect national policy and guidance, which explains
how the sequential test should be used to direct
development. This sentence only allows for major
development to be located in areas at the lowest
hazard and probability of flooding . It therefore appears
to preclude major development being located, for
instance, in Flood Zones 2 and 3. This is clearly not a
realistic expectation in an area like South- East
Lincolnshire. It is not consistent with the spatial
strategy set out by Policies 2, 7 and 12, as it would
preclude development from taking place in Boston and
Spalding, the two Sub-Regional Centres, where the
most development is proposed. We explain in our other
representations that we are broadly supportive of the
proposed spatial strategy. This includes its approach to
considering flood risk as one of a number of factors
which together should influence the location of new
development. Other relevant factors are the
accessibility of services and facilities, as outlined in the
Council s Sustainability of Settlements Study. We
believe that this approach is consistent with national
policy and guidance on the application of the flood risk
sequential test, as summarised in the NPPG1. We are
also concerned that, as worded, the policy is not at all
locally specific, but instead summarises national policy
and guidance in part, with some concerning omissions.
It is therefore necessary to re-word this policy to make
it clearer and more locally specific. We therefore
suggest that the first sentence of Policy 4 is re-worded
and expanded as follows (new wording in bold): Major
development shall be located in accordance with the
Local Plan s spatial strategy and the sequential test, as

comment_author:

Waller Planning

Officer Comment:
The use of the word "shall" is considered to be the right
approach. Given that the Policy goes on to say that
sequential and exceptions will ahve to be justified, even
in the context of Poilcy 4 on its own, it is clear that
broader considerations will apply.
It should be appreciated that Policy 4 is a strategic level
policy specifically on flood risk and that other policies in
the plan e.g. Policy 3 (for detailed considerations
including development that is not "major") and Policy 12
on the distribution of housing are equally relevant.
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outlined by national policy and guidance. Flood risk will
be one of the key considerations in determining the
most suitable locations for development. The starting
point for selecting suitable locations for development
will be areas at the lowest hazard or probability of
flooding. New development shall not, in itself, increase
flood risk ¦
Post_title:
ID1:

3.5 Meeting Physical Infrastructure and Service Needs
242

comment_content:
The building of more houses in Sutton bridge is
ridiculous! The doctors and pharmacy are already at
breaking point so why build more houses to attract
more people. There just isn't the infrastructure in place
to take more people on than the town can cope with

comment_author:

Philippa Moore

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
However there is clear evidence that housing needs will
continue to arise in Sutton Bridge
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

243

comment_content:
I would like to comment on the Local Plan for South
East Lincolnshire and particularly in regards to Moulton
Village. As you say in your foreward the plan seeks to
enhance the things that make South East Lincolnshire
distinctive such as its attractive villages and areas of
open countryside. My concerns are that building more
houses will not enhance will the area. In Moulton there
are not enough amenities - overstretched school (not
only Primary schools but Secondary schools (which are
not being helped by the extra houses proposed in
Moulton and the 6,000 extra houses in Spalding where
there is already a lack of good schools and places. The
Doctor's surgery is also overstretched with people from
Holbeach using the surgery. There is a lack of
employment in the area- a good example is the
continued non-use of the Gardman site in Moulton now
standing empty for over 18months. The closure of
Lloyd Loom and job losses at Morrisons. The road
systems not suitable for the extra cars and lorries and
there is no near future plans to upgrade to
Peterborough road to a dual carriageway. Beggars Bush
Lane and Broad Lane into Moulton are unsuitable as
they are underdeveloped, slippery (there is a sign to say
so)are dark and dangerous at night and especially
worse in the Winter months. There is also not enough
width in the road to allow lorries to pass one another
without negotiation (cars have to stop to allow the
lorries to pass)and the road has not been repaired since
a lorry went down the ditch (on both side of a narrow
road). Sewerage and drainage capacity would be
compromised with the amount of houses proposed.
The permanent loss of arable land not only reduces our
capacity to produce our own food for future

comment_author:

Catherine Theobald

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Moulton will have housing needs that the Local Plan
needs to assess and make provision for.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
The use of agricultural land for future development has
to be considered as there are insufficient brownfield
options to meet the identified housing needs.
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generations but also restricts the growth of jobs in the
food industry. There is also the lasting impact of the
beauty of the area. Moulton is a beautiful, unique
village which would be lost forever by these
developments and I think that would be a very sad day.
If housing has to come to the area then it should be
restricted to Brownfield sites when this would cause
less disruption and make good use of otherwise
underused sites. I hope you find my comments useful .
ID1:

244

comment_content:
Object to Swi036: Trouble with sewage as its not very
clever now in the village. Road too small for all extra
traffic. Lack of pavements on Tarry Hill School not
adequate to take more children Drs can't cope now
with patients Drainage will be even more inadequate.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Shipley

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

245

comment_content:
The proposed employment areas to the east of the
River Nene are within Kings Lynn Internal Drainage
Boards district. Hydrological modelling suggests that, as
things stand, a number of sections of Board-maintained
watercourses in this area would be at capacity, or
potentially overtopped, during extreme rainfall/flow
events. Any proposed developments in this area are
therefore likely to have significant constraints in terms
of how they can manage their surface water run-off,
and it will be critical for any interested party to involve
the Board in discussions about this issue at the earliest
possible time.

comment_author:

King's Lynn Internal Drainage Boar

Officer Comment:
Although drainage issues exist, it appears they are not
insoluble and some employment development could
take place at a reduced scale, although it will be critical
for any interested party to involve the IDB in discussions
at an early stage in the development process.
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ID1:

246

comment_content:
I comment on this as a resident of Swineshead village. I
have lived here for 7yrs after moving from Manchester.
The house we purchased is on The Drayton and has
only 2 near neighbours and has open views to three
sides. At the time of purchase I was told that the area I
lived in was outside of the building envelope and it was
unlikely that building would ever be allowed. I am
therefore extremely disappointed to learn that
potentially I could eventually have 39 houses built right
behind my house. My comments are initially directed at
this particular sight (SW004) and then I will make my
general comments on the proposed building in
Swineshead. I was aware of the power lines directed
over my garden but still choose to live there as they are
not directly over my house but the field behind (the
proposed site) is criss crossed with power lines, several
from a pylon situated close by and then others from
telegraph poles. I am currently in talks with the
electricity board about the intrusion into my garden as I
feel that houses should not be built near electric lines
unless it can be avoided. Most of the research I have
studied have a general consensus that living under
power lines can be damaging to health (see appendix 1)
and although I choose to live here near them I am not
directly underneath them like the houses would be if
this land was built on. I frequently have to keep trees
underneath the lines trimmed and they are not as high
as the house so I cannot see how building under these
would be allowed. My other concern would be the
capacity of the pumping station which is attached to my
property. I am led to believe that this land was
compulsory purchased off the previous owners and it
has been nothing but trouble for us since which is ironic

comment_author:

Miss S Walker

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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as we have a septic tank. The sewage pump smells
quite frequently and also blocks on a regular basis and
Anglian water are there on an almost weekly basis. If
the pumping station cannot cope at the minute how d s
the water board know that it will be able to cope with
39 built behind it let alone 400!!.
With regard to the village as a whole, I have settled
here well as has my family and after having come from
a built up urban area it was nice to meet friendly
residents and for the village to not be that big that it
wasn t difficult to recognise most people. If the village
is increased by 400 houses that is at least another 800
adults, it would then have the feeling of a small town
and loose that local village feeling. The other impact of
this would be the traffic, with a potential for at least
another 800 cars I feel that it is just a terrible accident
waiting to happen with speed and careless driving
already a big issue within the small roads of the village.
I would want to be assured there would be some traffic
calming measures being put into place to protect the
residents and their pets! Other concerns are the
medical centre, it is already difficult to get an
appointment with the Doctors also taking people from
surrounding villages so another 800+ people from
Swineshead and however many more from the
surrounding areas I feel would deeply affect the service
we would get from the Doctors. The school is already
full to capacity and d s not have any capacity for
extension, how would that be managed?. A local
neighbour has moved here recently and has to send her
children to Bicker! While children from Boston attend
her village school ¦how back to front is that as the local
council have to pay for taxi s! The whole infrastructure
of the village is at risk with the extra houses and I am
worried about the sustainability of the residents!! I
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understand that more houses have to be built but I feel
that more should be done to fill up the empty houses in
areas and that the towns should be built up more.
Needless to say I have grave concerns about the impact
of the proposed building for the whole village and also
on a more personal note.
ID1:

247

comment_content:
I live in Pinchbeck and moved here because it is an
independent village. Spalding as a whole cannot sustain
4000 more families. The 3 Dr s surgeries are so full it is
almost impossible to get an appointment as it is, add to
this Munro is still struggling to appoint full time GP s to
work there mainly I would think because of the
demanding work load and over stretched surgery. Yes I
know progress states you have to move forward but I
think Spalding and surrounding villages needs time to
accommodate the influx of new homes/families we
have had in the past 8 years or so. We need time for all
the promises made then by the councils like shops,
schools etc. along Woolram Wygate. Please please
think before you give permission for the 4000 homes
based purely on your budgets and meeting targets set
before the towns and surrounding villagers needs ¦.
this is Our homes. Our lives. Our future.

comment_author:

Maz Culy

Officer Comment:
National planning guidance promotes Local Plans as the
most appropriate way forward in meeting development
needs. Where Local Plans are absent or not up to date
development could be brought forward solely through
the planning application and appeal process.
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

248

comment_content:
I agree with developing Quadring. I think there should
be more development behind 47 Main Road, Quadring.
I don't think the existing infrastructure should be
damaged by over developing the centre of Quadring.

ID1:

249

comment_content:
Don033: More housing will put pressure on the
secondary school. Let it expand by building new sports
hall opposite on the Don033 site so existing sports hall
can be redeveloped into classrooms. Advantage of
separate hall is that it can be used at night by villagers
etc to play badminton etc.

comment_author:

Mrs Gillian Parker

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Mr Reynolds

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
The County Education Authority comment that there are
no plans to expand the secondary school.
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ID1:

250

comment_content:
Plainly expansion of housing/employment etc. requires
adequate expansion of infrastructure: facilities for
education, health, recreation etc. At what stage will
present residents be consulted about infrastructure:
what will be needed/where/by when etc.?

ID1:

251

comment_content:
I believe that both Spalding and Boston need a by-pass.
Last year on returning to Spalding after a day out, we
joined a queue of traffic opposite Pilgrim Hospital,
Boston and it took us over two hours to get across the
town because there had been an accident on John
Adams Way. Spalding is becoming increasingly
congested because all traffic coming from the west has
to go through the town centre. A northern by-pass is
needed.

comment_author:

Mr Roger Seal

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Dennis Ottaway

Officer Comment:
Options for a Boston Distributor Road and a Spalding
South Western Relief Road are being assessed as part of
the Local Plan.
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ID1:

252

comment_content:
Infrastructure must be increased in line with
development.

ID1:

253

comment_content:
Gedney residents health needs are serviced by doctors
in Long Sutton, Sutton Bridge and Holbeach. These
surgeries are already busy and sometimes
appointments are difficult to get without having to wait
a considerable time. More housing will only put more
pressure on these already stretched resources. The
Primary School in Gedney would need to have
adequate capacity to enrol more children.

comment_author:

Gedney Parish Council

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Mr and Mrs R Marsh

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.
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ID1:

254

comment_content:
Sutterton is not a sustainable area for development.
We do not have a bus service on a Sunday or Bank
holiday and there are no facilities to travel by bus of an
evening. The earliest you can arrive in Boston is 8.25am
and you must depart by 17:45. We have no gas supply
and there is a dependency on oil heating and the need
for a motor vehicle if choosing to live in rural Sutterton.

ID1:

255

comment_content:
Policy 5: Meeting Physical Infrastructure and Service
Needs. We support the inclusion of a policy to ensure
that physical infrastructure is in place prior to
development taking place. This is particularly essential
for protection of the water environment and ensuring
there is no deterioration of water quality for
compliance with the Water Framework Directive. We
would request that the policy is supported by text
which explains that development should be steered,
wherever possible, towards areas where mains sewer
infrastructure capacity exists or can be provided in
advance of the development proposal, and that nonmains/non water company sewage disposal systems
(e.g. private septic tanks and package treatment plants)
will only be considered where mains facilities are not
available and their use will not impact on the water
environment (including surface waters and
groundwaters).

comment_author:

Mrs Norma Grove

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended

Environment Agency

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.
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ID1:

256

comment_content:
I am not, in any way, opposed to sensible housing
development in Old Leake but there are, in my opinion,
some intransigent problems which need to be
addressed. The sewerage system is currently
undersized and overworked . The sewage pipe running
down Old Main Road between Wrangle and Old Leake
is of small (circa 10 ³-12 ³) diameter and the system, as
a result of ingress, takes on surface water
overwhelming the capacity of the system. This results
in surcharging occurring at the foul water drain
manhole located in Summerfields and possibly at other
locations. It is possible that the existing water
treatment plant might be able to deal with the amount
of effluent but the pipe system cannot. The cost of
renewing this pipe system and the consequent
disruption is considerable. Other utilities would also be
put under strain and would need extending putting a
financial burden on the utilities suppliers. with small
return on investment as the majority of return would
be domestic with very small industrial input. The flood
risk is also too high to be reasonable (refer to the
declaration in your literature).

comment_author:

Gordon McGhee

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.
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ID1:

257

comment_content:
The village of Sutterton is not able to sustain much
more building, with little infrastructure to sustain more
population, no village pub, one store/PO,
oversubscribed primary school, Doctors surgery already
overbooked and a lack of a transport system that
allows people to have a social life after 9pm!

comment_author:

Mr BJ Morgan

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.
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ID1:

258

comment_content:
As a resident of Moulton Chapel for many years, may I
express my concern at the possibility of 150 houses
being built in and around the Village. This will bring the
size to more than double the original Village turning it
into a small town!
The plans may look may look simple on paper, but in
reality will make a significant adverse impact on village
life. For example:
Moulton Chapel School is not suitable as it is to
accommodate an increase in potential children.
Moulton Medical Centre is the nearest doctors five
miles away and would find it difficult to absorb large
numbers of incomers and is inaccessible by public
transport from Moulton Chapel. Thus additional car
use.
The Public Transport system is very thin on the ground
making it difficult for those without cars accessing
doctors, dentist, health care requirements and banking.

comment_author:

Valerie Newbury

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.
The village as it currently is resulted from allocations in
the 1998 Local Plan. The 2006 Local Plan did not make
further allocations. The approach is based on the
previous growth the village has accommodated; the
facilities it has, which are similar to other minor villages;
public transport provision, which scores in the centre of
the other settlements; employment, which with six
other settlements scores better than all the others for
self containment; and flood risk, which is in Flood Zone
1. The Local Plan will be accompanied by an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan, which will identify what
needs to be improved, by whom and when. However,
based on the dwelling capacity of the sites available, and
the site specific issues discussed in Section 5 of the
Housing Paper it is considered that the Local Plan should
seek to slightly reduce the number of dwellings
proposed in Moulton Chapel.
Owing to these comments it is considered that a
change to Moulton Chapel’s housing requirements is
required and the Local Plan should identify housing
allocations in Moulton Chapel for 130 dwellings
between April 2011 and 31st March 2036.
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ID1:

259

comment_content:
Ref proposed plan of housing between Spalding and
Pinchbeck. Educational needs, service requirements particularly GP/dentist facilities, public transport
requirements - all require extensive considerations and
complete and full investigations are required prior to
progressing these plans.
Total proposed plan for Moulton Chapel: 150 houses
could mean approx 100 (or more) children. Local school
could not accommodate this increase in pupils the
capacity is already full. Footways are already
inadequate and an increase in traffic could present a
danger to children and pedestrians making their way to
school/bus/work. The Braybrook settlement has
already recently increased the number of dwellings in
Moulton Chapel putting pressure on all local services.
Drainage of surface water has major constraints in
many areas of Moulton Chapel and requires much
upgrading. Likewise the clean water supply and foul
sewerage and water recycling facilities need
sympathetic upgrading throughout. Public transport
provision is almost non-existent, causing problems
accessing GP/health care/dentists, banking, etc,
together with connections further afield. Thus making it
difficult for villagers to attempt to improve their health
and quality of life considerations. P.O. and retail are
also minimal in Moulton Chapel and opportunities for
local employment almost non-existent. All of the above
makes it difficult for residents to manage their day-today lives and an increase in housing as proposed would
have a significant adverse impact. Of course funding
and involvement in infrastructure can be secured
through developer contributions but this has not
happened successfully in the past. Our Community hall

comment_author:

Rosina Chattell

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
The village as it currently is resulted from allocations in
the 1998 Local Plan. The 2006 Local Plan did not make
further allocations. The approach is based on the
previous growth the village has accommodated; the
facilities it has, which are similar to other minor villages;
public transport provision, which scores in the centre of
the other settlements; employment, which with six
other settlements scores better than all the others for
self containment; and flood risk, which is in Flood Zone
1. The Local Plan will be accompanied by an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan, which will identify what
needs to be improved, by whom and when. However,
based on the dwelling capacity of the sites available, and
the site specific issues discussed in Section 5 of the
Housing Paper it is considered that the Local Plan should
seek to slightly reduce the number of dwellings
proposed in Moulton Chapel.
Owing to these comments it is considered that a
change to Moulton Chapel’s housing requirements is
required and the Local Plan should identify housing
allocations in Moulton Chapel for 130 dwellings
between April 2011 and 31st March 2036.
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is in existence through the efforts mainly of local
people giving their time and effort to the project and
this continues. The impact of all the aforementioned on
Moulton Chapel would be immeasurable, destroying
the rural aspects of this village and creating a small
town without suitable amenities and facilities,
adversely affecting the lives of current residents who
greatly value the rural status of Moulton Chapel. Please
take the above points into consideration and preserve
the integrity of the country life of Moulton Chapel.
ID1:

260

comment_content:
Frampton - The drainage on Middlegate Road is
inadequate to say the least, although I was assured [at
the Kirton Town Hall 'drop-in session] that the drainage
for the new builds would be addressed I feel it would
not be enough.

comment_author:

Yvonne Wood

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the development of additional
homes in Kirton is likely to require up-grades to the
capacity of the Frampton Water Recycling Centre and
enhancements to the capacity of the foul sewerage
network. Such issues will be dealt with in more detail in
later versions of the Plan, and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it.
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ID1:

261

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes no reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a local plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned, as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

262

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes no reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a local plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and it should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

263

comment_content:
As an elderly resident for the last twenty years of
Moulton Chapel I feel I have to forward my comments
regarding the plans to build 75 dwellings on the field
bordering Roman Road and Woodgate Road (sites 28,
29 and 30). I have studied the proposed plan and can
see that to use sites 13, 14, 17 and 34 could be a better
possibility as there is already some expansion on those
sites but too many extra houses in this village would
mean: 1. A substantial number of extra places at the
village school 2. An upgrade of our public transport (too
few buses at the moment) meaning that residents need
their own cars etc. 3. The nearest medical practice is a
journey of four miles 4. The nearest dental practice is
six miles away. There are no drains after Number 50
(Woodgate Road).

comment_author:

Mrs Mary Mucklin

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
The village as it currently is resulted from allocations in
the 1998 Local Plan. The 2006 Local Plan did not make
further allocations. The approach is based on the
previous growth the village has accommodated; the
facilities it has, which are similar to other minor villages;
public transport provision, which scores in the centre of
the other settlements; employment, which with six
other settlements scores better than all the others for
self containment; and flood risk, which is in Flood Zone
1. The Local Plan will be accompanied by an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan, which will identify what
needs to be improved, by whom and when. However,
based on the dwelling capacity of the sites available, and
the site specific issues discussed in Section 5 of the
Housing Paper it is considered that the Local Plan should
seek to slightly reduce the number of dwellings
proposed in Moulton Chapel.
Owing to these comments it is considered that a
change to Moulton Chapel’s housing requirements is
required and the Local Plan should identify housing
allocations in Moulton Chapel for 130 dwellings
between April 2011 and 31st March 2036.
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ID1:

264

comment_content:
I would like to make the following objection to the
above proposed planning which will involve our
property at the following address. 48 Gedney Road
Long Sutton PE12 9JE The homes cannot guarantee
work or homes for local people, it will guarantee that
the schools, sewage, water supply, carbon footprint,
police, fire, ambulance, recreational and Medical
assistance at the local surgery will be uplifted to the
point that it will cause us and others more distress. The
schools are to the maximum point of no capacity, the
emergency services are virtually non existent already,
local people are waiting now 2 to 3 weeks to see their
family doctors or nurse practitioners to get advice or
treatment. I for one travel to Sutton Bridge to have
appointments, this is a cost to me but others cannot
afford or are unable to travel to another Health Centre.
ID1:

265

comment_content:
Fra024: Middlegate Road cannot cope with the amount
of sewage and traffic now, let alone cope with more.
The road and sewerage pipe has collapsed on several
occasions over the years (right outside my house “ No.
32), the last being approx. 5 years ago and several
residents, including myself, could not directly access
their property with vehicles “ it took 6 months to
repair. With these issues I am strongly opposed to any
building works in the Fra024 area of proposed housing.

comment_author:

Mr Roland Pears

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.The
settlement specific comments have been taken forward
in the site selection work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Miss Sara Ibbitt

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

266

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes not reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside the growth set out in a Local Plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned as
well as existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and it should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

267

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes not reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a local plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planed investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned, as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and it should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

268

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text the policy makes not reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a local plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned, as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

269

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes not reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a local plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned, as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.
ID1:

270

comment_content:
Sutterton is not a sustainable area for development.
We do not have a bus service on a Sunday or Bank
holiday and there are no facilities to travel by bus of an
evening. The earliest you can arrive in Boston is 8.25am
and you must depart by 17:45. We have no gas supply
and there is a dependency on oil heating and the need
for a motor vehicle if choosing to live in rural Sutterton.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Beverly Jayne Gilliard

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability has
been ongoing and will also continue in helping to select
the most sustainable development options. The Local
Plan will have to demonstrate how arising infrastructure
needs will be met. More detailed information on this is
likely to be available for the next public consultation.
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Officer Recommendation:
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ID1:

271

comment_content:
Having attended public consultation on this plan I
would like to make these comments: There seems to
be a lack of joined up thinking concerning future needs
for transport,health (doctors surgeries and hospital
capacity) primary AND secondary school places, dentsts
and leisure facilities. Public transport and traffic
congestion in and around Spalding is in need of
attention NOW. How will it cope with the needs of
thousands of new residents? There is also the potential
for increased road traffic from future businesses.
Perhaps this plan and any future planning for this area
should include initial joined up meetings with NHS,
Highways, Education,and Transport.

comment_author:

Catherine Aley

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

272

comment_content:
Long Sutton (Los012): Wisbech Road has major
problems with drainage and sewage. This has been
documented with Anglian Water who has to attend to
clearing sewage three to four times a year. Sewage has
always been a problem since we have lived here.
Anglian Water has dug up the road and did the best
they can, but we still experience problems at times with
sewage smells. It is stated the Carriageway and
Footway are adequate and the frontage appears wide
enough with required junction and sufficient visibility.
We disagree. To walk across the bridge safely, you only
have room to walk single file. Also with the heavy
vehicles coming over the bridge (both ways), we feel
putting a junction that close to the bridge would be
quite dangerous. Infrastructure of entire Long Sutton
Area: Your proposed housing plan could bring in
upwards of 1,600 additional people in this area. This
will bring in added problems to the community. I've
listed a few: Play areas for children, Services: Surgery,
Schools, Roads

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Antony Barnes & Collee

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
Anglian Water identifies that the foul sewerage network
is able to accommodate sites Los012 and Los030, but
would require upgrading to accommodate site Los015.
Therefore enhancements to the foul sewerage network
are likely to be required. Such issues will be dealt with in
more detail in later versions of the Plan, and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will accompany it. The
development of this size site would require a surface
water/sustainable drainage strategy to ensure that
surface water run off can be dealt with appropriately.
Such issues will be dealt with in more detail in later
versions of the Plan, and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
that will accompany it, as well as through the planning
application process. The Highways Authority identifies
that ‘the carriageway and footway on Wisbech Road are
adequate to serve residential development on this site.
The frontage appears wide enough to accommodate the
required junction and has sufficient visibility. Provision
should be made to Los015’. It appears that a
satisfactory, straightforward access solution can be
achieved to this site. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work.
Los012 (as part of the wider Los015) is one of the more
suitable Potential Housing Sites in Long Sutton and
should be taken forward as Preferred Option Housing
Allocation.
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Delivery Plan that will accompany it.
ID1:

273

comment_content:
Weston: There is no mention of improving
infrastructure in the local area to cope with additional
housing - the Parish Council have recently made
objections to a proposed development of 45 dwellings
on Small Drove on the basis that local infrastructure will
not be able to cope - the schools, the roads, the
Doctor's surgery but first and foremost the local
sewage system. All of the above concerns are
multiplied exponentially by the proposals put forward
in the Plan no matter which of the proposed sites might
be developed. Residents of Weston have suffered
problems with the current provision for sewage over a
number of years and unless there is a new sewage
plant installed residents will continue to witness raw
sewage escaping into their gardens and onto the roads.
ID1:

274

comment_content:
Long Sutton: I would ask though that the Council looks
seriously at stepping up services such as the NHS and
schooling in advance of building expansion. This will
have the advantage of attracting new buyers to the
town. Simply releasing 800 sites, will not attract
builders if there is only poor buyer interest.

comment_author:

Weston Parish Council

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
Specific outcomes for settlements and sites is likely to
be available to support the next public consultation on
the preferred sites.

comment_author:

Derek Smith

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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275

comment_content:
Fishtoft: New doctors surgery? Would there be a new
surgery? The doctors are already at full capacity with
people having to wait up to a month for an
appointment, all these need to be addressed or lives
are being put at risk and more strain on the already
struggling NHS and A&E department. The proposed site
is part of an old scrap yard which would harbour
Mercury and other such dangerous chemicals deep
within the soil, also the additional volume of houses
would have a major effect on the existing sewerage
system which would need to be completely removed
and upgraded which I have been informed currently
runs through the field. All in all the only way that this
would work is to put in a new school, recreational
areas, new supermarket and the two crossroads at the
end of Lindis Rd and Tower road to have major
alterations done to make them safe and to be able to
cope with the additional volume if cars along with a
bypass to relieve the congestion through the centre of
Boston.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Wilson

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work
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276

comment_content:
Fra024: - The under road utilities (Gas/Water/Sewage)
have already been damaged by the present traffic use.
The road was closed for a number of weeks due to a
fracture in the mains water system. Any vehicle
increase will require the road above the utilities to be
checked for suitability for the extra traffic load. The
Sewage system is at this time unsuitable for the
number of houses using it. There have been a number
of incidents with the sewers flooding and effluent come
up drains in the gardens at both ends of this road. - A
mains gas pipe extends across the area marked for
building on. -There is already a smell problem from the
Frampton Water Recycling Centre at certain times.
ID1:

277

comment_content:
We welcome the inclusion of Green Infrastructure
within the accompanying text of this policy however we
would also like to see a separate policy to strengthen
the strategic approach to GI (see below).

Mr Alan Holliday

comment_author:

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

Natural England

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

Green insfrastructure, open space, and landscaping etc.
are integral considerations of other policies. In is
uncertain how a separate Green Infrastructure policy
would be of benefit when its delivery would necessarily
be triggered by development proposals coming forward.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.
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ID1:

278

comment_content:
Policy Omission - Green Infrastructure Whilst we
recognise that Green Infrastructure (GI) has been
mentioned throughout the plan we suggest that there
should be a separate policy on this topic which would
establish a strategic approach, planning positively for
the creation, protection, enhancement and
management of networks of GI. We promote the idea
that GI should be provided as an integral part of all new
development, alongside other infrastructure such as
utilities and transport networks and we consider that
there should be policy wording that achieves this in
order to provide a wide range of benefits for people
and the natural environment together. We would
suggest that there should be policy wording which
establishes that development should not be permitted
that may result in the loss or harm to existing GI. The
Policy wording should also encourage new improved GI
where: - it is consistent with the Wash and Fens Green
Infrastructure Plan; - provides increased public access
for quiet recreation including provision for
biodiversity; - achieves Natural England s Accessible
Natural Greenspace Standards (ANGSt) which will
improve accessibility, naturalness and connectivity of
green spaces. A strategic approach for green
infrastructure networks should support a similar
approach for ecological networks. We also advise that a
policy on GI should link with the findings of the HRA.

comment_author:

Natural England

Officer Comment:
It is acknowledged that the HRA work may trigger a
response in respect of providing additional green
infrastructure.
At present it is not known whether a separate policy will
be needed to address green infrastructure and at
present it is covered by other infrastructure
requirements related to the delivery of development. To
separate green infrastructure or provide additional
policy coverage may be disproportionate or cause
confusion or duplication.
Green insfrastructure, open space, and landscaping etc.
are integral considerations of other policies. In is
uncertain how a separate Green Infrastructure policy
would be of benefit when its delivery would necessarily
be triggered by development proposals coming forward.
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Officer Recommendation:
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ID1:

279

comment_content:
Sutterton: The facilities (doctor, school, etc) are already
at bursting point; and it is impossible to integrate so
many newcomers if the buildings are all occupied at
much the same time.

comment_author:

Mrs Penelope Jane Fountain

Officer Comment:
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
Any future development needs are expected to happen
over the 20 remaining years of the Plan and it is
expected that change will be gradual.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work
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280

comment_content:
Kir037: We have serious concerns regarding the ability
of the sewage systems to cope with all the additional
housing. This is evidenced by the months of severe
disruption and inconvenience caused to local residents
in Church lane and Willington Road when the sewers
collapsed and failed several times following the
development at Ostler Walk. We have concerns as to
where the increased surface water will go and the
possible impact of flooding that this may have on
existing properties surrounding the development. The
road network around Church Lane and Woodfield Road
are extremely narrow single track roads with restricted
vision in places, They are simply not suitable for a large
development with a significant increase in traffic from
either construction vehicles or the increased traffic
following completion of the development. In my
opinion this represents a significant Road Safety risk.
The [housing paper] acknowledges that the Local
Education and Health services facilities are struggling to
cope with the existing population, How are they going
to cope with another 500 families and how is this going
to be funded in the current financial climate?

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs Anthony Gibbs

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work
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281

comment_content:
Long Sutton: We ... have concerns over the existing
infrastructure ie. Doctors, Dentists, Schools, Road
systems, Drainage and Flood risk.

comment_author:

Mr R C Tointon and Mrs E A Shawl

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

ID1:

282

comment_content:
We feel that Sutterton is not a sustainable area and
believe that the scoring is wrong. We have only one
village hall which is restricted to non term time and
outside of school hours. We do not believe that we
have 13 suitable areas for children to play. The play
area where equipment is provided floods in the winter
months and when we have wet weather. We do not
have a bus service on a Sunday and Bank Holidays and
no facilities to travel by bus in the evenings.

comment_author:

Mr and Mrs J Sewell

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
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283

comment_content:
If approx. 380 new homes are built, with all the extra
people, what effect would it have on the local services
such as doctors, schools, etc.? Even if a new health
centre was built, I know from my experience working in
a local pharmacy, that you cannot get doctors and
pharmacists to come and live and work in this area. As
there is not a great deal of employment in Long Sutton,
it would mean more traffic on the roads as people
travelled to work (if they do work). The land off
Dockings Holt would be unsuitable unless the road is
upgraded. At present, the road is too narrow, in poor
condition and has a large drain running along side of it.

comment_author:

Carole Hearle

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
The Highways Authority identifies that ‘vehicular access
could be difficult. The access onto Lime Walk is directly
opposite Anfield Road and would form a crossroads with
it. It would be preferable if access could be formed to
Gedney Road or from Ged001.’
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work.
Lut011 is not one of the more suitable Potential Housing
Sites in Long Sutton and should not be taken forward as
Preferred Option Housing Allocation.
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284

comment_content:
Kirton: As a long-time resident in Middle Gate Road, I
am writing to express my grave concerns regarding the
outline planning to a housing estate on the land along
middle gate road and London Road. I'm particularly
concerned regarding the following: - Sewage Middle
gate road has already had been the appalling
environmental problem of sewage in peoples gardens.
Due to high level of building which went on in recent
years, phantom water recycling centre water, according
to your documentation, require upgrades to its
treatment capacity to accommodate any new sites. In
the meantime, the health of vulnerable people such as
the elderly, Young children, and the disabled would be
severely compromised, and we are all familiar with the
appalling delays in sorting out this problem on previous
occasions - Water supply - Danger There have been
extremely dangerous sinkholes in the past both in
middle gate road, and in West End Road on the other
side of the crossroads, lorries carrying heavy loads have
gone through the surface of the road. This could result
in deaths. This also causes an extreme anxiety and
stress: I need to walk along the road to keep what
remains of my mobility - Education it is very difficult to
predict demand for schools and housing, as in
established feeder estates, demand drops as children
leave home and schools have to axe staff. we have too
few young people locally and nationally to support our
pensions etc as the birthrate dropped, and though
recent immigration has improved this situation, the
portuguese immigrants disappeared in a very short
period of time due to local exploitation.

comment_author:

Valerie Bryson

Officer Comment:
Anglian Water has commented that enhancements to
the capacity of the foul sewerage network may be
necessary to accommodate the development of the site.
Anglian Water has commented that the capacity of the
Water Recycling Centre may need to be enhanced to
accommodate the proposed growth. The County
Education Department has commented that there is a
lack of local capacity at primary and secondary level. The
primary school is on a constrained site, but the
secondary school may have scope to grow to
accommodate this scale of development. The Local Plan
will need to demonstrate how such infrastructure needs
will be met, and these matters will be dealt with in later
versions of the document and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan that will accompany it.
The Highway Authority has identified that “the
carriageway of Middlegate Road (West) is suitable to
serve residential development on this site”;
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work
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285

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes no reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a local plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned, as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.
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286

comment_content:
The RSPB strongly recommends the Local Plan includes
figures on the minimum amount of Green
Infrastructure (GI) required in new developments. The
incorporation of significant GI will help mitigate the
impacts of a new development on nearby protected
sites. Failure to specify and deliver significant GI on new
developments could drive recreation towards
unsuitable or protected areas. Natural England
recommends GI of at least: - one 2 hectares site, no
more than 300 metres (5 minutes walk) from home; one accessible 20ha site within 2km from home; - one
100ha site accessible within 5km; - one accessible
500ha site within 10km; ï‚· and Statutory Local Nature
Reserves at a minimum level of - one hectare per
thousand population. These figures should be taken as
guidance only. In order to provide sufficient GI to help
mitigate the potential recreational impacts on
protected sites, as identified in the Habitats Regulations
Assessment, significantly more GI may be required. In
addition the RSPB strongly recommend that allocations
for new GI be mapped alongside development areas in
the allocation maps. Planning GI in advance will help
deliver more coherent GI that delivers better
connectivity, making it better for wildlife and people.

comment_author:

RSPB

Officer Comment:
The HRA work may trigger a response in respect of
providing additional green infrastructure.
The Local Plan has an evidence base with regard to
amenity open space and once the outcomes of the HRA
are known an appropriate policy response will be made.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Amendments
with regard to outcomes of the HRA are considered
through other policies.
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287

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes no reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a local plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and it should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.
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288

comment_content:
The principle of ensuring that infrastructure is in place
to support development is appropriate. Unlike the
justification text, the policy makes no reference to the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan or the Asset Management
Plans of the different utility and service providers. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan should be prepared to
ensure that investment in infrastructure will be planned
alongside growth set out in a Local Plan. We would
suggest therefore that the policy is amended to make
reference to planned investment in infrastructure. This
change would make it clear that decisions on
development proposals will be informed by planned as
well existing infrastructure. Paragraph 3.6.6. makes
reference to specific needs being met by developer
contributions and it should also be revised to highlight
planned investment by infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.
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289

comment_content:
Time and money should be spent addressing the
present traffic system in the Spalding town centre and
its approaches before any expansion and development
of the area is considered. The road into and out of
Pinchbeck and Knight Street get heavily congested at
times. Traffic from the proposed new link road would
make the situation worse due to the increased of
number of cars from the new development.
Considering the large increase of population in the
proposed areas, definite plans should be made for the
increase of services i.e. doctors, dentists, schools,
police. We think that the route of the central section of
the link road should be sorted out before any
development begins to ensure that this will actually be
possible. Would a weight restriction be applied to the
B1356 from the proposed link route to prevent heavy
lorries using the road through Pinchbeck?

comment_author:

Mr and Mrs Goodley

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan can only consider the impact of future
development needs on the area including existing
transport conditions. The Local Plan, particularly for
Spalding, is supported by a Spalding Transport Strategy.
Whilst the Local Plan will look to improve the transport
system (e.g. through consideration of the Spalding
Western Relief Road) a number of schemes to improve
the existing network may be delivered by the Spalding
Transport Strategy rather than through the
development proposals of the Local Plan.
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No change to the Policy is recommended.
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290

comment_content:
Sustainability Sutterton, whilst offering a primary
school (which is full) and a Doctors (which is nearing full
capacity) is serviced by only one shop/post ofï¬•
ce (of
less than 320 sq ft). The last pub in the village has
recently closed. The bus service only operates every
hour during the day, with no service in the evening or
Sundays and Bank holidays, and only this week, it has
been announced that Lincs County Council could be
withdrawing its subsidy to one of the main bus routes
through the village as part of a review in place to find
savings of £170 million over the next four years.
Sutterton has nearly 50 proposed properties currently
in the planning process so we are on the verge of
becoming drastically over-developed. The current
infrastructure cannot withstand this proposed influx of
people. John Majors government brought into force the
notion of Subsidiarity. This has been adopted by every
government since that time, regardless of their political
colour. This in effect, and in this case in particular,
states that any development should be decided at the
lowest level of authority i.e. the Parish council. The
Parish Council do not see this additional development
as necessary, required, or helpful for the benefit of the
Village. We have a letter from the primary school which
says they are currently at full capacity and plan to be so
for the foreseeable future (the pre-school nursery
within the village, Bramble Hall Nursery, has 48 pupils
applying and expecting to join this primary school at
the start ofthe new school year but without that
number of places available) room for expansion is not
available without the loss of valuable outdoor learning
areas, which would contravene Government
educational policies in the new curriculum. What

comment_author:

Mr K L J Vines

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
"Localism" is an important consideration in building
understanding and consensus in Local Plans and
planning decisions per se. However primary legislation
makes the Local Plan process the responsibility of the
Local Planning Authority and, similarly, the
determination of applications. In the absence of either
applications for development would normally be
determined by the Planning Inspectorate.
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explanation can be given when a parent moves in to
the village expecting a place for their child, only to find
out that there aren't actually any? We have a letter
from the village Doctor's Surgery which states they
have limited free places available, which will all be used
up even if only the currently derelict brownfield sites in
the village are developed, let alone the other greenfield
sites that are proposed. We are told by the planners
that residents of Sutterton will have to travel to other
Doctors Surgeries with space in Swineshead and
Gosberton. Our village has no transport links with
Swineshead whats ver, and the Surgery in Gosberton, 3
miles away, is more than 1.1 miles from the service bus
route stop (so far too far for any disabled/elderly
patients to walk), but this will then surely have an
impact on available places for people in that locality.
This is not sustainable. Local buses do not run after
6pm, just another nail in the coffin for the residents of
Sutterton should they be forced to use this facility. The
Parish Council is against this proposal and the vast
majority of the population of Sutterton do not want
any further development in the village.
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ID1:

291

comment_content:
Having viewed the plan as it relates to my own area,
Spalding, Weston, Weston Hills and Moulton, I think
most of the residential developments are well situated,
with the notable exceptions to which I am adding
comments on the Planning website for each
application. Unfortunately, although many locations are
good, in some areas it seems as though the density in a
number of the applications is too high, both for the
attractiveness of the villages and for the ability of the
local infrastructure to cope. Infrastructure for essential
services should be considered alongside the new
housing, as otherwise our villages will not be able to
cope. Our doctors' surgeries are at bursting point and
we desperately need new facilities even with current
numbers. I cannot see any indication that this problem
has been considered, or possible new locations for
these surgeries suggested. Traffic is also a problem in
the villages, and thought must be given to decreasing
the density of some applications so that it d s not
become severe. Traffic fatalities must not be allowed to
occur because of flaws in the planning procedures.
Water run-off and sewage problems must also be
addressed, because already there are problems in these
areas. Without such details, and going from housing
plans and businesses alone, it is very difficult to see
what the overall effect on our communities is going to
be. Finally, has anyone given any thought to who will
provide the funds for the additional surgeries, schools,
road improvements and other vital services such as
care homes and day centres? Again, all of this needs to
be taken into account before these plans are finally
approved or rejected.

comment_author:

Dr E Stewart

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

292

comment_content:
Re: Boston (Fis001 specifically): Provision of Schooling “
assuming out of 224 houses 1/3 have 1 child, 1/3 have
2 children and 1/3 have 3 children then this equates to
444 children requiring places in the local schools.
Hawthorn Tree currently has provision for 60 new
admissions pa and 363 pupils in total. The D of E spent
£1.73m on extending the school in 2014, so further
investment is highly unlikely or available. Tower Road
currently has provision for 90 new admissions pa and
690 pupils in total. It is obvious that the current
provision of schools in the immediate area, and Boston
in general, could not cope with even this small
development let alone in conjunction with the other
proposed developments on the plan. Lack of Services
Infrastructure “ the town already suffers from a lack of
public service infrastructure including schools (as
mentioned), doctors, dentists, hospitals, public (green)
spaces, shops and road & drainage systems. The
proposed development (and the others) would put an
unmanageable strain on these resources.

comment_author:

Roger Bennett

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

293

comment_content:
As you are aware, the Board have in recent years
undertaken a programme of hydrological modelling
across the whole of its district... We have drainage
concerns at the following locations within the local
plan: Sites Stm005,017,015,016,018,019,009,021 this
area will need an improvement in the drainage
standard if it is to be developed. This may go as far as
needing a new pumping station to be constructed to
achieve acceptable water levels.
Sites Wsn021,012,010 this area has no IDB
watercourses nearby, and the private drainage system
is known to function poorly. Drainage improvements
would be needed prior to developing this area.
Sites Mou003, 016, 022 this area has no Board's
watercourses in the vicinity and as such some
improvement in the drainage system may be required if
it is to be developed.

comment_author:

South Holland IDB

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

294

comment_content:
Sutterton: Primary Education The Parish Council has
had conversations with the Managing Principal of
Sutterton Primary School concerning the availability of
places at the Primary School. It is clear that, as things
stand, the school is not able to provide places for all the
children that their parents would like to go there. The
Parish Council understands that given the range of
choices available to parents some children will be from
outside the boundaries of the notional catchment ,
which is the parishes of Sutterton, Wigtoft, Algarkirk
and Fosdyke. Be that as it may, the fact is, the school in
Sutterton d s not have the capacity to accommodate
the probable influx of children likely to apply for places
at the next intake. This situation will be exacerbated by
the probable increase that will arise if the brown field
sites in the village are developed. At a meeting at the
school recently the Parish Council was told that apart
from a couple of spare places in year 6, the school is
full. At the entry level the school has 20 places
annually. Last year there were applications from 43
children. The prospects for next year are no better. An
inquiry to the pre-school in the village (Bramble Hall)
revealed that there will be 24 children from there alone
seeking places at the Primary School in the next year.
The Principal of the school has told us that there are no
plans to expand the school. In short, some children
from the village are already having to be taken
elsewhere and the school d s not have the capacity to
accommodate any more children moving into the
village. Doctors Surgery Similarly, the Parish Council has
been in conversation with the Practice Manager at the
local Doctor s surgery and we know the latest situation
relating to the capacity of the surgery. At present, the

comment_author:

Sutterton Parish Council

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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surgery takes patients from Sutterton and surrounding
villages. Currently, there are 3700 patients registered.
The surgery operates with one full time doctor and four
part time locums. In reality, there are two doctors at
the surgery 4 days a week and a single doctor on the
fifth day. The practice used to be two full time doctors,
but a couple of years ago one retired. The surgery was
enlarged two or three years ago. The capital cost of this
enlargement was funded by the doctor who has now
retired, not by the NHS. Anecdotal evidence is that
efforts have so far failed to recruit another full time
practitioner. This is said to be because prospective
doctors are not attracted to this area. The latest word
from the existing full time doctor, via the practice
manager, is that the practice is full. However, he is
prepared to allow up to 200 further individuals to be
registered at the practice but then he would have to
close the books. Public Transport There is no public
transport serving Sutterton early in the morning when
many local businesses begin work and there is nothing
in the evenings after 6 pm. Consequently the local
towns and the local hospital cannot be accessed by
public transport after that time. Cycling is not an easy
method of transport locally. Cycle tracks do not extend
to Sutterton and cycling on footpaths is dangerous
particularly in the dark. This is because in many places
the surface is collapsing into the adjoining dyke.
Understandably, there are not a great many cyclists. Of
course ¦. the answer for everyone is the motor car. As
Sutterton grows it simply means more and more cars
and more and more car journeys. As things stand
Sutterton s roads come to life with cars well before
public transport makes an appearance. The Parish
Council owns a portable recording interactive speed
detector. This was acquired as a tool in an effort to
persuade motorists to stick to the statutory speed
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limits. It produces data that tells of the speed of
individual vehicles, average speeds, and importantly in
relation to these comments, the volume of traffic
against the time of day. We may add that our speed
detector shows there are very many motorists who
choose to ignore the speed limits in the village. The
point to be made here is that the evidence shows that
most people reject public transport, at least they reject
the level of public transport available in Sutterton.
There is some public transport at about these peak
times but the point is, it hardly used as a means of
going to work. We know this also by having watched
the bus stop for south going buses to Spalding at just
after 07:00 recently. No-one or on another occasion a
single person boarded the bus at that time. Further to
all this, we know from the scale of cuts being forced on
local government services that subsidised public
transport is about to come under the spotlight with a
view to further reductions. Altogether the current
provision for public transport provides very little
benefit to the community in Sutterton. Access to
meaningful local services for practically everyone
inevitably means using the car.
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ID1:

295

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - I oppose the proposed plans that
have been submitted because I feel that in the present
state the local amenities couldn t deal with that
amount of extra people who would be using them. I
also believe that the amount of development would
seriously undermine the drainage system and would
put the local area in risk of flooding.

ID1:

296

comment_content:
Any housing development on the proposed 'Station
Rd/Spring Gardens' site would impact the existing
residents in that area- increased traffic on narrow
roads, increased people in a small town with limited
shops, parking, schools, and services. If this
development where to go ahead there would be
virtually no green/recreational areas in the south of
Long Sutton, with one estate butted-up the to other,
without a thought to open areas for people in this area,
where is the balanced Town Planning there? With all
the open areas in the north of the town, and virtually
nothing in the south It would be like turning a small
country town into a metropolis, and it would quickly
lose its character. I oppose this development!

comment_author:

Mr Jonathan Tyler

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Mr R Edwards

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
New development will inevitably generate additional
vehicle movements but the Highways Authority have
raised no objections to the impact the traffic from new
housing would have on the local road network. Any new
development of 10 or more dwellings would be
expected to provide for recreational open space/play
areas to meet the needs of its residents; given the size
of this development it is expected that this would be
provided on site, which would provide additional open
space in this part of Long Sutton.
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ID1:

297

comment_content:
Sutterton is not a sustainable area for development.
There are no bus services on a Sunday or Bank holiday
and there are no facilities to travel by bus in the
evening. During the week the earliest you can arrive in
Boston is 8.25am and you need to leave by 5.45pm,
some service!

ID1:

298

comment_content:
Re: Sutterton - I would like to offer a brief comment on
the recent consultation for the South East Lincolnshire
Local Plan with particular regard to the area of
Sutterton. Sutterton has seen the closure of most of its
facilities over recent years and its so-called
sustainability score bears little relationship to the
village's actual facilities Many of the areas identified as
playing fields can in no way be regarded as playing
fields, and some are flooded in the winter. The village
has no gas. The bus service has been reduced to hourly,
with none on Sunday. There are no early morning buses
and no late evening buses. A car is an essential
requirement, and as we all know the Government d s
not approve of increasing car use.

comment_author:

Mr Ted Watts

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Mr R Wade

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

299

comment_content:
This policy indicates that planning permission will be
granted for new development provided that developers
can demonstrate that there is, or will be, sufï¬•
cient
physical infrastructure and sen/ice needs capacity to
support and meet the needs of the proposed
development. Again we see some overlap with Policy 3
Development Management, with paragraph 5 of this
policy speciï¬•
cally relating to the capacity of existing
community sen/ices and infrastructure. There are clear
links of this policy with the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
and the Whole Plan Viability Assessment as outlined in
paragraph 3.5.4. The absence of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan makes it difï¬•
cult to fully comment on
this policy at the present time. However, in adopting
this strategic level for future infrastructure and service
needs, we would query why it is the role purely of a
developer to demonstrate there will be sufï¬•
cient
infrastructure and sen/ice needs capacity to support
the proposed development. If a site is allocated for
development within a Local Plan, there must surely be
an assumption that the relevant service providers and
physical infrastructure providers have knowledge of
this and will, through their relevant financial regimes,
ensure that sufficient capacity is provided at the
appropriate time for such development to take place.
We would therefore question the need or justiï¬•
cation
for this speciï¬•
c policy, which we believe can be
adequately dealt with by other policies within the Local
Plan eg Policy 3 and Policy 6.

Chestnut Homes

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

It is acknowledged that the submitted Local Plan will be
supported by finalised Whole Plan Viability assessment
and Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will provide greater
clarity on how existing resources may be supported by
developer contributions.
Policy 5 is necessary for the lifetime of the Local Plan as
a framework to assess meeting needs and as a specific
reference for the Whole Plan Viability assessment and
Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
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ID1:

300

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - I attended the consultation meeting
at Long Sutton on the 15.02.16 and would make the
following points: I am concerned that increased housing
will put further strain on our amenities. we have one
dentist in Long Sutton (non NHS) the Primary School
already seems to be expanding beyond it s building
capabilities taking into account the required play &
sports areas and it takes around about two weeks to
get a doctors appointment at the local surgery. I am
concerned that increased housing in the area will not
largely be taken with people bringing the workforce to
take up supposed increased job opportunities and
therefore bring more prosperity to the area, but will
encourage an influx of people who can capitalize from
selling their property in a high value area ( London etc.)
& then purchasing in our low value area. Whilst this will
bring a degree of prosperity to the area these people
tend to be from a slightly older generation which will in
itself further increase the burden on our already under
pressure amenities and care systems.

comment_author:

Mr Phil Ward

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

301

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - 1. There is currently only 15 spare
places at Long Sutton Primary School. If these 400 (ish)
new homes come to fruition, where will schooling take
place? You should not build and then expect people to
travel by car to neighbouring schools. This d s not fall
under sustainable infrastructure. 2. Long Sutton Health
Centre is already very busy, is there provision for
doctor/health services. 3. Same for dentists.

ID1:

302

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - - If there are more people going to be
living in Long Sutton this will mean that will be more
demand for (and currently overwhelmed) local services
such schools, healthcare, and green spaces such as
parks and playgrounds. Your proposals show no
indication that these areas will be addressed. - The A17
was constructed for the purpose of deviating traffic
away from the villages of Little and Long Sutton. Should
these proposals move forward this traffic will return
once more and will have a negative impact on public
safety namely pedestrians and cyclists. There have
been no proposals put forward to suggest how these
areas will be addressed nor have there been any
suggestion that moves in favour using public transit
rather than relying on the car.

comment_author:

Tony Lister

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Mrs L Pears

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

303

comment_content:
Re: Boston - I believe that the potential housing
development marked Fis001 and Fis017 would, if fully
developed, put an increased strain on local facilities: (i)
Local primary schools, such as Tower Road Academy, St
Mary's RC school and Hawthorn Tree are unlikely to be
able to cope with the increase in numbers of children
applying for entry (ii) There will be a further decline in
public access to rural open space in the Borough of
Boston, namely, the footpaths across open fields
between Blackthorn Lane, Eastwood Road, Lindis Road
and Rochford Tower Lane enjoyed by so many at the
moment. It should be noted that the zones marked in
green as Recreational Open Space on the map
'Layout_2' is entirely misleading; much of the land has
no public right of access - e.g. school playing fields,
allotments, and Boston United Football Ground. The
Borough is relatively poorly served with recreational
green spaces where there is public right of access; this
needs to be enhanced, rather than diminished. In my
opinion, if areas Fis001 and Fis017 are to be developed
with housing, a far better way of reducing pressure on
the local road infrastructure, and diminishing the risk of
an increased risk of road traffic accidents would be to
place a roundabout on the A52 (Wainfleet Road),
combined with a redirected junction of Rochford Tower
Lane to a point west of the Ball House pub; this could
also serve the area zoned for development 'Nor013'
and a redirected minor road which runs north of the
A52 to Hilldyke. This would lead to better and safer
traffic flows out of the housing developments, and an
improvement to the existing minor road junctions with
the A52. Access by emergency vehicles would thus be
greatly improved to all the affected developments,

comment_author:

Mr Michael Maltby

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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Fis001, Fis017 and Nor013.

ID1:

304

comment_content:
Re: Sutterton - It is difficult to rely upon public
transport whilst living in Sutterton and a motor vehicle
or access to one would allow for ease of movement
regarding getting to work and attending
leisure/entertainment activities as we currently have
no bus service on a Sunday and no bus service in the
evening to allow residents to pursue hobbies and
leisure activities within the nearby towns. We have no
gas supply in the village and must rely upon the
delivery of heating oil. Clearly the limited facilities
within Sutterton do not allow for sustainable
development.

comment_author:

Bridgette Gooding

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

305

comment_content:
Re: Sutterton - As residents of Sutterton we are
commenting on the Sutterton part of the draft South
East Lincolnshire Local Plan... We have chosen to
remain registered at our previous doctor s surgery as
we have heard it is oversubscribed at the Sutterton
surgery and we have heard that we are not guaranteed
to obtain a place for our child at the local school. This,
coupled with the lack of employment opportunities in
Sutterton, means that it is a commuter village where
you require a car both for business and leisure
purposes. As the village is near two major A roads, it is
somewhat of a cut-through for traffic, meaning that the
recreational spaces that are suitable for children to use
can be problematic and unsafe to access. We would
strongly question why Sutterton has been classed as a
Main Service Centre meaning that it helps meet the
service needs of other local communities •
. Having
lived in Kirton previously we regularly (two to three
times a week) travel back to Kirton to shop, use the
cash point, visit the library etc. Much as we enjoy living
in Sutterton we fail to see why people living in the
surrounding villages would have a need to visit here
when such few services exist.

comment_author:

Mr A and Dr G Ward

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

306

comment_content:
Re: Holbeach - My main concern is the number of new
houses which may be built in Holbeach will by far
exceed the 1300 quoted in the plan and that
infrastructure and facilities will not be in place to cope
with the increase in number of residents. The plan to
put roundabouts at Peppermint junction and to build
around 900? houses there is by far the best place for
most of the increase in population to be... Better also
to place a school, and doctors' surgery perhaps, there
as well.
ID1:

307

comment_content:
1.1.2 talks about ensuring that infrastructure and local
facilities are provided at the same time as new homes;
setting out policies against which planning applications
can be judged. (See also 3.3.10) but there s no
indication that the inevitable impact of development on
infrastructure, the road network, health provision,
schools etc has been taken into account

comment_author:

Mrs D Ingham

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Wash & Sutton Bridge Protection

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

308

comment_content:
Re: Boston - We live on Lindis Road and we feel we
must add our comments even though they are the
same as some we have read. We feel that the junctions
of Lindis Road, Woodthorpe Avenue and at the other
end Tower Road, Frieston Road are difficult enough
without extra traffic. Our concerns are also with the
main sewage they don't cope now, we have called
Anglian Water on more than one occasion.

ID1:

309

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - In response to your public
consultation meeting held in Long Sutton this week we
would wish to fully endorse the opposition to this plan
as it stands. Our existing services in health and
education are at full capacity. It is a struggle to get an
appointment at the Drs - we have heard of people
having to wait two weeks. We have seen no advance
planning to build new schools, sewerage works or
health centres which would be required before over
300 new homes are built in this area. Where would it all
be built is the next question? Traffic is only going to
increase too if Lincs County Council cut the bus
subsidies in rural areas. Is the A17 going to be upgraded
at all as it is now struggling with cope with the traffic.
During the meeting it was stated that local
infrastructure was not the role of the planning
department. I would respectfully state that it is of more
importance to develop this before thinking of further
new housing provision.

comment_author:

Helena Early

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended. Settlement
specific comments are taken forward in the site specific
work

Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

comment_author:

Mr & Mrs J Back and Mr & Mrs S

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
New development will inevitably generate additional
vehicle movements but the Highways Authority have
raised no objections to the impact the traffic from new
housing would have on the local road network.
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ID1:

310

comment_content:
The parish council and residents feel that there should
be no further large developments in the town because
of the continued strain on the infrastructure. The
council has been made aware that SHDC do not
consider this to be a planning consideration however,
planners need to address the strain on the schools,
health care, transport and types of development
approved. The problems cannot be resolved by
developers simply contributing to the County Council
when the contributions would not fund the additional
services required. The local Medical Practice is unable
to cope and cannot recruit new GPs to provide quality
health care and this will not be resolved by further
strains on existing facilities or building new health
centres there is a need to be incentives to attract
dentists, doctors and teachers. The local schools are
also full and the primary school has lost greenspace and
outside areas to expand the present facilities and the
footprint of the site cannot withstand continued
expansion. The population has a high percentage of
elderly residents and health provision is a priority.
Residents are unable to access appointments easily.
There are also transport issues and and those without
private transport and not on the main bus route could
become isolated. Local transport is not provided past
6.30 p.m. and restricts access to leisure facilities, i.e.
cinema, theatres, for all ages. Whilst there is a youth
club in the town and a gym there is little provision for
the younger members of the parish and they are unable
to access facilities in the larger towns due to the
restricted transport services.

comment_author:

Long Sutton Parish Council

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

311

comment_content:
Re: Sewage in Spalding - The Spalding stink still exists
despite the supposed adequate capacity. It is reported
to be due to the sewers and not the site? In hot dry
summers this may discourage tourists. There is also the
myth that winter rain tops up water levels in the area.
This was true 20-30 years ago but you only have to
count the increasing number of reservoirs locally to
know that is now not valid.

Mike Harrison

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.
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ID1:

312

comment_content:
Paragraph 3.6.5 of the supporting text for Policy 6
recognises that, in addition to viability considerations,
other over-riding positive planning benefits may also
be relevant, when considering whether to grant
planning permission for development which would not
otherwise meet all of the requirements for
development contributions. A new development may
lead to important social, economic or environmental
benefits, such as the restoration of a historic building.
This is, for instance, the principle on which the concept
of enabling development has developed with regard
to historic buildings. It is therefore appropriate for the
Local Plan s policies to contain sufficient flexibility to
allow for development to come forward, where it can
be shown that the benefits arising would justify a
shortfall in the provision of development contributions
or other infrastructure provision. These benefits should
outweigh the dis-benefits inherent in not granting
planning permission. A flexible policy approach would
allow the actual effects of failing to meet all
infrastructure and service needs against the loss of the
benefits that the development would otherwise bring.
This approach is consistent with the cost/benefit
approach advocated by national policy, for instance
with regard to development affecting heritage assets,
protected landscapes, wildlife habitats, etc.. In light of
this, we believe that Policy 5 should be amended to
include a caveat, which will allow for these instances,
and we suggest the inclusion of the following text
within the Policy: Planning permission may also be
granted for development proposals, where it would not
be viable to meet all infrastructure and service needs,
but on balance the benefits of permitting development

Waller Planning

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.

Whilst meeting infrastructure needs will always relate to
the viability of a unique development proposal the Local
Plan will be expected to set out a Whole Plan Viability
assessment that supports an Infrastructure Delivery
Plan. Applicants may provide their own supporting
viability assessments.
Enabling development and development that may
realise benefits unforseen by the Local Plan are possible
but are likely to be exceptional. Amending Policy 6 to
highlight such exceptional circumstances may set a
precedence.
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would outweigh any likely adverse effects. The matter
of whether the development can afford to meet
infrastructure and service needs could be considered in
light of a viability assessment. The policy s supporting
text can clarify that this matter should be considered in
relation to Policy 6, which contains more guidance in
this regard.
ID1:

365

comment_content:
Re: Fishtoft - The school is of insufficient size for these
possible developments of the village ... The road
network to/from Fishtoft is insufficient for additional
traffic, especially approaching Skirbeck, Haven Bridge,
and Main Ridge East. This must be addressed, as traffic
is ever increasing and these developments and others
will cause more issues.

comment_author:

Mr Simon Foster

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

366

comment_content:
Policy 5: Meeting Physical and Infrastructure and
Service Needs The principle of ensuring that
infrastructure is in place to support development is
appropriate. Unlike the justification text, the policy
makes not reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
or the Asset Management Plans of the different utility
and service providers. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan
should be prepared to ensure that investment in
infrastructure will be planned alongside growth set out
in a local plan. We would suggest therefore that the
policy is amended to make reference to planned
investment in infrastructure. This change would make it
clear that decisions on development proposals will be
informed by planned, as well as existing infrastructure.
Paragraph 3.6.6. makes reference to specific needs
being met by developer contributions and should also
be revised to highlight planned investment by
infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

367

comment_content:
Policy 5: Meeting Physical and Infrastructure and
Service Needs The principle of ensuring that
infrastructure is in place to support development is
appropriate. Unlike the justification text, the policy
makes no reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
or the Asset Management Plans of the different utility
and service providers. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan
should be prepared to ensure that investment in
infrastructure will be planned alongside growth set out
in a local plan. We would suggest therefore that the
policy is amended to make reference to planned
investment in infrastructure. This change would make it
clear that decisions on development proposals will be
informed by planned as well existing infrastructure.
Paragraph 3.6.6. makes reference to specific needs
being met by developer contributions and it should also
be revised to highlight planned investment by
infrastructure providers.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
Revision of the policy to make reference to detail in the
supporting text is not needed. As the Policy is aimed at
advising developers what will be required of them
through the consideration of planning applications it
would be out of place to include specific reference to
the Asset Management Plans of the utility and service
providers. They would be short term, very detailed and
rapidly become out of date.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

368

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - The Town Certainly d s not need or
can support any more inhabitants, the surgery is
overwhelmed, the town and supermarket are also
overwhelmed already. The Town already suffers from
poor recreation facilities or open spaces for the
children who often hang around the town. What the
town need is more facilities more suited to this nature
rather than adding to the problem with more
inhabitants and even less space.

comment_author:

Mr Gary Edwards

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
Housing needs within particular settlements are mostly
due to population growth and change within the
settlement.
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ID1:

369

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton - Society members and the general
public are very concerned that our local General
Practitioner and community nursing medical services
are at stretching point. The allocation of additional
housing to the catchment for the local practice without
a commensurate investment in such services will be
detrimental to the communities as whole. In Long
Sutton and Sutton Bridge the local GP service serves
around 15,500 registered patients over a number of
settlements (Gedney, Gedney Drove End, Dawsmere,
Lutton, Long Sutton, Little Sutton, Sutton Bridge, Sutton
St James, Tydd St Mary, Tydd Gote etc.). The practice
has two excellent modern health centres but cannot
recruit or retain doctors to facilitate expansion. Within
the communities making up the catchment, an
additional 1,000 homes or thereabouts are allocated
(including those with permission and not yet built)
resulting in a local population increase of some 2,500
people, or a 16% increase in workload for the practice.
In addition there are no NHS dental services in the area
requiring patients to travel to one of the large towns.
Infrastructure contributions from developers tend to be
bricks and mortar biased which are unlikely to resolve
the shortfall in medical support as it is doctors and
dentists that are needed rather than buildings. Health
care is not a market driven resource, it is finite and the
Plan or its supporting policies need to consider how
development can contribute to new health care
provision otherwise undue stress will be placed on
communities involved threatening their sustainability.
At a public meeting held by the Society in Long Sutton
on 15th February which some 140 members of the
community attended, a vote was called by a member of

comment_author:

Long Sutton and District Civic Soci

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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the audience to asses those in favour of development
in the town. This was in the light of comments by the
audience and a council officer in attendance at the
meeting. All but two residents voted against any
development in Long Sutton, believing the town not to
be a sustainable place for new housing development.
[Another concern raised at the meeting was the] long
standing problems of sewage disposal caused by
shallow drainage and inadequate falls in low lying areas
such as some of those proposed for development.
Policy 5 is welcomed. Without prejudice to the above,
our two main service centres (Long Sutton and Sutton
Bridge) provide shopping, health care and other
community services to a hinterland of about twice the
population of the two centres combined. The total
additional housing allocation in the Plan for the
Society's area of interest is some 1000 dwellings
(including those with permission not yet built). If new
housing starts rise to anything approaching the levels
achieved in the District before the last recession then
local service infrastructure will struggle to keep up
putting an undue strain on services. The Planning
Authority should in our view have regard, when
granting planning permission to the phasing of each
development and its associated infrastructure
contributions to assure that new locality service or
infrastructure provision keeps pace.
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ID1:

370

comment_content:
Basic facilities, services and installations needed for the
functioning of a community, such as transport (roads),
communication, water and power, drainage and
sewerage - public institutions including schools, doctors
surgeries and necessary increase in policing in the area.

comment_author:

Mr S Robinson

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

371

comment_content:
Policy 5 - Meetinq Physical Infrastructure and Service
Needs Our Client objects to Policy 5 which seeks to
ensure that existing infrastructure can accommodate
new development through the lifetime of the Plan. The
Policy states that "planning permission will be granted
for new development provided that developers can
demonstrate that there is, or will be sufficient physical
infrastructure and service needs capacity to support
and meet the needs of the proposed development. •
Whilst it is accepted that a developer would need to
demonstrate that a proposed development could be
accommodated in highways and drainage terms, it is
considered that the Policy is overly onerous and not
justified, particularly taking into account paragraph
3.5.5 of the supporting text. This states that amongst
others, communications such as broadband and health
care should be considered. It is up to the individual
developer as to whether they provide necessary
facilities to enable broadband to be delivered, this is
outside of the remit of the planning process. Similarly,
the capacity of existing health care facilities is not
something which can be controlled by the planning
process. The Policy is therefore unsound and would not
meet the tests of paragraph 182 of the NPPF. If the
policy is to be retained, it should be reworded to
ensure that all those matters which can be controlled
by the planning process are noted within the policy. In
addition, the policy d s not make reference to the fact
that whilst Section 106 Agreements can still be used to
fund a specific infrastructure item, this is limited to five
separate obligations which can be pooled for a
particular item of infrastructure.

comment_author:

Chris Atkinson

Officer Comment:
Infrastructure Delivery Plans have been a supporting
and essential assessment for Local Plans for a number of
years. Infrastructure needs to be met are broad ranging
and it is acknowledged have to be readily supported by
providers. However where a development proposal
triggers a defined need to be met (i.e. through the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan) it is a requirement of the
Local Plan and Planning Authority to set out how the
developer should meet said needs. This is clearly
established through the examination of "sound" Local
Plans.
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ID1:

372

comment_content:
The Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust supports the need for
developers to demonstrate that there would be
sufficient physical infrastructure to support and meet
the needs of the proposed development. We welcome
the recognition in paragraph 3.5.5 that green
infrastructure is one of the infrastructure needs that
would need to be considered. It is important that green
infrastructure includes areas of accessible natural
greenspace for both people and wildlife. There should
be sufficient natural greenspace accessible to residents
to meet Natural England s Accessible Natural
Greenspace Standards.
ID1:

373

comment_content:
Re: Long Sutton Allowing the building of more houses in
our area isnt any good when the infrastructure isnt
capable of sustaining the people that live here at the
moment. At present the Doctors surgery isnt big
enough or open long enough. Dentists are full and you
have to go out of town. Primary school isnt large
enough for the influx of more children. Not enough
shops or outlets locally for the people who live here at
the moment without more people moving in.

Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change to the Policy is recommended.

Craig Hardy

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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ID1:

374

comment_content:
Policy 5 sets out a strategic framework by which
developers, service providers and the community are
advised how physical infrastructure and service needs
will be considered and met. We acknowledge that in
considering applications for development, the Local
Authority can request planning obligations through
Section 106 legal agreements. We would, however,
emphasise that planning obligations should only be
sought where they meet all of the following tests, as
outlined at paragraph 204 of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF). That they are: necessary
to make the development acceptable in planning
terms; directly related to the development; and
fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the
development. •Furthermore, Policy 5 should have
regard to project viability considerations (as outlined at
paragraph 173 of the NPPF) to ensure planning
obligations do not jeopardise project delivery or render
a scheme unviable.

Amec Foster Wheeler

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Comments noted.
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ID1:

375

comment_content:
Policy 5 is welcomed. In Spalding and Boston most new
development will be served by existing infrastructure or
an organic demand led growth following population
growth. In the smaller settlements, individual
communities may not have sufficient infrastructure to
meet short term potential growth, and Main Service
Centres generally meet the service needs of clusters of
smaller communities with land allocations, as well as
their immediate settlement populations. If housing
starts were to return to levels similar to those in the
mid 2000 s, then service infrastructure in those main
centres could become overloaded without some
development phasing. The LPA s should in CPRE
Lincolnshire s view, have regard, when granting
planning permission to the phasing of development to
assure that new service or infrastructure provision
keeps pace with development. CPRE Lincolnshire is
aware that in parts of the Plan area primary medical
services are at stretching point and the allocation of
additional housing to those areas without a
commensurate investment in such services will be
detrimental to the communities as whole. In Long
Sutton and Sutton Bridge for example the local GP
practice serves around 15,500 registered patients over
a number of settlements (Gedney, Gedney Drove End,
Dawsmere, Lutton, Long Sutton, Little Sutton, Sutton
Bridge, Sutton St James, Tydd St Mary, Tydd Gote etc.).
The practice has two excellent modern health centres
but cannot recruit or retain doctors to facilitate
expansion. Within the communities covered an
additional 1,000 homes or thereabouts are allocated
(including those with permission and not yet built)
resulting in a local population increase of some 2,500

comment_author:

Campaign to Protect Rural Englan

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.
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people, or a 16% increase in workload for the practice.
In addition there are no NHS dental services in the area
requiring patients to travel to one of the large towns.
Infrastructure contributions from developers tend to
be bricks and mortar biased which are unlikely to
resolve the shortfall in medical support as it is doctors
and dentist practitioners that are needed rather than
buildings. Health care is not a market driven resource, it
is finite and the Plan or its supporting policies need to
consider how development can contribute to new
health care provision otherwise undue stress will be
placed on communities.

ID1:

376

comment_content:
Anglian Water is supportive of Policy 5 as it states that
planning permission will only be granted if it can be
demonstrated that there is, or will be sufficient
infrastructure capacity for the proposed development.

Anglian Water Services Ltd

comment_author:
Officer Comment:
Support
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ID1:

1725

comment_content:
1. I have been made aware that a lot of people in the
village did not know about this until very recently.
2. There have been sites passed for building in the
village which are not included on the map i.e. 4 houses
in Watergate.
3. We notice that the Nursery Site is one of the areas
which may come in for development. There is already a
plan passed for a house with a change of access onto
the A152 on this site. Is this now redundant, because it
is not shown on the map.
4. The majority of the land which could be used for
development is prime silt agricultural land.
5. The village, at one time, was a low development
area. What has happened to change this, as if all the
development takes place, it will increase the size
dramatically.
6. The amenities in the village will not stand a large
number of extra houses. The sewerage system would
need major work and the school would need extra
classrooms and teachers. The road down to the school
is very narrow and is a bottleneck and varying times of
the day, with parents cars etc. There is limited parking
for the school and the churchand transport to both is
necessary as they are so far from the village centre.
Post_title:

comment_author:

Quadring Parish Council

Officer Comment:
Further work on preferred site selection will allow a
reassessment of the distribution of development.
Consideration of infrastructure and sustainability will
also continue in helping to select the most sustainable
development options. The Local Plan will have to
demonstrate how arising infrastructure needs will be
met.

3.6 Developer Contributions
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ID1:

313

comment_content:
Policy 6 Scheme viability is essential when considering
the level of requirements through this policy. It has
been recognised through the councils own Viability
Assessment that the plan area is very sensitive to
development costs, as selling prices in the area are
quite low compared with national figures. In addition
the Viability Assessment recognises that Boston has its
own particular cost issues relating to flood
management on new developments. The introduction
of additional sums to provide for a range of community
and infrastructure needs like Education, Health,
Highways etc. could make some areas of development
unviable. We note that there is a viability test in which
exceptions can be made however it is important to
consider these matters now so that viability is not
raised on every planning application is made.
ID1:

314

comment_content:
In relation to Gedney Church End: It is also essential
that the Parish Council have a say on how developer
contributions are spent in the community with specific
reference to open spaces, children's play areas etc.

comment_author:

Andrew Burling

Officer Comment:
The Whole Plan Viability Assessment that accompanies
and informs subsequent versions of the Local Plan will
assess the costs associated with flood risk and the
implciations for development. It will also assess the
likely costs of developer contributions to ensure that
any requirements can be delivered as part of a viable
scheme. This should ensure that viability is not a
common issue raised during the planning application
process.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change required.

Mr Andrew Parks

Officer Comment:
Parish Councils are consulted upon planning applications
in their parish. Through this process the potential use of
developer contributions should be raised. More
information on this process will be set out in the
Developer Contributions SPD which will accompany the
Local Plan.
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ID1:

315

comment_content:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment upon the
first draft South East Lincolnshire Local Plan. The
comments herein are a formal response by the Local
Housing Authority (LHA) and are restricted to specific
matters of policy relevant to the Local Housing
Authority. The most fundamental set of comments that
the LHA would make are in respect of the Interim
Whole Plan Viability Assessment and its interim
conclusions about the level of affordable housing
contributions within Boston. In essence, the LHA is
concerned that the draft assessment overstates key
elements within the development cost model;
specifically, the LHA are of the opinion that the land
values and flood risk mitigation costs stated within the
assessment are inconsistent with recent independent
viability assessments produced for Boston housing
schemes. Whilst every Local Plan is notionally under
constant review, there is no notion within the Draft of
exactly what changes in market forces will trigger such
review nor is there any specific statement in relation to
the Joint Planning Authoritys approach to ensuring
policy elements are reviewed in a timely manner
outside of flood risk, retail and conservation. Each
section of the draft d s suggest monitoring
requirements, however, there is no reference to
review, indeed, Chapter 9, pp 100 of the Draft SELLP
refers only to Monitoring when the LHA would expect
to see an overt statement about Monitoring and
Review given the spirit of Para 153 of the NPPF - Each
local planning authority should produce a Local Plan for
its area. This can be reviewed in whole or in part to
respond flexibly to changing circumstances (responders
emphasis). In terms of changing circumstances, the LHA

comment_author:

Mr A Fisher Boston Borough Coun

Officer Comment:
The Local Plan housing policies have been under review
to take into account more recent Strategic Housing
Market Assessment, Whole Plan Viability and
Infrastucture Delivery Plan work as well as emerging
changes in national policy.
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would recommend that reference is made within the
draft to the Boston Barrier being a specific catalyst for
viability reassessment, not least because its completion
is likely reduce development costs in the protected
area by a minimum the 4% allowed within the interim
Whole Plan Viability Assessment for flood risk
mitigation.
ID1:

316

comment_content:
Policy 6 We support item 4 of the list of requirements.

ID1:

317

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

comment_author:

Pedals - Spalding's Cycle Action Gr

Officer Comment:
Support for the content of Policy 6 is welcome.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change required.

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.
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ID1:

318

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

ID1:

319

comment_content:
We support this policy of development contributions.
This should protect the provision of appropriate
infrastructure for the host •and new communities.
Developers should have a duty of adding value to an
area of development, not just raking out a profit.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 and the supporting text to make
approriate reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Surfleet Parish Council

Officer Comment:
Support for Policy 6 is welcome. The aim of Policy 6 is to
ensure that new development appropriately mitigates
adverse impacts on infrastructure where consistent with
national legislation and policy.
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ID1:

320

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

ID1:

321

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 and the supporting text to make
approriate reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.
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ID1:

322

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

ID1:

323

comment_content:
I would query whether a 10 year period is sufficient for
commuted sums.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 and the supporting text to make
approriate reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Mr I Farmer

Officer Comment:
10 years is considered to be a reasonable period of time
for the LPA to hold a financial contribution for
infrastructure delivery. Infrastructrue planning means
that relevant projects are identified within a s106
agreement therefore it should be possible for any
adverse impacts associated with a development to be
addressed within 10 years.
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ID1:

324

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

ID1:

325

comment_content:
Boston Distributor Road: I support the proposal in
principle, and it needs to be properly funded through a
combination of public and developer contributions.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 and the supporting text to make
approriate reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Mr John Stuart Birkett

Officer Comment:
The Boston Distributor Road will be developer led,
however public sector funding will also be sought to aid
delivery.
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ID1:

326

comment_content:
Natural England agrees with the findings of the
Sustainability Appraisal, as set out at paragraph 3.6.3,
specifically with the need to secure green infrastructure
to mitigate the adverse effects of development. We
welcome the inclusion of bullet point 5 which requires
the provision and enhancement of priority habitats
including habitat creation, enhancement and
management.

comment_author:

Natural England

Officer Comment:
Support for Policy 6, particularly the criterion relating to
biodiversity is welcome.
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ID1:

327

comment_content:
Policy 6 deals with developer contributions and sets out
details of currently accepted practice. What can be
afforded by a developer in terms of contributions
depends on a wide range of factors that vary over time,
not least negotiations with landowners, who may or
may not make land available for development, unless
they receive what is seen as a reasonable and
acceptable payment for the land in question. More
than one landowner is often involved who may have
different aspirations and a different set of
considerations in determining what is best for their
own financial arrangements. Paragraph 3.6.11 of the
Plan is unrealistic in suggesting that it is possible to
determine a direct relationship at the time a planning
application is made, between land value and what can
be afforded in terms of subsequent contributions.
Agreements to purchase land or outright acquisition,
often takes place well in advance of development and
in the case of strategic land, often long before any
allocation appears in the development plan.
Furthermore, in many instances, payment for land may
be in stages as the development progresses,
particularly on large schemes, with provision for
potential uplift in land value if this happens to be the
case. These factors make it difficult at the outset to
determine the overall viability of a scheme and any
negotiations over planning obligations need to
recognise these factors. The fact that the Plan
recognises development at Spalding will extend beyond
the Plan period adds credence to the above issues in
assembling strategic land and paying for it. The
suggestion that, while in exceptional circumstances,
developers should produce full details on an open book

comment_author:

Hume Planning Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
It is accepted that purchasing land is not straightforward
and may take some time, particularly on larger sites
where more than one landowner/developer are
involved. However it is not unreasonable for the Local
Plan to highlight the importance of developers taking
into account the likely costs associated with developer
contributions when land is purchased as this can reduce
protracted negotiations during the planning application
process. The Whole Plan Viability Assessment 2016
identifies the anticipated costs associated with
developer contributions therefore it is reasonable for
the Local Plan to ensure that these costs are taken into
account when land is purchased. However it is accepted
that costs may change over time, or site specific
circumstances may mean that developer contributions
in full cannot be secured. Paragraph 3.6.11 aims to
provide sufficient flexibility to ensure that developers
are able to negotiate to reflect the circumstances at the
time a planning application is made. In those
circumstances where a developer considers that
contributions would make a scheme unviable, it is their
responsibility to justify that point. It is common practice
for a viability assessment to be requested to support
that statement. Both LPAs respect the commercial
confidentiality of developers; viability assessments are
not put in the public domain, and the intention was that
this would remain.
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basis at the outset of negotiations of their development
viability calculations, is unreasonable on two counts.
First commercial considerations within a Limited
Company are commercially confidential and secondly,
the implication is that developers somehow cannot be
trusted to give an accurate picture of those matters
that bear on viability and the eventual return on their
risk and investment. Such an approach also incurs the
developer in unnecessary expense in funding the
council s own assessment of the scheme s development
viability which is unlikely to be fully informed of all of
the above factors. Suggested changes: Add an
additional sentence after the first sentence in 3.6.11.
Commercial confidentiality will be respected in these
negotiations where in any open book assessment,
commercially sensitive material would be inappropriate
in the public domain •
.
ID1:

328

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.
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ID1:

329

comment_content:
We note that the target for Pinchbeck is for 190 homes
across the plan period. In response to the relationship
to Spalding and how this relationship will grow over the
plan period, we would request that the target for
Pinchbeck is reviewed in light of the relationship to the
larger neighbour and its high scoring on the
Sustainability of Settlements review (where Pinchbeck
has the fourth best score outside Spalding and Boston,
and a higher growth figure be directed to Pinchbeck). If
the decision is taken to treat Pinchbeck and Spalding as,
in effect, a single development area, the housing
targets for the two settlements would need to be
merged into a single target. Clearly all the sites
promoted in Pinchbeck will not need to be allocated in
order to reach the target of 190 dwellings. We would
challenge the development rates used in site
assessments, which assumes that larger sites will come
forward at a rate of 50 dwellings per year. Recent
experience would suggest that development rates will
lie nearer 30 per year. Policy 12, as the mechanism for
allocating housing sites, should include a list of sites
and set out the specific key opportunities and
constraints regarding the development of the site.
Given the number of sites, this could take the form of
an appendix to the Local Plan.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
It is not considered that the comments made by
consultees justify a change to Pinchbeck’s housing
requirements. However, a slight increase in the housing
requirement is considered necessary, based upon the
availability of a range of small and medium sized sites in
Pinchbeck, with the potential to deliver a good mix of
housing in the early part of the plan period.
Consequently, it is considered that a change to
Pinchbeck’s housing requirement should be made, and
that the Local Plan should provide for 240 dwellings
between 1st April 2011 and 31st March 2036.
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ID1:

330

comment_content:
Currently the Local Plan, as recognised in the Habitats
Regulations Assessment, d s not provide appropriate
mitigation to screen out an adverse effect from
increased recreational pressure on the following
European sites: - Gibraltar Point Ramsar and SPA, Salfleetby/Theddlethorpe Dunes and Gibraltar Point
SAC - The Wash Ramsar and SPA, - The Wash and North
Norfolk Coast SAC - Barnack Hills and Holes SAC Roydon Common and Dersingham Bog Ramsar and
SAC - Rutland Water Ramsar and SPA Under article 6(3)
of the Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) authorities shall
agree to the plan or project only after having
ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity
of the site concerned . Therefore the Local Plan cannot
be adopted in its current state and is required to adopt
appropriate policy to mitigate against any adverse
effect on the listed sites, or reduce these adverse
effects to a de minimus state. Other local authorities
have started to recognise the risks of failing to
understand the impacts of increased recreation,
through development, on protected sites. As such, they
are adopting Monitoring and Mitigation strategies in
order to avoid these adverse effects. The recently
adopted Great Yarmouth District Local Plan includes a
strategic monitoring and mitigation strategy, working in
partnership with nature conservation organisations to
ensure no adverse effects on protected sites. Within
Suffolk Coastal District, Natural England has advised
that any development within 8km drive of a Natura
2000 site should be required to contribute to a
strategic mitigation strategy, and work is underway to
set up a strategy with local partners. A strategic
approach to monitoring and mitigation allows for a

comment_author:

RSPB

Officer Comment:
A HRA has been undertaken for the Local Plan and
mitigation identified. This includes amendments to
policies. Such recommendations have been
incorporated into the Local Plan.
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coherent programme of monitoring to establish the
level of any potential impacts and the delivery of the
appropriate mitigation measures. The RSPB strongly
recommends that a Strategic Monitoring and Mitigation
Plan is adopted within the Local Plan to manage the
impacts of new developments. Such a Plan should
include measures to determine baseline visitor
pressure conditions, monitor changes to visitor
pressure resulting from the plan, and provide suitable
management, if necessary, to prevent adverse effects
occurring on European sites as a result of increases in
visitor pressure. Failure to adopt such an approach in
the face of significant development could lead to
Boston District Council and South Holland District
Council failing in their duties under the Habitats
Regulations to protect Natura 2000 sites.
ID1:

331

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.
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ID1:

332

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

ID1:

333

comment_content:
Members would like to request that any funds
generated by Section 106 monies be used to improve
the infrastructure and amenities of the village and not
be used elsewhere within the district.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 and the supporting text to make
approriate reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Fleet Parish Council

Officer Comment:
The use of developer contributions is set out in national
policy; contributions sought should be directly related to
the development therefore it is reasonable to suggest
that the majority of contributions sought from new
development in Fleet would be used to provide and/or
imporve infrastructure in Fleet parish, although there
maybe exceptional circumstances where funds are used
elsewhere to mitigate any adverse impacts identified..
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ID1:

334

comment_content:
The principle of negotiating Developer Contributions
set out in Policy 6 is accepted as established practice.
The policy and the supporting text should, however, be
revised in order to reflect the role of the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan in delivering infrastructure to support
planned growth in the local plan area without requiring
delivery contributions.

ID1:

335

comment_content:
This is a positive step and if appropriately managed
would ally many of the very real local concerns about
the provision of recreational space, education and
healthcare facilities. Roads and highways
improvements will be required for the town centre
which is already highly congested on market day
(Friday) and where parking is limited. Additional
households in the local area are unlikely to support the
retailers and other businesses in town if they simply
can t park anywhere.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 and the supporting text to make
approriate reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Traci Edwards

Officer Comment:
Support for the policy approach is welcome. Developer
contributions are negotiated on a site by site basis
therefore it is not possible to identify specific projects at
this time. However new development that is expected
to have an adverse impact upon roads and highways
may be asked to provide developer contributions to
help mitigate that impact. At this stage there are no
plans to provide additional car parking in Spalding town
centre in the Local Plan.
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ID1:

336

comment_content:
One entry here for Long Sutton (Bridge Industrial
Estate) is not going to support over 300 families to be
economically independent. I accept that most of the
need for housing in South Holland is related to
demographic rather than economic growth
(Peterborough Sub-Region Strategic Housing Market
Assessment 2015 Update Report) I also understand that
it is in part to provide dwellings for those who are
homeless or otherwise inadequately homed. I am
concerned about the balance of market and affordable
housing on such a large scale development and the
impact on the socio-economic profile of the town. With
limited economic growth planned for the immediate
future, there is a risk that either the rate of affordable
housing to market properties will be increased to
satisfy an immediate requirement, or that market
housing will remain unsold, creating a single, partially
occupied, unappealing, out-of-character development
in this town.

comment_author:

Traci Edwards

Officer Comment:
The potential employment sites in Long Sutton cover
9.3ha and reflect the availability of land for employment
use in the Long Sutton area in January 2016. This is a
suitable amount of land to provide jobs for residents
who may choose to live and work in the Long Sutton
area, and should appropriately complement the delivery
of 580 new dwellings over the plan period. However,
additional sites have been put forward to be considered
for employment use in Long Sutton which may lead to
the mix and extent of employment land being reconsidered.
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ID1:

337

comment_content:
As you know, it is vitally important to both the Board
and the Council for the Board to be able to continue to
collect contributions and commuted maintenance sums
from developers now and in the future: the income we
receive from developers helps to pay for necessary
improvement work and the additional maintenance
liabilities that arise from development. Therefore if the
Council ever intends to charge developers/introduce a
Community Infrastructure Levy, it should be made clear
to developers that this d s not include anything for
drainage/flood risk management because developers
will clearly not pay twice for the same thing, otherwise
Special Levies on the Council may need to increase
significantly in future.
ID1:

338

comment_content:
Clowes Developments (North West) Ltd are generally
supportive of this Policy and welcome the pragmatic
approach for dealing with viability. The company
however is concerned at the reference to commuted
sums or infrastructure. Whilst the Policy states that
these maybe secured, Clowes Developments (North
West) Ltd are concerned that seeking commuted sums
for certain types of infrastructure is not legal. The
Policy should be amended to clarify/reflect this.

comment_author:

South Holland IDB

Officer Comment:
Noted. This point will be clarified in the supporting text
of Policy 6.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 to ensure that it is clear that any
developer contributions are additional to those
normally sought by IDB's, utility companies or the EA for
works to deliver new development.

Clowes Developments North Wes

Officer Comment:
Seeking commuted sums for infrastructure is a standard
approach and recognised by national policy as a suitable
means of improving infrastructure adversely impacted
upon by new development. However the LPA's (under
the Regulation 122/123 test established through the
Community Infrastructure Levy regulations) cannot pool
sums from more than five schemes for one project.
Policy 6 is clear that this will be adhered to.
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ID1:

339

comment_content:
We note and support the proposed intention not to
adopt a community infrastructure levy charging
schedule over the Local Plan period. Clearly the specific
circumstances within South East Lincolnshire have quite
rightly been acknowledged, with relatively low land
values resulting in an inability for the development
process to generate significant ï¬•
nancial contributions
to warrant a community infrastructure levy. The
approach to negotiate developer contributions to help
provide site speciï¬•
c infrastructure is, in our opinion,
the correct approach. We also note and support the
emphasis within Policy 6 relating to viability
considerations and believe that this will continue to be
a key part of delivering new developments over the
Local Plan period. We note the policy indicates a
requirement for commuted sums for maintenance of
infrastructure is sought, but feel this is an unreasonable
requirement, particularly if the maintenance of such
infrastructure can be properly carried out by the
relevant statutory authority based on the ï¬•
nancial
regime within which they operate eg local rates, council
tax or infrastructure payments. We also note that at
paragraph 3.6.7. contributions should be index linked
to the retail price index but again feel that this is unjust
as it d s not provide cost certainty for a developer at
the point of entering into the relevant development
agreement. We would also query the ï¬•
nal paragraph
of 3.6.9 which indicates other contributions may be
sought depending on the speciï¬•
c characteristics of a
development proposal. This is a worrying catchall to
enable many other contributions to be sought and
provides uncertainty in the process. The reference to
the Developer Contribution Supplementary Planning

comment_author:

Chestnut Homes

Officer Comment:
The intention to develop a CIL will be taken once the
Whole Plan Viability Assessment is published. Support
for the use of developer contributions is welcome.
Support for the approach taken to viability is also
welcome. It is reasonable for LPAs to seek to ensure the
maintenance of infrastructure provided by new
development. However the form this takes would
depend upon the type and proposed management
arrangements for the infrastructure. Many developers
choose to involve a management company for open
space, sports facilities etc; the cost for such services are
usually borne by the householders annually. However in
those cases where this is not possible the LPAs would
expect a contribution to the cost of future maintenance,
as maintenance of open space is not a statutory function
so it is unlikely that this will be able to be secured via
Council Tax in the future. Index linking developer
contributions is standard practice to ensure that
developer contributions do not lose their value over
time. It is impracticable for Policy 6 to cover all
infrastructure that could be potentially sought by
developer contributions. The purpose of Policy 6 is to
provide a framework for those contributions most
commonly sought by most new major developments.
However there will be occasions where contributions
may be sought to address site-specific concerns
particular to that site or locality. However any
contributions would need to be consistent with national
legislation. The Developer Contributions SPD will add no
new costs to development, rather it will set out details
on the approach and process to be followed so should
not affect comments on the draft policy. The work
undertaken relating to flood mitigation by the developer
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Document is made, although to date this has not been
made available and will only be done so at the
publication draft Local Plan. Again, the absence of the
document at this stage make full comments on this
policy difficult. The implications at paragraph 3.6.12 are
that the SPD will deal with prioritising such
contributions and outlining how the policy will operate,
as opposed to adding additional ï¬•
nancial
requirements. The Whole Plan Viability Study indicates
that there are potential viability issues for sites,
particularly in the Boston area where high ï¬‚ood
mitigation costs will potentially effect the ability to
deliver all policy requirements eg Affordable Housing.
This emphasises the need to work closely between the
local planning authority, developers and the
Environment Agency to ï¬
nd cost effective ï¬‚ood
mitigation measures, whilst ensuring new housing can
be safely developed in the area. To this extent the
ï¬‚ood mitigation measures recently proposed at Q1
aim to achieve this appropriate balance. The potential
reduction in costs could signiï¬•
cantly assist in the
viability debate which will be a central strand of the
Local Plan process.

is acknowledged and has informed the evidence base for
the WPVA.
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ID1:

340

comment_content:
Policy 6: Developer Contributions The principle of
negotiating Developer Contributions set out in Policy 6
is accepted as established practice. The policy and the
supporting text should, however, be revised in order to
reflect the role of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan in
delivering infrastructure to support planned growth in
the local plan area without requiring delivery
contributions.

ID1:

341

comment_content:
Developer Contributions The principle of negotiating
Developer Contributions set out in Policy 6 is accepted
as established practice. The policy and the supporting
text should, however, be revised in order to reflect the
role of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan in delivering
infrastructure to support planned growth in the local
plan area without requiring delivery contributions.

comment_author:

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
Amend Policy 6 and the supporting text to make
approriate reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Robert Doughty Consultancy Ltd

Officer Comment:
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the baseline
infrastructure position in the Plan area and also
identifies critical, essential and desirable infrastructure
required to help support the level of development
propsoed in the Local Plan over the plan period. As such
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be referred to
appropriately in the policy and suporting text.
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ID1:

342

comment_content:
The relatively low house prices and relatively high
infrastructure costs in the Society's area of interest,
particularly for flood mitigation may well result in many
developers seeking to negotiate away contributions on
viability grounds. The Society considers that in these
circumstance permission should be refused as the
development will no longer be sustainable in itself or
contribute to the continuing sustainability of the
community, this being the principal objective of the
Plan. It will demonstrate that the land allocation in the
Plan was erroneous as it was not capable of supporting
sustainable development. If the Planning Authority is
minded for strategic reasons to grant planning
permission for a new housing site with reduced
developer contributions then we believe that there
should be a hierarchy of contribution with ranked
funding priority:
1) Flood mitigation
2) Health care facilities
3) Affordable housing provision
4) Education (for relevant dwelling types)
5) Road and highway improvements
6) Open space and play (dwelling type dependent)
7) Habitat retention, creation and management
8) Sports facilities

comment_author:

Long Sutton and District Civic Soci

Officer Comment:
The Whole Plan Viability Assessment that accompanies
the Local Plan takes into account the expected costs of
flood mitigation as well as developer contributions. This
indicates that new development is viable with flood
mitigation and some developer contributions. In those
cases where site specific circumstances mean that not
all developer contributions can be sought these will be
prioritised. A Prioritisation Framework will be part of the
Developer Contributions SPD that acompanies the Local
Plan. The Society's recommendations for Long Sutton
will inform that document.
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ID1:

343

comment_content:
Policy 6 & Policy 15
Objection: Current planning application fulfils none of
these points. Changes in legislation will change these
polices.
Policy 6 Point 1 is about to be superseded with new
legislation. Affordable housing of at least one third of
the site is to be replaced by section 106 of the new
Housing and Planning Act 2015. "Discounted Starter
Homes" is the new and very different approach.
The current H13-0013-15 planning application complies
with neither piece of legislation.
ID1:

344

comment_content:
It is suggested that viability assessments should follow
an agreed format which d s not require independent
assessment. This approach is adopted by Fenland
District Council and the Borough Council of Kings Lynn
and West Norfolk. Reducing costs to developers and in
turn aiding viability. The policy wording should make it
clear that viability assessments will remain entirely
confidential. This policy should also include a
mechanism for developer contributions to be varied
over time where market conditions change in order to
deliver developments over the life of the plan.

comment_author:

Phil Lawrence

Officer Comment:
Planning permission has been approved for H13-001315. The matters identified have been considered by the
application and Planning Committee sought to approve
the scheme.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change required.

Studio 11 Architecture Ltd

Officer Comment:
The use of a standard viability assessment will be
considered through the preparation of the Developer
Contributions SPD. However the content of the
assessment will still need to be independently assessed.
Viability assessments are confidential, and the intention
is not to change this approach. The supporting text will
be amended to incorporate a mechanism for reviewing
planning obligations.
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ID1:

345

comment_content:
The Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust supports the inclusion of
point 5 within this policy which refers to the provision
of developer contributions towards habitat creation,
enhancement and management. We are pleased that
the reference to management of habitats has been
included as securing ongoing appropriate management
is vital to ensuring that habitats maintain their nature
conservation interest in the long term.

ID1:

346

comment_content:
In need of considerable strengthening.
a) If a developer claims that the developer
contributions will make his proposal unviable, he
should be required to withdraw it and submit a scheme
which is viable.
b) If a submitted proposal is approved (with the
developer contributions agreed) and the developer
subsequently claims it is unviable (an increasingly
common occurrence), he should be required to
withdraw the scheme. He should not retrospectively be
excused the developer contributions. 3.6.11 d s not
seem to us sufficient to secure this.

comment_author:

Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust

Officer Comment:
Support for Policy 6, particularly the criterion relating to
biodiversity is welcome.

comment_author:

Officer Recommendation:
No change required.

Spalding and District Civic Society

Officer Comment:
In exceptional cases where a developer considers
developer contributions will make a scheme unviable
the policy requires that a viability assessment (to be
assessed by an independent valuer) be submitted to
justify any change in approach. It would be for Planning
Committee to determine whether the scheme would be
acceptable. National policy states that ‘Planning
obligations can be renegotiated at any point, where the
local planning authority and developer wish to do so.
Where there is no agreement to voluntarily renegotiate,
and the planning obligation predates April 2010 or is
over 5 years old, an application may be made to the
local planning authority to change the obligation where
it “no longer serves a useful purpose” or would continue
to serve a useful purpose in a modified way’. Therefore
it is reasonable for a developer to re-visit a planning
obligation if they consider it necessary to do so.
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ID1:

347

comment_content:
Strategic Planning Comments Option a) It is suggested
that this should specify S106 and S278 agreements for
clarity. Option b) Please also explain that this would in
part replace S106 agreements. LCC will be working
closely with the Joint Policy Unit and Peter Brett
Associates to develop a full Infrastructure Delivery Plan,
contributing expertise and comments on the
infrastructure and services for which we have a
planning, commissioning, direct provision or advisory
role. Policy 6: Developer Contributions This policy
generally reads well and is strongly supported. There
are, however, a few specific queries for further
discussion: Is the threshold of 10 or more dwellings
best to deliver policy objectives and is it deliverable? It
is justified in para 3.7.10 by reference to the Interim
Whole Plan Viability Assessment but we do not think
that this covered thresholds. The inclusion of early
years and tertiary education requires further
discussion, to balance the core education needs and
viability considerations. Why require 10 years
maintenance of infrastructure? Is a case-by-case
approach better and how achievable is it for various
forms of infrastructure? The last sentence of para
3.7.9 could be in the policy itself. 3.7.7 It is suggested as
a minor point that the part of the (very long) first
sentence on CIL Regulations and the part on the IDP be
split by a full stop, as they are separate issues.
Monitoring This could be more specific: e.g. indicators
measured in £ per unit and the percentage of
applications with developer contributions achieved.

comment_author:

Lincolnshire County Council

Officer Comment:
The suggested changes to the options are appropriate,
but it is not expected will change the outcome of the
option selected. Support for Policy 6 is welcome. The
threshold related to that set out in national guidance
which had informed the early stages of the WPVA.
However national policy has been clarified and the
threshold for developer contributions is 11 or more
dwellings, which is also consistent with the WPVA.
Discussions with the LEA to inform the WPVA and the
IDP will ensure that the appropriate costs associated
with securing education contributions is sought as part
of a viable scheme. It is reasonable for LPAs to seek to
ensure the maintenance of infrastructure provided by
new development. However the form this takes would
depend upon the type and proposed management
arrangements for the infrastructure. Many developers
choose to involve a management company for open
space, sports facilities etc; the cost for such services are
usually borne by the householders annually. However in
those cases where this is not possible the LPAs would
expect a contribution to the cost of future maintenance,
as maintenance of open space is not a statutory function
so it is unlikely that this will be able to be provided by
the Council in the future. It is accepted that the last
sentence of 3.6.9 could be added to Policy 6. The
indicators will be revisited to inform the Publication
Draft.
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Officer Recommendation:
Ensure the Sustainability Appraisal reflects change to
the options considered for Policy 6. Amend Policy 6 to
have a consistent threshold with national guidance.
Incorporate the last sentence of 3.6.9 in Policy 6. Revisit the indicators to ensure they ar
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comment_content:
Policy 6 seeks to set the framework by which Local
Authorities will secure developer contributions. We
acknowledge that such contributions are required in
mitigating the impacts of some types of development,
but would reiterate that such contributions should only
be sought where they meet all of the tests outlined at
paragraph 204 of the NPPF. With regard to the
maintenance / liability period for infrastructure secured
through planning obligations, we consider that this
should be reviewed in the context of Policy 6 and
agreed on a site by site basis. The associated
maintenance period should be proportionate to the
type of infrastructure proposed. We also consider that
regard should be had to paragraph 205 of the NPPF
which states that Local Planning Authorities, when
requesting or revising planning obligations, should take
account of changes in market conditions over time and,
wherever appropriate, must be sufficiently flexible to
prevent development being stalled. We support the
viability considerations included in Policy 6.

comment_author:

Amec Foster Wheeler

Officer Comment:
The supporting text is clear that all developer
contributions sought should meet the tests identified in
para 204 of the NPPF. It is reasonable for LPAs to seek to
ensure the maintenance of infrastructure provided by
new development. However the form this takes would
depend upon the type and proposed management
arrangements for the infrastructure. Many developers
choose to involve a management company for open
space, sports facilities etc; the cost for such services are
usually borne by the householders annually. However in
those cases where this is not possible the LPAs would
expect a contribution to the cost of future maintenance,
as maintenance of open space is not a statutory function
so it is unlikely that this will be able to be secured via
Council Tax in the future. The supporting text will be
amended to incorporate a mechanism for reviewing
planning obligations.
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Officer Recommendation:
Amend supporting text to incorporate reference to
planning obligations review mechanism. Supporting text
will be amended to ensure that it is clear that
maintenance contributions will only be sought where
management companies are not being used to underta
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comment_content:
The relatively low house prices and relatively high
infrastructure costs in the Plan area, particularly for
flood mitigation may well result in many developers
seeking to negotiate away contributions on viability
grounds. CPRE Lincolnshire consider that in these
circumstance permission should be refused as the
development will no longer be sustainable in itself or
contribute to the continuing sustainability of the
community which is a principal objective of the Plan. It
will demonstrate that the land allocation in the Plan
was erroneous as it was not capable of supporting
sustainable development. If the LPA is minded for
strategic reasons to grant planning permission for a
new housing site with reduced developer contributions
then we believe that there should be a hierarchy of
contribution with a ranked funding priority: 1) Flood
mitigation in an area of flood risk 2) Sustainable
transport 3) Affordable housing provision 4) Education
(for relevant dwelling types) 5) Health care facilities 6)
Habitat retention, creation and management 7) Road
and highway improvements 8) Open space and play
(dwelling type dependent) 9) Sports facilities

comment_author:

Campaign to Protect Rural Englan

Officer Comment:
The Whole Plan Viability Assessment that accompanies
the Local Plan takes into account the expected costs of
flood mitigation as well as developer contributions. This
indicates that new development is viable with flood
mitigation and some developer contributions. In those
cases where site specific circumstances mean that not
all developer contributions can be sought these will be
prioritised. A Prioritisation Framework will be part of the
Developer Contributions SPD that acompanies the Local
Plan. The Society's recommendations for Long Sutton
will inform that document.
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Officer Recommendation:
No change required.
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comment_content:
Viability Considerations We support the recognition in
Policy 6 that it may be necessary to assess the viability
of development proposals in relation to developer
contributions. However, it would be helpful if, under
the heading viability considerations the Policy were to
specifically state what would happen if a development
was shown not to be viable without a reduction in
contributions. At present, the policy simply says that
the Local Planning Authorities will negotiate with
developers. It d s not indicate what the parameters or
outcome of this negotiation may be. The wording
should be more specific, to make it clear that the LPAs
will negotiate with Developers to grant planning
permission, subject to a lower level of development
contributions, as may be required in order to make the
proposed development viable (see proposed wording
below). We also believe that it would be helpful for
viability assessments to be carried out in accordance
with a standard approach, such as the Homes and
Communities Agencys Development Appraisal Toolkit.
This approach will help to ensure that a consistent
approach is taken to the determination of each
planning application, and it should help to minimise the
potential for disagreement and consequent delays in
the delivery of new development. We understand that
this approach is favoured by other Local Planning
Authorities, where a Local Plans policy may require the
use of a recognised assessment model. This approach
allows the LPA to avoid the need for secondary viability
assessments, thus reducing the delay and high level of
cost inherent in the process of assessing viability, which
in turn assists deliverability. It is also important that
either the Policy or its supporting text should state that

comment_author:

Waller Planning

Officer Comment:
Policy 6 and its supporting text aims to provide guidance
on developer contributions consistent with national
policy. As such Policy 6 will be clarified in relation to the
LPA’s position should a scheme be proven to be unviable
with developer contributions, and with a reduction in
contributions. The use of a standard viability assessment
will be considered through the preparation of the
Developer Contributions SPD. However it is considered
that most assessments use similar criteria, it is the
content that in general creates disagreement. the
content of the assessment will still need to be
independently assessed. Viability assessments are
confidential, and the intention is not to change this
approach. The policy and/or supporting text will be
amended to incorporate a mechanism for reviewing
planning obligations. Additional guidance will be given
relating to securing other over-riding planning benefits
or will include appropriate cross reference to other
relevant policies in the Plan.
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Officer Recommendation:
Amend supporting text to clarify approach should a
scheme be unviable with developer contributions (or a
reduction). Amend supporting text to incorporate
reference to planning obligations review mechanism.
Amend supporting text to incorporate approach to
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viability assessments will remain confidential. They will
contain many commercially sensitive details, such as
the amount paid by the Developer for the land, build
costs and projected profits. These details must remain
confidential, if they are not to undermine the
Developers competitiveness in the market. As such, all
viability assessments should be kept separate from the
application documents published on the LPAs website
and any publicly accessible files in the LPAs offices. ReAssessment of Development Contributions National
Guidance recognises that it may sometimes be
necessary to reappraise the viability of development
proposals, for instance where costs or values change1.
Where development is not viable, it will be delayed,
and this could lead to a failure to deliver development
required by the Local Plan, thus making the Plan
ineffective. It is therefore appropriate for Policy 6 to
contain a suitable caveat which reflects national
guidance. Other Over-Riding Planning Benefits
Paragraph 3.6.5 recognises that, in addition to viability
considerations, other over-riding positive planning
benefits may also be relevant, when considering
whether to grant planning permission for development
which would not otherwise meet all of the
requirements for development contributions. A new
development may lead to important social, economic
or environmental benefits, such as the restoration of a
historic building. This is, for instance, the principle on
which the concept of enabling development has
developed with regard to historic buildings. It is
therefore appropriate for the Local Plans policies to
contain sufficient flexibility to allow for development to
come forward, where it can be shown that the benefits
arising would justify a shortfall in the provision of
development contributions or other infrastructure
provision. These benefits should outweigh the disPage 286
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benefits inherent in not granting planning permission. A
flexible policy approach would allow the actual effects
of failing to meet all infrastructure and service needs
against the loss of the benefits that the development
would otherwise bring. This approach is consistent with
the cost/benefit approach advocated by national policy,
for instance with regard to development affecting
heritage assets. We have suggested that Policy 5 should
include an appropriate caveat in this regard, and we
believe that it would be appropriate for Policy 6 to
contain a similar caveat. Revised Policy Wording In light
of our comments above, we propose the following
amendments to the wording of Policy 6 (additional text
is in bold): The Local Planning Authorities will expect to
secure developer contributions to meet the needs of
each development, but will negotiate with developers
to secure development subject to a lower level of
developer contributions, if an independent viability
assessment indicates that: 10. the impact of developer
contributions, either individually or in combination with
other development costs, would result in a proposed
development becoming economically unviable; and 11.
a viable scheme cannot be achieved by amendments
Viability assessments will be carried out in accordance
with the Homes and Communities Agencys
Development Appraisal Toolkit, or its subsequent
equivalent. All costs associated with the viability
assessment will be at the developers expense. Viability
assessments will be treated as confidential, and will not
be made publicly available. Where development costs
or values change to an extent that development is
rendered unviable, a viability assessment and
associated legal agreements may be revisited, in order
to secure development in a timely manner. Planning
permission may also be granted for development
proposals, where it would not be viable to meet all
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development contributions, but where on balance the
benefits of permitting development would outweigh
any likely adverse effects.
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